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1 \SMALL ARMS SAFETY

1. Treat every gun ?s if it wei;e loaded. Never take anyone's
word that the gun is empty. Check for yourself and keep yOUr
.finger off/the trigger. If you don't know 'how to open a gun 'to
check its chamber, don't guess. Leave it alone! .

is
2. Always point the gunLyuzzle in- a sa di Action. Never

alio/Ay/a gun muzzle to point at anyone-7-dr ' 'Remember
1,1 .

that bullets will penetrate walls, floors, ws
9
->aad will

also ricochet from-flat hard surfaces. , Poi :imuzzle in a
.safe direction depends on were you are :(lndboe:sji;*ieTair on the

,,. I,Y -34.4'(z`ae_.' ,7- krange, etc.). , ,

3. Be sure of your target. Idertify, your -dtget );;;.ath cert-Mit
before ybu touch the trigger. Determine:where yot& bullet will
go if it passes under, qver, or ,thutugh,th:e -target; r"..qu arei-re-
sponsible fcir starting the bullet: ,N1Nke certain youltnow where it
will'come to rest. -'

Hunting is of primary interest to many Navymen. Others use
a rifle, pistol or shotgun for competitions. The Navyman with a
gun in his hand has a full-time job. He cannot "Fuess,1! he must
know!

He must know: -
to How the pistol, rifle or shotgun is lo ded and unloaded.

Whether the pistol, rifle ol.'shotgun'ig loaded or unloaded.
Wtere the pistol,. rifle or shotgun is. pointing..,

i
.

Where his-target S. ,
d

What his tarier-is-.:-___:_._,,:
m Where the bullet will 6.._::_,_

Where the bullet will stop. 0.
N......

L
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PREFACE,
1

The-Navy'S small arnis maricsnianship training program Is ,

designeckp aChieve.,p/realistic degree of proficiency for Navy
perSonnel in handling the rifle, pistol and shotgun. The Iminimufn
objective of this' program* is to qualify Navy perSonliel as
"Marksman;';'':and ensure that personnel wgn are issued
arms for security; recreation, or competitions are' fully qualified

Ar in their use In addition, certain categories of personnel whb are
*normally \required to be armed 'in the performanqe of their' duties
should qualify at the "Sharpshooter!' LeVel. Alf Navyinen ltave
defense responsibilities against overt and covert `enemy action:
To discharge these responsibilities the fundamental military.
concept of competency .with' firearms is a requirement. The
security of ships and stations .and the survival of .their crews
may be dependent.,...upan.cindividual proficiency with assigned
firearms. .
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PART I

BASIC MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING AND
RANGE OPERATION



CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

INTRODUCTION TO THE SMALL ARMS
1VIARKSI11ANSHIP PROGRAMIN THE NAVY

,i1101. Purpose

The purpo e of a Small Arms Marksman-
ship Prograi in theNavy is twofold: First:
To prepare men for the most effective use
of all the service small arms. -Second: To
assist commands in prompting hunter safety
and extensive intramural competition's for
training and recreation. See figure 1-1.

1102.. Scope of Training

The term "small arms marksmanship"
includes all the qtralification exercises and
competitionsfiredwith small ar.ms and listed
herein.. The manual covers only individual
instruction and firing at bull's-eye and sil-
houette targets and at known ranges. This
Iimitation in scope is imposed by the limited
time available for small arms marksmanShip

. training. It is considered that time and facil-
itiqs available will ordinarily_ not permit
individual instruction at ranges greater than
300 yards. Advantage should, however; be
taken of opPortunitito gain greater experi-
ence by firing at the longer ranges, provided

-- that. the firing can . be done under proper
supervision and without exceeding-the ammu-
nition allowance.

1103. Applicability

_ __All ships and stations'will conduct 'a small
L arms marksmanship training program. Under

(,::.,ordinary conditions there will be insufficient
opportunity to give a thorough course of small
arms training to the entire complement of a
ship. Since training which stops, short of
thoroughness _is very iar gely wasted, the num-
ber required to be trained should be \re-
stricted to the number that can be trained

-cp

4

Figure 1-1 .Training to hit the target.

thoroughly. Modification of this principle
should be accepted as demanded' by contin-
gencies of the Navy and available ammunition
allowances. In general all officers should be
familiar with She Service pistol and/or re-

' volVer. All enlisted men whose duties as
security watch standers require them to be'
armed, or who are normally armed in the
course of their regular assigned duties should
fire an annual' qualification 'course with. the
weapon with which armed.

1

1104. Methods to be Used

The methods prescribed have been thor-
oughly-tested by Navy instructors during the

.41
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Naval Academy Midshipmen Summer Marks-
manship Training Program for the, past three
years, and..are known to produce excellent
results when properly, carried out.5(In The
Navy,- where training is subject to interrup-
tion by special demands of the service, it is
essential that the methods of training be

J

Jo'

uniform. Where in ore than one method is
used even if these methods be equally good,
a great loss4of time and_effort will be caused"
by transfers from one `-method- to the other.
.For this reason the pr,escribed methods are
made mandatory.



CHAPTER2

SMALL'ARMS RANGES

SECTION I
RANGE OPERATION

2101. Utilization of Ranges

a. 1\ ..ilitary Usage. Military small arms
ranges are costly training aids and once,
constructed shall be used to capacity to
realize. the greatest possible small arms
training return on the U.S. Government's in-
vestment. The activity constructing the
range will normally7be jesponsible foNts
scheduling and operation, In areas where a
shortage.of small arms 'ranges exists, Navy
smalLar ms ranges will be made available to
other 'military services. Commanding offi-
cers will program and use the range as re-
quired, to comply with all traitinig-and corn-,
petition directives. All units using any range
will be 'required to adhere to local station
safety policies and be reSPonsible for proper
discipline, equipment, security and storage,
and policing Of the range.

2102. Civilian Usage

a. OPNAVINST 3574.2 series authorizes
use of Navy ranges by civiliaps. Section 113
of the National Defense Act, 3 June 1916 (39
Stat 211), "Encouragement of rifle praTtite,"
and,the United States Code, Title 32, Sectibn
316, "Rifl:e instructibn. and practice for civil-
ians," 'para. 106; ','Recomrnendations to Con -
gress, spiecting rifle ranges)" are some of
the federal authorizatle-ns for civilian use.
-Additional sources are United States Code,
Title 10, Section 4307-4313, and 4652, "Con-
tinuation of Other Laws." These laWs permit
civilian nse of ranges built in part or wpolly
by funds appropriated by the Congress of the
United States.- Rifle and pistol clubs;' schoOls,
college, law enforcement agencies, and
other organized' units may use Navy ranges

at times when they are not actualiy required
for the Navy or other military services.
Navy small arms mark,smanship training and
co mpetitiOn Will receive first priority. Other '
military services including the reserve will

r
__receive, second priority. Civil:an agencies ..

as mentioned above will be given third pri-
ority when the ranges-are not required by theme
militar,r services.

b (-ivilians and civilian units are nor:-
malls .required to furnish their own weapons,
ammunition, and,targets for training.

c. Civilian units using Navy small arms
ranges exercise good housekeeping
practices and prOcedures, and return the
range to its original condition by policing
the areastoring the targets and target
frames, refading the targets used, policing
the brass,' and other similar duties..

d. Where_ feasible and within personnel
limitations, -Navy small arms marksmanship
Instructors 'Should assist civilian marks -
manship activities in range operation and
other techniical guidance on small arms
marksmanship activities.

2103: W.mion uthorization
,

ia.Gove iment Issue

:(1) Small arms ranges are often buil
to accorrnodate speLfic _`calibers or'tear
tridges arid ones of similar or less power!.
("in indoor pistbl range using' a metal deflec
for plate and sand trap is an example of /a'
Small arms range built to a specification. If
the baickstop metal4xs of a specification tfiat
will withstand ".45=and :38 specal ball ammU-
nition velocities 'only, no weapon or cartridge
developing higher velocities or foot pou4ds
of energy will 'be permitted range usage.

--Weapons of such potential as4he .357 or.44
.rhagnums would in all probability
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the metal backstop, or at least buckle or
pockmark the metal surface, rendering the
range unsafe for use. The same restrictions
apply to the use of armor-piercing (or metal
piercing)bullets of any type. Bullet deflector
plates depend on the smp2th surface to de-
flect bullets into a trap or,catcher, and any
pockmarks, or bullet holes in the surface
produce unpredictable ricochets. When such
damage occurs, the holes should be welde
over and ground smooth. Should a conc
trated,area. be damaged; the area should be
cut out and a repair plate welded in. Ground
butt weld should be used on this type of re-
pair... Where questions arise as to the back-
stop, a sample of the deflector plate should
be tested for damage by firing at it with the
ammunition in question. Pockmarks in the
armor or backstop platng will receive the
same treatment used for holes. All .22
caliber rimfire ammunition of long rifle or
less power, fired in a pistol or rifle, may be
used on all F.1..nges authorizing .22 caliber or
larger amnitinition. All .221ca1iber center-
fire cartridges should be banned fiom the
range until tests are made with,.sanil)le back-
stop material to determine damage or ac-

. ceptability.
(2) Small arms ranges that employ

overhead baffles and earthen backstops for
safety also have a limitation on weapons au-
thorized. All students training with semi-
automatic or automatic weapons will be
limited to weapons firing cartridges of such
power that the bullets can be stopped by the
baffles. Weapons of power sufficient to.pen-
etrate the baffles but not the backstop should
not be used for training students unfamiliar
with weapons. Use of these weapons should
be restricted to experienced personnel. such
as Navy gunsmiths, small arms markSman-
ship instructors, and controlled firing such
as zeroing in weapons from bench rests or
the prone position. When zeroing weapons
from.the bench rest or prone position, in-
experienced persons will be given indiVidual
instruction and are to be closely observed
by a qualified small arms marksmanship
instructor during firing.

(3) The backstop capabiliSp-is the lim-
iting factor when controklediKing, test. fir--
ing,- or demonstration firing is conducted

4

with weapons that could penetrate overhead
baffles.

b. Privately Owned. Privately owned
small arms may be fired on small arms
ranges provided they do not exceed the range
backstop limitation, are in serviceable and
safe condition, and the .owners receive per-
mission for the occasion.

(1) Privately owned weapons are fre-
quently used in high power rifle, pistol,
small-bore rifle, trap and skeet competi-
tions, These events may include zeroing in
of weapons.

(2) Although authorized for use on
Navy ranges, priirately owned weapons must
be_fired only under the supervision of quali-
fied range personnel or other responsible
authority. "Other responsible authority"
pertains to competitions, rod and gun club
and other, activities where -a responsible
commissioned officer, petty officer, or prop-
erly certified civilian assumes the respon-
sibility for range operation. Proper qualifi-
cation or certification for these persons
should be NO LESS than normally assigned
small . arms marksmanship instructors.
NRA-certified or qualified range officials,
NRA-certified instructors, hunter-safety
course certified instructors or similar per-
sons with.. experience in range safety and
proper conchict of range firing,

(3) Maximum vigilance must be main-
tained during such events to assure that
safety procedures are followed. Since many
of the personnel at such events may be de-
pendents, or civilians who are not familiar
with military small arms safety measures,
the instructors, safety personnel, or those
charged with functional responsibility will
thoroughly brief participants on operating
procedufes, methods and commands. Offi-
cials will be identified by distinctivg, arm
bands, insignia, and the like, which is/ nec-
essary and appropriate. The officials will
be further identified to participants during
the events by the public address system or
other announcing device, and ,p-articipants`
cill be reminded that full .cobperation must
be..given to all operating officials. Failure
to cooperate or adhere to instructions or'
directions will be cause for removal of
offenders from the range. All personnel
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actually participating -in firing events and
spectators are under the control and respon-
sibility of the range officials..

(4) EVents which civilians attend offer
excellent opportunities for small arms
marksmanship instructors to better educate
the public in the safe handling' of 'Nveaporis
and create a better Navy public relationship.
Discipline, demeanor, and deportment of
Navy personnel during these events will be
in keeping with the highest traditions of the
Navy.

(5) Occasions involving use of pri-
vatelyowned weapons, such as competitors'
zeroing-in, will. be conducted as the range is
available, and at times that will not' conflict
with military training. requirements.

(6) Privately owned weapons-should be
banned from firing if they are unsafe or in
questionable condition.

(7), The rare backstop Must also be
capable of safely stopping bullets from pri-
vately owned weapons. As previously dis-
cussed, a piSlol range backstop deflector
plate designed to only withstand .45 caliber.
service cartridges and .38 special cartridges
is subject to damage by .357 or .44 magnum
ammunition. These cartridges .in "factory
lbac0 Must be banned from the Mag-
num weapons which have been led with
hand loads or reduced velocity ammunition
that does not exceed specifications for the
range may be used safely, / Range personnel
are responsible determining whether the
cartridges are' ralueed in power sufficiently
to permit use '-with the existing backstop.
Commercial ballistic tables.should be con-
sulted for velocities and energies and com-
pared with those of authorized service am-
munition. Commercial bailistiC tables are
available, on-request, from the various am-
munition manufacturers.

SECTION II
RANGE PERSONNEL

Zni, Chief Range Officer

a. All Navy installations possessing or
'laving use of. a small arms range require

-a small arms marksmanship instructor

42'']'l 71 2

assigned as chief range officer. The chief
range officer is responsible to the command-
ing officer for programming, maintenance,
and use of the small arms ranges. The chief
range officer should possess7agood working
knowledge of weapons and aniinunition. In-
terest and experience in small --arms range
-Operation-and knowledge of small arms com-
petition, and ammunition is desirable. He
must budget far all marksmanship training
equipment and supplies. He will correct un-
safe practices on the spot. Where feasible,
the chief range ,officer should be assigned
responsibility for the ranges on a full-time
basis. Commanding officers determining
that a full -.time chief range officer cannot be
assigned-will assure that the individual as-
signed to the position can devote. adequate
time to this duty so that marksmanship train-
ing will not be reduced because of his ab-
sence, and that the range petty officers and-
other 'assigned personnel are well qualified

, and competent to complete all 'phases of
_marksmanship training in his absence.

b. The chief range officer in conjunction
with the, ordnance officer should make rec-

5

ommendations to the Commanding officer
concerning new small arms ranges, range
modifications, and rehabilitation commen-
surate with the installation's mission, man-
ning,, capability, weapons authorization, and
current small arms training directives, He
evaluates the condition of the ranges and
makes arrangements for maintenance and
repairs as required. He monitors the sched-
uling of marksmanship training 'and range
personnel assigned under hind The chief
range officer Periodically obserVeOiring, to'
assure that proper procedures and safe pi a -
tiges are being enforced. He will appoint
additional range personnel as required, dur-
ing special events such as small arms com-
petitions, weapons testing and evaluation,
and others.

.2402. Range Petty Officer

Navy installations that possess or' have
use of small arms range or range system
require additional petty officers to be ap-
pointed as range petty officers. They should
be competent, reliable petty officers.'
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a. The range petty officer is appointed by
the- ordnance officer and- is responsible to
the chief range officer. He will assist the
chief mange officer in execution of his duties
and responsibilities. Specific duties of the
range petty officer are:
r- T Conducts firing.

(2) Determines and
'lance as required.

(8) Requisitions
munition, targets and

effects mainte-
,

weapons, parts, am,
materials, and other

supplies as necessary.
(4) Supervises and instructs personnel..
(5) Prepares material consumption

lists for budget programming.
(6) Enforces safety procedures on all

small arms ranges.
(7) ,Removes any personnel from the

firing line for unsafe practices.
(8) Coordidates-availability of range

and student quotas with units.
(9) Provides technical advice on range

programming and construction, training, and
competitions.

b. The range petty officer may be desig-
nated chief range officer to conduct firing in
the absence'of the chief range officer.

2203. Small Arms Marksmanship
Instructors

Small arms training as directed herein
requires well trained and qualified .markS-
nianship instructors. The prdper ratio of
instructors to trainees is- 1 to 500. Navy

\units that are manned with less than 500 per-
tnnel., should have one instructor and a
114per level of qualification.

a. Personnel assigned to small arms
1-- Wilk be required to. instruct offiOrs

and other Krsonnel, in the correct of
their\ assigned weapons. In order to satis-
factorily perform these duties and responsi 's
bilities they must have the ability to spe
clearly and distinctly.

b. Personnel assigned to the small arms
ranges should be permanently assigned ex7.
cept for work details or special projects--,,,
These personnel aTe responsible to the chief
'range officer and will assist him as directed,
to accomplish their duties and respOnsi7.:,
bilities.

SECTION HI
RANGE OPERATING. PERSONNEL

2301. Individual Assignments and
ResponSibilities

All personnel tresponsible for small'arms
Marksmanship training must be thoroughly
familiar with range procedures, safety regu-
lations, and local- range regulations. The
responsibilities of those assigned duties
listed in subsequent paragraphs must be met. -
If the number of men available is insufficient
to.assign one Man to each billet, the respon-
sibilities should be divided among the men
available.

2302. Range Officer

a. General. The range officer or range
petty officer is the individual in charge of a
range where live ammunition is fired. The
duty assignmen s of the range petty officer.
is made by the hief range officer who has
tne responsibil: y for therange facility. See
figure 2-1.

b. Responsibility. The range petty officer
is responsible for, but not limited to-tfie
lowing:

6

Figure 2-1.Rang officer instructing
rem:tuts.
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(1) Supervision of !assigned personnel.

He should have the following ordnance-pen
sonnel to assist him in the operation of the
range:e

(a) One line petty offi4er for each
rifle and pistol range

(b) One block range petty offiCer
for each old 0 targets . . as

(c) One pit petty offfeer for each
rifle range

(2) Matters relative tothe assignment
of men and procuremenrof supplies should
be arranged-in detail. The need for certain
supply items is equally as imeortant as the
assignedpersonnel.

,

,,(3) Conduct of all range: biwerating
personnel.

(4) Ihs.tructioNOT all range personnel.
(5) COordinatieof all training details.
(6) Range discipline of all individuals

undergoing instruction.
(7) Enforcement of all: current safety

regulations and range regulations.
8) Proper conduct of record firtng.to

ensure that all rules governing record firing
are obs rved. .

42303. \Line Wy.Officer

a.. Generatit The line paly
the range, petty officer. .4Fron
his responsibility the billet. s
with the most. seniorolpetty of
to range duty.

b. Responsibilities. The li e petty offir r
has the fdllowing broad-responsibilities

(1) Assignment of shooters-10 relays
and, targets.

(2) Assignment., of telephone talkers,
scorekeepers, and. road guards, which may
be made from the group participating 'n.the
training exercises.

fficer assists
the nature of

could be filled
jeer assigned

It,
43047 lock Petty'Officer

a. general. One block petty officer is.
assigned for each ken targets. ..,.He assists
-the:range officer and line petty officer in the
execution of their duties in Os respective
target areas.

RespOnsibilities. The block petty offi-
cer has responsibility Tor:.

(1) Enforcing safety and rangeregu-
lations.

-2305. Pit Petty Officer

a. G6neral. A firm conscientious petty
officer should be assigned this '_The
supervision of men in the-pits-Is a serious

.matter. Constant'",attention is required to
prevent operatidn failures and to ensure en-
forcement -of _safety, and range regulations.

b; Responsibilities. Tie pit petty officer-
has the' responsibility for the,following broad
areas:.

(1). Enforce safety and target pit regu-
lations. _ ,,

. (2) Control operatioVbfrthe
(3) Conduct of personnel assigned to

the pits..

2306. Armorer

a. General. lierga -dlge Of 'dtheH::fi,n4../.. on
of ...firearms, the firth: of liye aiwimunition
niay-present ,the need for minor repairs and
safety regulations. For this reason; the
chief range officer should be a qualified .

armorer.

SECTION IV
_SMALL ARMS MARKSMANSHIP

INSTRUCTORS DUTIES

./2401. General

..Sinall arms:MarkSmanship instruction is
an extremely important and highly technical
job that must be done well.' The mostc,vaIn7
able man in our marksnianship training_pro=
gram is one who not only pas attained whigh
standalit of efficieney with the basic weaPon
hiself;',. but who also is qualified to effec-
tively transmit thisknowledge and ability to
f.-,therS. It is well worth the effort to train a
Navy man to become a. successful instructor)
because experience has -rshown- that such
training improves the individual's overall
capability.

;
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2402. Individual Responsibilities

The small arms marksmanship instruc-
,

tor:s priniary responsibility is to teach
individuals in the effective use of the weapon
and absolute safe handling.

,

2403. Ind dual Qualifications

authority. The instructor will retain the re-
Spect of the students throughout the training
period by displaying a thorough'Aowledge of
his subject in a quiet,fdignified manner.

f. Alertness. Even some of the most apt
shooters, in the excitement of firing' on the
range, will forga or neglecrsome essential
point in their Znstrirction. The instructor
must be ever alert for mistakes and patiently ----o _

Wo be .a -good instructor heAnust rioronly--!--dorrect thp shoote as often as may be nee-
understand all the, steps necessary .to pro- essary,He-musteep the man encouraged
duce accurate shooting, but must also under- throughout his ins-&--tretion by making the
stand instruction techniques and have certain most of. progress attained, however slight,
other qualificatiOns. Theseqndividual qual- and he must check at once any disposition to___
ificationg are: . . become discouraged or to lose interest.

a. KnoWledge. The primary qualification
for an efficient small arms marksrnangiip"'"'
instructor is a thorough knOwledge ofthe
weapon and proficiency in its use: He ibust
be prepared to answer questions accurately
,ontlra..subject of marksmanship. He must

velop his ability to observe the action's-of'
he student quickly, analyze and correct

faulty procedures with sound recommenda-
-___tions. .

. . ,..
Ib. Patience. The instructor will encoun-

ter many types of men to try. his patience;
dull, know-it-alls, uncooperative, aggressive,
uninterested, eta. ', All of these types' must
be liandledtAzith calm persistence; patience,
and persuaded.. through .demonstration and
repetition to accept ,e principles and pro-
cedures seeforth in instructions.

u. c. Understanding. Akiinstructor with a.
good "firing line manner" alsO enhinces his
chances for success. The student undeilri-
struction is labozing under a strain. He is
very sensitive to 'abruptness, impatience, or
lack of sympathy wityl, his difficulties and

, will immediately react unfavorably to evi-
dence of such, an attitude on'thePpart of the,
instructor. . -.

d. Consideration. Most Men, even those
who do no shoot 4 1, enjoy shooting and

. stare out with a liv ly inte-re§t in their-work
17tt :

on the range. The instructor should consider
... this andencourage individuals throughout the
----training. ', .. - ;: '')

e. Maiiitaini,ng. Respect. .The fact. that :a5

Pan is assigned.the duties of an instructor
classifies him, to those who come. to him for'
instruction, as a technical expert and an

g. Attitude. In instructing on the range,
as in most other lines of teaching, a corn=
bative "hard Wiled" attitude is rarely effec-
tive., A blustering attitude, "chewing- out
the student in the presence of others, or the
use of profane language, merely creates a
Sullen resentment and destroys the value of
the instruction. Only in case- of repeated
carelessness with respect to safety precau-
tions is severity required and jutTfied :

h. Providing EnCourage'me t. The in,
structor should encourage the shooter by
convincing him that ther e is,Tro myste-ryiabout
good shooting;- that .the weapon.and ammuni-
tion are Iiighly neloped mechanically for

4, accuracy; that p. o scoresare due to lack
of knowledge and practice of good shooting >--
habits; and that the instxuctor is there to
impart that knowledge and to assist the

- shooter to gain the practical experience
which will..make him a good shot. He must
emphasize the fact that close' observance of
a numbe.r of simple rules is the secret pf
success, and that strict attention to the in-,
structionis essential in ordq, to clearly
grasp every Point covered.

,2404. Steps of Instruction

-

a. General. Marksmanship training, must
follow certain steps of instruction Which, if -

carried -Out correctly, will result in highly
proficient marksmen. If one of the step is
incorreqtly performed, the shooter will not
get the &aired results: It is the instructorts:
duty to see that each shooter perfcirmg the .

steps correctly.;
. L

8
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ftwttg ;'44;44b."

Ariee.71.141:14c,

JAR 'A ;1'

Figure 2-2. Small arms .marksmanship
instructor assisting student in assum-
ing the correct position.

b. Basic Steps of Instruction. The eight
basic steps tpf instruction are:

(1) Sighting and Aiming. The instruc-
tor must ensure the shooter understands and
applies the correct method of aligning the
sights .and their relationship to the target.

See figure 2-2.
(2) Position. The instructor must have.

a thorough knowledge of the elements that
make up a good position so that he can teach
the s4odter the propel; position. The ele-
ments that make up a good position are:'

(a) Bone support. (Rifle only.) -
(b). MusCular relaxation.
(c) Natural point of aim.
(d) Proper use of the sling. (Rifle

only.)
(3) Trigger'Control. The instructor

must be familiar with the common causes of
faulty trigger control in order- to effectively
detect and correct the error. It may be rec-
ognized by,the shooter's reactions Of flinch-
ing, bucking, or jerking.

(4) Rapid Fire. Since time is the
greatest factor affecting rapid fire, the in-
structor must train the shooter in the correct
procedure. This can be done in rapid fire

9

exercises by blending the eleinentS of good
position, sighting and aiming, trigger con-
trol, breathing, and reloading (rifle).

(5) sight Adjustments. To make Proper
adjustments' for his shots 'or shot groups,
the shooter must be 'taught the operation of
the rear sight, the elevation and windage
rule, and the method used.to compute sight
changes. -- ' I

(6) Effects Of-Weather. The elements
of weather that have an effect on shooting
are wind, light, temperature, and humidity.
With the exception of -Wind, these cOnditions
affect some shooters differently than, others.
The'histru4or must have a complete under-
standing, of, all Conditions that affect a, shooter
to ProperiyAnstruct his students.

.(17) The instructor must have
'a thoroilgh knowledge of the principles of
zeroing; the _:method of Zeroing, and sight
calibration 40-teach the shooter the correct
procedure of zeroing.

(p) Use of the Score Book. One of the
greatest problems the instructor encounters
is teaching the, shooter to,use his score book
correctly. Intar,tost cases; this can be over-
come by impreOsing on the shooter the im-
portance of the score book. See figure 2-34'

1

Figure 2-3. Instructing the-student
in the use of the score book.

ti
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SECTION V--
RANGE SAFETY

2501. 1Ten Commandment4-ofSaiety
1

There. are many rules of safety that, if
adher 3d to, Will prevent accidents , while
handling small arms. The following, safety
rules are general .but cover most potential
accident Situations. 0

a. Treat every gun with the respect due a
loaded ,gun. This is. the first rule of gun
safety.

.b. Guns carried into the station, home,'
or. other placeth away from the shooting area,
or when otherwise not in use, 'must always
be bunlOaded and have the actions open, or
shdlild be_ cased: This applies in going to alp
well cbming from the shooting areas..

co. Iwzs be sure that the barrel and
action' are clear of any obstriiectioti and that
you have only ammunition of the proper size
for the gun you are using. RemoVe all oil
and ..grease from the- clia:mber and barrel
before firing:. '

d. Always carry your gun so that you can
control the direction of the muzzle even if
you stumble. jce_uthe safetcr on until you
are ready to, shbot.
. e._ He_ sure of Your target before:you 'pull.
th'e . trigger. If positive -identification of the

r,target. has not been made; -DON'T SHOOT.
I. Never po'int'a gun at anything you do

not want to shoot; . avoid all ,horsepla.Y while
handling a gun.

g. Unload unattended giis. Store guns
and ammunition separately, beyond", the ,r each
of 'children: ,

h. Never clithb a tree or fence or junipa
ditch with a loaded gun; never pull a.gun
toward you by, therrinizIe..-- ..., .. ..

i. Never shoot a bullet at ta. flat, '.hard
surface or the surface of water. When shoot-

.. ing at targets or game be sure that your
backstop is adequate. - . ., 0

j. Certain- drugs and'....rnedicatiOns may
temporarily impair sig4 and -reIleTees and
should be avoided before and during shooting. -
Do not dririlsr alcoholic beverages before or
during shooting. activities. ..

2502. Unsafe Acts

a. Unsafe acts may occasionally be corn-,
miffed on small arms ranges. An incomplete
listing of unsafe acts includes proceeding in
front of the firing line before' command,- -;
pointing a weapon in an unsafe direction,
shooting unsafe ammunition, using a mechan=
ically unsafe or inadequate weapon; dis-
.obedience -of orders, horsep3ay, and loud
language.

b.. In order to operate a safe range;range
personnel will' correct all unsafe acts im-
mediately by command )1-;--if-iie-e-ei-sary, by
physical intervention, as. the. circumstances
require. Range personnel Will-then admin:-
ister a brief explanation of the act to. the
offender, the reason for the correction, and
the safe policy:or procedure normally. em-
ployed. ReaSonable tact and diplomacy
should be-employed during coritlective action;
how:ever, the corrective action will he im-
mediate and firm. Anyr epetitions,disre'gard
of instructions, or flagrant violation of safety.
practices. ill result in the immediate re-

'o the person Or' persons from the
range. 'ange personnel haV"e the responsi-
bility f enforcing proper safety procedures
an practices on small arms ranges.. They

ye the prerogative and duty to remove
fro i the firing line' dr'range any, person or
per whom they consider unsafe. Range
personnel-will:maintain safety discipline on
small arms range by close surveillance Of
shooting activities.

2503. Road Guards

a. Road guards may be required for di-
recting or blocking traffic on some small
arms 'ranges. They are not required on
roads that approach the fi4ing line 'from a
safe direction: Signs denoting approach to a
small arms range and proper use ,of range
flagS are adequate warning to personnel `ap-
proaching in vehicles. 'However, if there are
roads that enter impact or similar danger
areas, and they. are not equippedNith fences,
gates, or adequate .barriers to preVent Arehi-
.cles from trespassing, road :guards should
be. posted.orrthe range perimeter. A road

10
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guard will prevent, entry into the danger area ....,...;--7c7 Naval bases 'With large range areas
until daily firing has been completed and he may have a potential for hunting, fishing,, is withdrawn from hisrpost. Road guards picnicking, or other recreational activity:
are generally selected froni personnel who * Recreational. activities will not conflict with
arc,scheduled for training but are awaiting training requirements. Where It conflict
their relay, or who have - already fired. When arises, the marksmanship training hquire--
special traffic_ problems exist, a road guard ments outlined in this manual and the Landing
pr guards may be used to direct traffic, such Party Manual, 1960, will have first priority',
as to special parking areas or over desig- ',Personnel, both military and civilian, when
nated routes. When heavy, traffic is antici- using the range for hunting will first demon
pated, as at competitions, the local military strate their proficiency and knowledge of
police should be ,contacted; for skilled per- firearms safety to,designated officials. Local
sonnel to handl traffic.problems. '' - requirements will dictate the content and

b. Road rds - should be posted at fre- scope'of examinations'for hunters; however,
quently used Fails or footpaths, and at ri1aces examination °should include an approVed
where children in the vicin.J:y might trespass hunter safety course. Range officials will
into danger areas of the range, if these Situ- coordinate with the safety officer in deter-
ations exist 'and adequate fences or barriers mining 'standardization and restrictions for
have.Aot been erected, I the course. The safety officer will also as-

c. ..Road guards are not required where sist with local requirementslor range usage:
adequate gates or barriers and signs proVide d. When ilincange area is used for rec-
proper warning to approaching persons: , reational purposes, the date and hours of

d. They shay be required when a firing occupancy; should be posted in the base "Plan
range is located in close proximity to the-- of the Day" once, a week. After .the 'recrea-
approach patterhs of aircraft, to provite- tiorial season is over, the range should revert
proper warning- to the chief range officer. back lo. a no-trespass basis, and several

. ..

weekly 'notices-to this effect placed in the
2504r Trespass Noti eS "Plan of- the- Day." Small arms .,range use

/J and firing schedules are required to be
placed in the local_initructionS.` Small arms
ranges are off limits to all unauthorized
personnelizand should be so deSignated on
signs around the range area. Shall arms

I

a. Trespass notices are of two tfp.,6s,
those posted by 'signs and those printed in
publications. Publication notices are nor,:'
mally printed in/local commercial .n,ews-
pap-e-rg-alid-iii-fe-Na-vy Base Ina:ns., of the ;marksmanship instructors land person's vfith
Day. Noticest the. public should be placed ' written permission from ) the chief range
as legal notices in the newspaper ar news- officer or range petty officer may enter and
papers serving the local area. The notices use the range property during other- than
should give /the location of the range. or --normal duty hours.
ranges and state, that trespassing is illegal
and dangerous due to the firing of :small
arms. Offices, personnel, arid phone num-
bers to call in case of valid need for entry
should/alSo be contained in the notices.

h: /Norinally the small arms range or
ranges are off limits to all unauthorized
personnel. Anyone who -needs to enter a
range area, other than the normally inhabited
portion behind the firing lines, must contact
-the range office for permission. ThiS is a
routine safety precaution to prevent person-
nel from entering a designated danger area
when the range may be scheduled for live fire.

.

11

25057Display of Flags and Streamers

a. Flagscand streamers are used on s-ma.11
arms ranges for several reasons, but pri-
marily for t:safety. A. tall flagstaff flying a
red of scarlet streamer with 18-foot fly and
a halyard width of 5 feet.9 3/8 inches should
be located adjacent to the ,.bad or entrance
to the range or range system. Fully raised;
this flag signifies_that firing is scheduleclor
is in progress on the range, or in one or
more ranges of the range system. At half
mast it signifies that the range, or one or

vat
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more of the ranges of a range SySteni is
occupied but no firing is/permitted. The
first person to enter the range or range sys-
tem raises the fla.g to the proper position
'for the scheduled.activity and the last person
to leave the range area hauls it down and
stores it. No flag displayed means the range
is not in use and not occupied.
/ b. krange has one type. of firing, such as
pistol, rifle, or machinegua, and contains one
firing line. A range system is a range com-
plex comprising two or more types of ranges
or one type of range_ divided into separate
bays or ranges. Each range and each_bay or
firing-line of a range System should have an
additional individual range flag. Flag posi-
tions have the same meaning as previously
mentioned; but signify the condition of the
individual mange, or firing line. The first
person to occupy the an or firing line
raises the flag to the a rO. iate position
for the activity to begin.

c. Where a single range exists (one firing
line)and the range flag can be clearly viewed
from the approach road and firing line,. one
flag may suffice. Range systems that have
multiple types of ranges or multiple firing
lines require a range flag on .the entrance
road and _individuarflags at each:firing line.
The exception is a high power rifle range
where the flag atthe" entrance of the range
is sufficient to indicate firing irt progressNon
each firing line., that is, 200 - yard, 300-yard,

cl 690-yard lineS.: Individual' range flags.
should be flown fully raised.during firing and
maybe left at the fully raised position dur-
ing scoring, target Changes, and -While suc-
cessive relays are ready to occupy the firing

.line. They should be lowered to half mast
during long breaks between firing, and at any
°Sher time the-range is occupied .and npt
actifally being-----used. for instance, during
Chow breaks, rest pefieds, and so forth.

d. Firing will cease immediately on the
firing line of individual ranges of a- range
system when the respective flagis"lowered.
Firing will not commence until the ffag.has
been raised: All firing on the range or ot
all ranges of a range system will cease im-
mediately should the range flag proper be
lowered. Firing.'will not commence until it
has been fully raised.

e. Range flags and streamers-- may be
recluisitioned through normal channels (see ,

Small Arms Tafrgets and Target. Material,
NAV.PERS-15217). The most prominent dan-
ger flag is the streamer that is 5 feet 9 3/8
inches at the halyard end, has an 18-foot fly,

`and is '3 feet wide at the fly end. The halyard .

end itqbound with webbi4 and has-a.1 1/2
inch"D"ringwith rollers sewed or1each,$end.
The streamer material is scarlet cotton
bunting. As this .is -the largest flag normally
used on ranges, it should .be used as the'
range flag. On a range system of multiple c
ranges, this flag or the smaller 24 inches x
36-inch fly flag may be used for the individ-
ual ranges. The "large 18-foot fly should be
used for target pit' flags on all,high power
rifle ranges at -.distanceS -of over -300 yards.
For 100- to 300-yard training and .competiL'
tion-mirses of fire, the Snialler 24 x' 36-inch
flag is optional for target pit use.

-L- The red signal, flag, 24 inches. wide x
36-inch fly, is reinforced on' one. end with
webbing and has a 1-inch "D" ring sewn'on
each end. This flag may be used at target
pits'for rangeS not to exceed 300 yards. It
is also permiSsible for_use_on_indiV. i dual
ranges of a range system that displays the
large flag elsewhere on the, range s stem.

It inayhefastenedto a'marker disc t f and
used in, the targetpits to signal mi es.

g. When one rope or cable halyard re--:.F..;
quires replacement, all range flag halyardS''

___ _shouldbe inspected to see if others need re-
' plating. Halyards may be changed,by splic-

ing new cable or .line to- the old one and
puilling...tn-skQw one into place. Many Navy
installations bave vehicles" With hydraulic
ladderi used for elevating personnel to air-
craft or fOr changing street lights, and may
be used to change flagstaff pulleys, eyebolts,
or halyards.*

2506. "Cease-Fire Commands
. .

The command "Cease Firing". is normally
given by the range_ officer or petty officer
conducting the range firing. However, in
case of an accident. or an, unsafe condition
that may result in an accident, anyone on the
range, whether range personnel, road guard,
or shooter,, should give the command "Cease.

12
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Firing" 2n a loud, distinct' voice. It is' the
duty of all 'shooters to _cease firing immedi-
ately upon the command,- regardless of who
gave it'. 'Upon receiving this command, the
shooter will immediately remove his finger
from the trigger and trigger guard, regard-
less of .how near he is to, getting a Shot off,
and clear; place Safety on "safe (rifle), and
ground his 'weaPOn. Range personnel will
insure that the condition that caused the
cease fire command is corrected -and firing
may resume, .Shooters will be-given an alibi
course of fire to compensate -for the inter-.
ryption. The "Cease Firing" command may
be ,executed verbally, by a blast on a horn or
whistle, or by eXposing'Only.he targets' edge
on a pistol range, or :moving the targets out
of view by pulling them down' into-the tar-get
pits:

2507. Communidations

a. Small arms ranges require various
communications for safety. There are three
plades whet dommunicationsas...- wired,
name from' range to the base-installa 'On,
from firing line to target pits (where so
equipped), and from range official to shooter.
Good conimunicatiohs enhances safety. A
study ':af accident statistics of 'small, arms
rEuige =°peration. has reSulited in a re-
evaluation °Nile-need for ambulance on
ranges during firing. Having an ambulande
and driver4-qanding by during firing is ek-
tremely co ly, considering that the average

'P installation operate small arms ranges
several yearebetween accidents requiring.

- medical attention. All Accidents on ranges
gamut of injuries, which are mostly'.

n r, occurring at other places on the int
stallation and are not, as might be. believed,'
usually ,gunshot wo
oiiiize on manpower and vehicle .op
eixp,enseS, several safety .measures
been evaluated and revised. The anabulan

4and drive.l ^ are no longer 'required. In t-h'eir
pjade, eve availalke ;a. serviceable. Vehicle,
a first. aid kit, arid telephone 'Communication
wit,h the base installation': Tife vehicle and
first aid kie,afford adequate first :aid _and
means for evacuation. If the injury is'seri-
on.s, use the telephone to request military

EC 0,ri

ating
ve

e

escort and advise the hospital that'anerner-
encY is oh the way. Before =daily firing,
check the telephone system linking the range
or ranges with &tile parent installation for 4
serviceability. AlSo check the communiCa-
.tion between the firing line and . the target
pits before firing_begins.

13.. For , safety, it. is imperative- that all
commands executed on the firing line be diS-
thictly 'audible to all personnel on or near
the' firing line. ,A command not heard can .

result in confusion, and misunderstanding
that could cause an accident: 'A command
must be audible to the Jarthest shooter as
well as the neasiest,- without the necessity of
repeating it.

c. All small arms ranges require 'a pub-
*Tie address system to project' range com-
mands :audibly and 'distindtiy. Ranges, not
supplied with electricity should have elec-r trical service extended to them or use port-
able generators. A 'portable megaphone may

,be' employed oil small ranges. Distin,ctly
audible at toth ends of the firing line, it is
also used as an emergenEy standby for the
public address sykem.

2508. ContrOl of'Spectators
4

1

Spectators frequently come to small arms'
demonstrations, training exer cises,s,empeti-
tions, and other types of firing.' They.sho
be encouraged to watdh'all phases of sma
arms training and weapon firing. Watching
other pei.sonnel train with, weapons and, fire
them can stirnulate interest in, marksman-
ship and the safe use of small arms.;

a. Spectators- it be properly. positioned
to the rear of the firing line or firing activ7-
ity. NormallYr spectators will be required
to. stay behind :the firing 'line; however in
special demonstrations or inspections of,fir-
ing activities where eXperitnced. personnel
are demonstrating weapons, or the inspec7
tion party consists of several personnel,
observation may be from the firing line.
Range personnel will be exceptionally ob-
servant of the. spectators and shooters when
spectators are permitted on the .firing,line.
Spectators will be cautioned to remainbehind
or to the side of shooters and always stay to
the rear of the muzzle of all weapons on the

13
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firing line. AThe firing line is nprmallk:.ii
limits to spectators: The firing Line a:nckthe,
area for authorized .spectatOrs should .,be
vietri-Lfefined with proper signs and nia#ing.

b. Range personnel. are responsible `for
range safety and the contral_ of all spectators..
Spectators that corlprompe safety or create
a distraction to shooters or range personnel
will be removed from the firinglyie:area
and the spectator area. Range-yerSoridel
have the prerogativq to remove from the
small arms range ?thy spectator: that they
deem unsafe or too distracting to the shoot-
ers.

SECTION VI
FIRING PROCEDURES

2601. General
Each time the range is opened for firing;

the chief range oflicer.l.y. il.F'make certain that
the range and impact.areas are clear.

t

2602. Briefing
Thepersonnel scheduled to fire a stage

or string of fire will, prior to firing, be
briefed by authorized range perspnnel. This
briefing should be short and include, but not
limited to, course. Of fire, positions' used,
time ifmits, and so forth. Safety will also-
be included in tke briefing, re- emphasizing'

- those procedures established in this manual;
plusiany general-: Dr.special instructions ap-
plicable to the specific range. Verbally re-
ceiving the courses or strings of fire to be
shot is important,- as it reduces confusion
and therefore accident potential. If any
questions 4 doubts are in the trainees or
competitor's mind, they. maybe answered at
this time, allowing him to concentrate after7
wardS on his shooting perforilitnce, and not
on something, that may create an undesira.ble
accident situation. This briefing is much
more critical when the shooter is an annual
trainee and .is not thoroughly familiar. with
the courses of fire or competition. ;

2603. Assembiy Line
The assembly line is located behind the

ready line and parallel to the firing line..
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Her e shooters assemble behind their respec-
tive firing points to inventory and prepare
their shooting gear befdre proceeding to the

-ready line. The assembly line generally
pertains to high power rifle ranges. Shooters
proceed from the assembly line to the ready
line on command of range offiCials

2604, Ready Line

The ready ,line-is:Ylocated immediately
behind the firing line.\ Here the shooter re-
mains directly 'behind his assigned firing
position imtil the preceding relay has cleared
the firing line and personnel n the ready
line are ordered to the firing li . The ready
line .,is generally used on hig power rifle
ranges during Competition, but as a prac-
tical application in annual recurr ng training,
where several relays must' be conducted one
after11-ie other and...constant control of per--
Sonnelis deSirabIe:-

2605. Firing Line

This is the imaginary or actual line where
the shooter occupies. a predetermined posiL
hi:in and actually fires his stage or string of
fire.

-a. Thefiring line is occupied on command
only. Here the shooters are given additional
reminders of safety or Gperation, procedures
to be observed, and the stage' or string of
fire to be performed. Range personnel must
be very observant during the period when
personnel are approaching, occupying, or
depA.ting,the firing line, as this is one of
the times when a breach, of safety is likely
to occur.

' b. All weapons should be transported to
and frOm the firing line with the actions open,
slides ?.locked open, and cylinders swung out,
or the should be cased. Cased weapons will
be _made safe immediately upon uncasing,
and during this process they will be held in
an appropriate down range direction.

c. Weapons transported to the firing line
should be grouriduci at,the firing position with
.the actions open and muzzles pointed down
range. Weapons. on the firing line will be
handled upon command only, after being
transported- to the firing line and grounded.

Vs
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d. No one will- be permitted forward of
the firing line until the firing line has
cleared. "Creared" means all' ,weapons
grounded with actions open, safeties on, and
range personnel visually assuring these con-
ditions by inspectibn: During stages of fire,

..range personnel will have to insure that no
one assumed a firing position encroaching
tii-on territory in front- of-the firing line, or
aligned with other shooters. To preventthis
occurrence, close observance of the shooters
when they take a preparatory or dry firing
position will usually S-how violators, if any,
and remedial action will be taken.

e. Only shooters and range officials will
be allowed on the firing line during stages of
fire. Coaches and other personnel may be
authorized at certain times for special events
or training, as required. Control of the
shooting and nonfiring personnel occupying
the firing line is the responsibility of the
Range Officer.

2606. Scoring

a. Shot holes that are mostly outside of
a scoring ring but touch it will be given the
higher ,value.

b. ,Competitive scoring will be done as
prescribed by applicable rule books, regula-
tions, and. the like, published by the govern-
ing body of the appropri^,te competition,
namely NRA, ISU, and so forth. Small. arms
competitive rules published by the control-
ling agencies are subject to constant change
and revision; therefore, the small arms
range section of eacheinstallation should
maintain current rules and directives pub.-
lished by these various shooting organiza,
tions on the types of competition to be con-
ducted on the local ranges. Range sections
should also have a complete set of scoring
gauges in their possession.

SECTION VII
PIT OPERATIONS

2701. General

All personnel that occupy a target pit
during firing must receive instruction in the
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proper and safe methods of operating the
targets. Target operation during firing cy-
cles is safe, only if several basic safety
rules are adhered to. See figUre 2-4.

a. Annual training conducted on target-pit
ranges requires., half of tt.: trainees- to pull
targets while the other half of the class fires.
These trainees will need a thorough briefing
preceding target operation.

b. Target pit' details used for competitive
exercises should be available .several days
before the events and be trained by range
instructors in the clatsroom and in actual
target pit operation. Practice -before the
competitive exercise gives range personnel
a chance to review the detail in action and
to correct deficiencies.

c. The briefing before target operation
will include the ;allowing topics:

(1) Safety:
(a) Never expose your person to

the firing line after entry into the target pits.
(b) Never proceed behind the tar-

gets during a firing cycle or without per-
mission of the pit petty officer or pf.t block
petty officer. -

(c) Where combinationtargets are
used, operate both targets by actuating the
front target. Never reach through the frame
and actuate the rear target.

(d) Never leave the pits unless told
to do so by competent authority. The firing
line must be clear and all weapons inspected
and on safe.

(2) Duties.:
(a) Target hanging.
(b) Target changing and repair
(c) Scoring.
(d) Communications.

2702. Displaying Warning Flags

a. The target pit flags are located at each
end of the target pits. The target pit flags
will be raised immediately upon entering the
target pits. A. flag in the raised position
warns the firing line that personnel occupy
the target pit. The last person to leave the
target.pits will haul down and store the flag.

b. In case of emergency the target pit
flags may be lowered to effect an immediate
cease fire. This will generally not be
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Figure 2-4.Pit operations.

required if telephone service is still in op-
eration. However. should the telephone be
inoperative, the targets should be lowered
into the target pits and the flags lowered.
Lowering the targets and the pit flags indi-
-sates an emergency in the target pits. The
range officer will effect an immediate cease
fire and proceed to the target pits to deter-
mine the trouble.

27d3. Establishing Communications

-Immediately upon entering the target pits,
after the flags have been raised, personnel
will be detailed to hook op or connect the
field telephones to establish communication
with the phones located on the firing line.
Phone communication with the firing line is
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necessary for safety, proper execution and
command of courses of fire, and scoring.
Once in the target. pit, personnel are not
allowed to expose Ulemselves to the firing
line until it has been determined that the
firing line is all clear, i.e.: (weapons
grounded, shooters off the firing line). The
telephone operator, upon command of the
range officer, may inform the target pit of
the clear firing line, and the detail there
may then, upon request, expose themselves
above the surface of the pits. If telephone
service is interrupted, the course of fire
should he completed before cease fire,
clearing the firing line7i, and repairing the
trouble. Should an eme*ney occur in the
target pit after the telephone becomes un-
serviceable and during the course of fire,
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the target pit personnel will take the cease
fire procedure given in the preceding para-
graph.

2704. Servicing Targets

Target repair or replacement, should be
made as required. Before closing-,the small
arms range daily, the range petty officer
should assure that adequate -targets of the
proper type, size, and in serviceable condi-
tion are available for the next day's firing
cycle.

a. After the target pit flags are raised
and while the telephones are being connected,
the target pit detail should get the targets
from the target storage shed and hang th:mi
on the carriers. Adequate spotters ;..nci

spindles, markers, black and white pastel's,
flags, and the like, will be distributed to all
firing points being operated.

One roll of black and one roll of white
pasters per target are adequate, Pastel's
come 500 to the roll. Also, one flag per
target is required, This flag is used for
signaling misses. This flag can be locally
manufactured by tacking the 24-inch wide
and 36-inch fly red danger flag to a marker
staff.

b. The course of fire determines the tar
get servicing requirements. The pit petty
officer will inform the pit detail of the forth-
coming courses of fire and target service
required. For example, slow fire, ten
rounds, pull targets, score and paste after
each shot; or rapid fire, ten shots, raise and
pull targets on command (th,. The chief
r ?nge officer will inform the pit petty officer
and the line petty officer what the next
course of fire will be and what the special
requirements or instructions are.

c. During annual training, one person will
operate one target; however, during a com-
petitive exercise, six persons should be
available to operate five targets, thus pro-
viding,for one relief. Each target puller is
responsible for the proper operation of his
target and, for competition purposes, should
be thoroughly familiar with 'scoring proce-
dures in National Rifle Association Rules,
or those of any other applicable governing
body (International Shooting Union, etc.), the
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match program, duties of officials, bulletins,
challenge procedures, communication pro-
cedures, and the like. Target pullers will be
familiar with firing line commands and tele-
phone _messages.

d. The following points are not covered
by National Rifle Association Rules but are
presented for standardization of pit proce-
dures when marking high-power rifle targets
in competition:

(1; titer a string of rapid fire the tar-
gets are pulled down on command and the
FIRST step in the target puller's operation
will be to count the shot holes. NO spotters
will be placed in the target until all ten shot
holes are found, or in the event of less than
ten hits,. when the block officer says to place
them. Spotters will not be inserted into spot
holes if they are of doubtful value. `'-is is
extremely important, because once a spotter
is placed in a shot hole, that hole cannot be
plugged with a scoring gauge. -

(2) If upon completion of a string of
rapid fire less than ten shots are found, the
target operator will call the pit petty officer,
and the pit petty officer will inspect the tar-
get. If less than ten hits are found, the pit
petty officer will ca.11 the line petty officer,
who in turn will notify the competitor, who
at this time may challenge if he so desires.
If a challenge is made, the pit petty officer
will plug each shot hole and make his deci-
sion. He will notify the line petty officer of
his decision and will then instruct the target
puller to put spotters. in the target, raise the
target, and disk the value of the hits upon
command of the chief range officer.

2705. Disking Procedures

a. The target puller will be thoroughly
familiar with disking procedures. When a
shot is fired in slow fire-, the target puller
will pull the target down, find the hole, and
place the spotter in the hole. The target is
run up, and the value of the hit signaled to
the firing line yith a disk.

NOTE: During. this process the puller
must keep track of the number of rounds
fired and the value of each shot by placing
on the lower part of the target the number
of rounds and the value of each round as it
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is fired, until the required number hots
have been fired.

b. In sustained fire the target is exposed
to the firing-= line at the appropriate . time
interval, and .upon command, the target pull-
ers bring the targets down. They count the
number of holes. If all shots are on the
target, a spotter is placed in each hole and-
the .target raised. The point value of each
hit is signaled to the firing line with a disk.
The highest value hits are disked first, and
count down sequence is maintained until the
valueof all shots has been signaled. Disking
procedures are as folloWs:

(1) To signal a V, the white disk is
raised vertically up the right side of the
target until horizontal with the bull's-eye,
moved across the face of the target, then
lowered vertically down' the left side of the
target.

. (2) T6 signal a.5, the .white disk is
raised Vertically up the center of the target,
held momentarily. over the center of the
bull's-eye, then lowered. vertically.

(3) rfo signal a 4, the red disk is
raised. vertically up the right side of the

V

target to the upper' right hand cor held
`inementarily, then lowered vertically.

(4) To signal a. 3, the red di is
raised vertically up.the lest side of the tar-
get to the upper left-hand corner, held 111Q -
raentarily, then lowered vertically.

(5) To signal a miss, the red flag is
waved once across the face -,of the target
from right to left (when facing the target).-

18

2706. Scoring

a. Scoring of all competitions will be in
accordance with National Rifle. Association
Rules, or other governing body,. as appli-
cable. Respective rule li,00ks will7be_co.717
suited for current proper procedures and
techniques.

b. Scoring during annual training should
follow procedures for disking except that the
target puller should record .tile score on the
shooter's score card and challenges are
prohibited. The. shooter will be given the
benefit of the doubt, such as a close exami-
nation for a shot hole that two bUllets, might
have gone through in a tight group.

c

V



CHAPTER 3

BAS!: RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

SECTION I
GENERAL

3101. Purpose

The purpose of basic rifle marksmanship
training is to teach an individual the princi-
ples of marksmanship and prepare him for
known- distance range firing.

3102 -. Training

a. General. A rifleman must develop
proficiency in detecting targets, Determining
the ranges to targets, and hitting the 'targets.
The factors affecting a rifleman's ability to
fire and hit the target are relatively con-
stant. Essentially, the rifleman must be
able to assume a firing position which af-
fords him protection and at the same time
permits unrestricted observation of the tar-.
get area. He must hold the rifle in such a
manner that he and his rifle form a single
unit. He must know how to correctly align
his rifle on the target, and finally, he must
be able to fire his rite without disturbing
this alignment. The skills needed to accom-
plish these requirements are known collec-
tively as rifle marksmanship'fundamentals.

b. PrOgressive Training. As stated pre-
viously, the degree of proficiency attained
by a rifterman is largely dependent upon
learning and applying marksmanship funda-
mentals. It is i iportant to remember that
all markstnansli trair4ng is progressive.
An individual sho id not be allowed to fire on
a range until he has received basic marks-
manship training. Basic preparatory marks-
manship training is covered in eight steps.

(1) Sighting and aiming -.-xercises (in-
struction in the proper relationship of the
eye, sights, and target). .

(2) Position, exercises (proper appli-
cation of all positions used in range firing).
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(3) Trigger control exercises (the act
of firing the rifle without disturbing the
sights).

-1,-
.*(4) Rapid fire exercises (the act of

`t'tfiring a number of rounds quickly within a
specified time limit).

(5) Sight adjustments (the proper ma-
nipulation of the sights, to regulate "the strik-
ing position of the bullet).

(6) Effects of weather (an explanation
of the weather conditions that affect- the
shooter and bullet and how to compensate
for these conditions).

(7) Zeroing (the adjustment of the
sights to hit a target at a known range).

(8) Use of the score book (recording
shots and conditions that affect the bullet-and
shooter).

c. Safety and Care of the Rifle. In addi-
tion to safety precautions, care, and cleaning
of the rifle are subjects of special impor-
tance and should be thoroughly emphasized

. throughout tile training cycle.

SECTION II
SIGHTING AND AIMING

3201. General
Accurate shooting- requires exact align-

ment of the sights with each other and with
the aiming point. To do this, he must have
the rear sight, the front sight blade, and the
target or aiming point in their proper rela-
tionship. This relationship is known as the
sight picture. Sight picture involves two
elements: sight alignment and placement of
the target or aiming point. Remember a
small error in sight alignment will produce
a large error at the target.

3202. Sight Alignment

Figure 3-1 illustrates the cc :rect sight
alignment. The top center of the front .sight
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Figure 3- 1. Correct sight alignment.

blade is exactly in the center of the rear
sight aperture. An imaginary ..Jrizontal line
is drawn through the center of the rear sight
aperture; the top of the front sight blade will
appear to touch this line. An imaginary ver-
tical line is drawn through the center of the
rear sight aperture; the line will appear to
bisect the front sight blade.
3203, Placement of the Target

or Aiming Point
The aiming point, is correctly placed when

it is centered on the top of the front sight
blade. An imaginary vertical line drawn
through the center of the front sight blade
will appear to cut the target in half. (See
fig.-3-2.) An imaginary horizontal Line drawn
across the top of the front sight blade will
appear to cut the target in half.

.3204. Sight Picture
The correct sight picture i.s obtaiced when

the sights are properly aligned and the aim-
ing point is in ccrrect relationship to the
front sight blade. (See fig. 3- 2.)

3205. Importance of Sight Alignment
a. Eye Focus. At some point in his marks-

manship training, a Navyman may experience
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Figure 3-2.-7Correctplacement of .

the aiming point.'

difficulty in hitting the target even though he
appears to be applying the proper marks-
manship fundamentals. The trouble may be
either incorrect sight alignment or improper
placement of the aiming point. If the shooter
understands the principles of atining, he will
rarely commit both errors simultaneously.
The reason for this lies in the peculiarities
of the eye. The eye cannot focus on two ob-
je ,ts at different ranges at the same time.
If the shooter focuses his eye on the target,
the rifle sights will appear hazy and indis-
tinct, greatly increasing the possibility of
incorrect sight alignment. Conversely, fo-
cusing the eye on the front sight blade causes
the target to become indistinct. Therefore,
the problem is whether an error in sight
alignment or placement of the aiming point
causes the larger error.

b. Comparison of Errors. An error in
either sight alignment or placement of the
aiming point cause the bullet to miss
the target; however, a sight alignment error
results in a miss that grows proportionately
greater as target range increases. On the
other hand, an error in the placement of the
aiming point causes a miss that remains
constant regardless of the range. On the
battlefield, a near miss as a result of an
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'paiming point error can be as-effeCtive as a "

int of aim hit. For example, a man-size
tart is approximately .?.20. inches wide.

'Conseqiiently, rifleman could be several
inches off his desired aiming ,pbint and still
hit the enemy. However; if the error was
due to sight alignment, the bullet could-11'6s.-
a.nian-;size target by as muc as several -
feet, depending on the range., Sight
ment is nibre important than plage:rn of -
the aiming point.

c. NIe..thocrof Sight Alignment. To ensure
____th.e--,I"&rectness of the sight alignment, the

eye must be focused on the front sight blade
at the instant _the rifle 'fires. The target,.
cannot b,e_ ignored,_ so the, shooter' nust
ternateTly focus his eye betWeen the .target,
and his front sight blade. Initially,-he should
focus on the front sight blade and properly
align his. sight. Secondly, shift his focus to
the target and complete the sight picture.
Finally as he moves the trigger, the focus of
his eye to .the front sight blade ensures
corredt sight alignment as the rifle_ fires.
At thisk moment, the sight picture should be
similar to that shown_ia, figure 3-2. Notice
that the front sight blade is distinct while
the target and rear aperture appear to be
slightly blurred.

3206. Eye Relief

Eye relief is that distan e from the rear
sight aperture to the ey as illustrated in
figure 3-3. The shooter hould keep his eye
as close to the,rear Sight a ture as possi-
ble without straining the muscles of the neck
to dO so. The closer the eye is to the aper-
ture, the more target area will be visible.
The shooter should try to place his eye in
the "samelocation regardless of his position.
Since this is seFdOm achieved, A is impor-
tant to endeavor to have 'the same eye relief
for all shots fired from a particular posi-
tion. This is accomplished by use of the
spot weld, which is the relationship of the
shooters face and grip -(vith the rifle, The

_spot weld will be discussed more' ia_tile-e5C-
planation of positions in sectimiill of this
chapter.

3207. Cleaning. and Blackening Sights

a. Purpose. .A rifleman can perienco:
difficulty in obtaining a. proper sight picture
because of shiny or 'dirty sights. A shiny
front or rear' sight:, will produce glare and
partially blind the shooter. Dirt can change
the distinctive outline and cause error in
alignment. Thus, it. is \important in training
and in combat to keep the sights clean and
blaCkehed. A rifle patch or lint-free rag
may be used to clean the sights.

b. Methods of Blackening. There are
several methOds of blaCkening the sights. A
few commonly used include the smudge pot,
carbide lamp, oily patCh, candle; cigarette
lighter, or an ordinary rriatc.44-

C. Care of the Sights._ ___The rifle should
never be dropped or subjected to any treat-
ment that might burr or bend the front sight
blade. The sightblade guards have been de-
'signed -to protect OeT-7-siight4lattei,-=but--.each
individual must exhibit careful handling to
avoid dainaging the sight. The rear aperture
should be all the way down when not ,

as the. slightest knock . -1 en or break it.

21.

Sighting and Aiming Exercises

There are three (3) aiming exercises
which may bn used to effectively teach the
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principles of correct sight 6161.ure. These
exercises are best conducted Ley organizing
the unit into two distinct groups''called "re-
lays." One relay i5 designated as shooters,
while the of era sus rs. As each
phase is coinpleted, the relays shoo
change functions; that is, the shooter be-
comes theInstructor and the instructor be-
comes- the shooter. One instructor should
be available for each ten shooters to super-
visevise theSe exercises. .

a. First Aiming Exercise. The instruc-
tor explains the proper method to obtain the

`,sight picture using e M15: sight device.
(See fig. 3-4.) Each s ooter is then issued a

2

IN SIGHTING AND AIMING, THERE'S
NO SUCH THING AS ALMOST RIGHT

. THE SIGHT PICTURE IS EITHER
f00% RIGHT OR IT IS 100% WRONG

device and required to establish correct
sight alignment and correct placement of the

pdint. The instructor checks._ the
shooter's results and deterniines if a cor-,
rect sight picture has been obtained. This
exercise Should 'be continued until the in-
strThictor,s-aresatisfied that all shooters un-
derstand the priartgles---:and are cafable of
obtaining a correct sight pictu're.

b. Second Aiming Exercise. The aiming
bar (see fig. 3-5) is designed to teach align-
ment and placement of the aiming point.
Continual checks are made by the instruc-
tors to insure the shootersapply the correct
principles of sight alignment and placement
of the aiming point.° This° exercise is con-
ducted as follows:

(1) The shooter moves this sights on
the, aiming bar until he considers the sight
alignment to be correct. The instructor
checks the result. .lfthe alignment is incor-
rect,' the instructor determines the error
and makes the necessary corrections. If the
alignment is correct, the instructor moves
the sightsTto- cause a misalignment and re-
turns the ainiing bar to the shOoter. The
shooter must then correct the m salignmpt.
This exercise is continued lathe
pies of *correct alignme 4re clearly
understood...

(2) In the second step o the exercise
the small metal target is placed on the aim z..,
ing bar, and the shooter`-is required to Com-
plete the sight picture by:placing the aiming

in cbirstar,elation to the sight align-
nientLL'he work of the, SFOOre-f is continually
chedkeil instructor.

TARGET_
. :(-12'AINTED WHITE

WITH BLACK -
BOLLS -EYE)

and forfi
finger 'and move,
front sight,into
correct position

FRONT SIGHT
{PAINTED BLACK)

Fignre 3- 4. M15 sight device:
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REAR SIGHT
PAINTED. BLACK)

WOOD EN i3AR

(PAINTED BLACK' EYEPIECE
(PAINTED BLACK)

Figure j3 -5. Aiming bar.
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.te Third Aiming Exercise. To . conduct
this exercise a rifle, a rifle rest, a /target
box, and_a target disk re requiredi. (See
fig. 3-6.) The rear si t is 12/clicks
of elevation and meelianical zero 1.#'"tidake,
arid the rifle is braced in
shooter assumes.a position beSide!,ther rifle
so his eye is positioned as close as/possible
to, the rear sight without touching; the rifle.
He places both elboWs oh the ground and
rests his chin on the .palm of big' left hand.
The instructor sits on the target/box lcicated
15 yards-from the shooter. The instructor
holds the target disk until the clorlr.ct sight

`picture is obtained. He thengIVes the com-
mand, MARK. The instructor . records the
sight -picture by marking the,Paper 'with hiS
pencil through the hole in. the disk. This
procedure is repeated Until /three., sight pic-
tures, called a shot group;' have been re-
corded. oThe shociter must/keep his eye in
the same position with relation tO the sight
aperture for each exerciise. A good shot
group can be coverecIN ay the. unsharpened
end of a pencil: CAUTION: To obtain valid

__results, there. must be, no movement of the
rifie, the rifle rest, or the target box. until

or all three sight picture's have .beez. recorded.
if any of these items)nove before the 'three
sight pictures have been recorded, the shooter

- 1-_-must repeat the entire exercise. See figure
3-7 fr efects oferrors in aimingo :

.!)

--"S MMG DMK

AIMING SOX

13"

.

Figure 3-6.-Rifle

17"

RIFLE REST

rest, aiming box and disk.

SECTION III
POSITIONS ,

3301. General

A Correct shdoting position is essential
to obtain the best results in rifle shooting,
The better the position, the easier it is to
hold the rifle and control the trigger wbile
the sights are properly aligne.d? Instruction
in sling adjustments should precede instruc-
tiori in positions since the sling is an impor-
tant aid to the shooter in the steady holding
of the rifle in all positions.

.3302. Rifle Slings.
,

a. Purpose.. The rifle sling has a twofold
purpose. First, when adjusted properly, it
will provide maximum stability and will in-
still confidence in the shooter. Second, when
used properly, it helps reduce the effects of
the recoil. , f .

b: Adjustinent of the Web Sling.
(i). Parade Sling. To adjust the web

. slirig:on the rifle for the parade position, the
keeper is unfastened. Pull. the feed end of

''. the strap! down through 'the keePer toward
the butt plate. until the sling is tight. -mov,
the keePer down near the tip or,,thaJeecrericr-: -
of the strip and secure.

(2) Hasty Sling. To adjust't e wel_2_,-r_-,:-

sling qn the rifle for the hasty positii,''tliTe .
k eper is unfastened and m9ved Ito approXi-

Wri
ately six inches from fethe stock rrule
ivel. The stitap is then loosened through

the keeper until the proper adjUstment is
acquired. The sling is given a half left twist.
prior to placing on the arm.

(3) Loop Sling. To adjust the loop
sling,. place the butt of the rifle on the right

,hip and cradle the rifle in the crook of the
right arm. This lea/!e both . hands free to
adjust the sling. Unhook the sling irom the
lower sling swivel; then with the.buckle down 1
on the hook, feed the sling thr ough the WO of.._.
the buckle forming a loop. Give the loop a:'
half turn to the left and insert the left arm
through the loop, positioning it well Up on
the arm .-1)/Ove the. biceps: Tighten the. loop
while positioning the buolde on the outside of
the arm. As tension ib applied to- the Sling,

0
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FRONT SIGHT
TO HIGH

FRONT SIGHT
TO FAR LEFT

BULL'S EYE
TO LOW

BULLS EYE
TO FAR LEFT

BULL'S EYE
TO FAR RIGHT

FRONT SIGHT
TO FAR RIGHT

FRONT SIGHT
TO LOW

BULLS EYE
TO HIGH

Figure 3-7.Effects of errors in aiming.

the loop will tighten. To adjust the sling
properly, loosen the keeper and pull the feed
end down toward the loop until the proper
adjustment is obtained. This adjustment
varies with each individual and position.
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Move the keeper toward the left arm and
tighten it. Place the. left hand over the sling
and under the rifle, move it forward to the
upper sling swivel so that the rifle rests in
the "V" formed by the thumb and forefinger.
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3303.. Elements of a Good
Shooting Position

The three elements of a good position are
bone support, muscular relaxation, and natu-
ral point of aim on a target.

a. Bone Support. Positions are designed
as foundations for the rifle. It should be
stressed that a good foundation.for the rifle
is just as important for good shooting as a
good foundation is for a house. If a house is
built on a weak foundation, it will not stand
erect. The same is true when a shooter
establishes a weak foundation (position) for
the rifle.Tr will not withstand the repeated
recoil of the rifle in a string of rapid fire.
See figure 3-8 for the correct and incorrect
position of the left elbow (right handed
'shooter) in relation to the rifle.

b. Muscular Relaxation. The shooter
must learn to relax as much as possible in
the various firing positions. Undue strain or
tension causes trembling which is trans-
mitted to the rifle. However, in all positions
a certain amount of controlled muscular ten
sion is needed. For instance, in a rapid fire
position, there should be pressure on the
spot weld.. Only through practice and achiev-
ing a natural point of aim will the shooter
learn muscular relaxation.

c. Natural Point of Aim. Since the rifle
becomes an extension of the body, it is nec-
essary to adjust the position until the rifle
points naturally at the target. When the
shooter takes his position, he should close
his eyes, relax, and then open his eyes. With
proper sight alignment, the position of the
front sight will indicate the natural point' of
aim. By moving his feet or body, the shooter
can shift the natural point of aim to the de-
sired aiming point.

3304. Shooting Positions

a. General. The four basic mooting po-
sitions used are prone. sitting, kneeling, and
standing. These p-,i';itions are governed by
certain rules conce.-ning uniformity which
are sufficiently flexible to allow modifica-
tions according to the body conformation.
Some shooters will have more difficulty in
assuming a particular position than will
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others. So long as the rifleman applies the
fundamentals of maximum support for his
rifle and relaxation, he should be permitted
to adjust the position to fit his own body con-
formation. Throqghout position training, the
shooter should be continually checked on the
proper application of positioning principles.
This check is the responsibility of the in-
structo who must closely observe the
shooter's actions during all phases of funda-
mental training.

b. Factors Common to All Positions.
There are seven factors which affect holding
the rifle steady while aligning the sights and
firing the rifle. These factors are the same
for all firing positions; however. the precise
manner in which they apply differs slightly
with the various positions.

(1) Left Hand. The left hand is for-
ward with the web against the stock ferrule
swivel. The wrist is straight and locked 3o
that the rifle rests across the heel of the
hand. The hand itself is relaxed. The fin-
gers can be curled against, but not gripping
the stock. The left wrist should be as straight
as possible. The left elbow should be di-
rectly under the rifle, or as close to this
position as the conformation of the shooterts
body will permit. With the left elbow di-
rectly under the rifle, the bones (rather than
the muscles) of the arm support the rifle's
weight. The farther away from this position
that the elbow is located, the greater will be
the muscular effort necessary to support the
rifle. The resulting tensed muscles cause
trembling and a corresponding movement of
the rifle. However, shooters must avoid ex-
cessive muscular strain in positioning the
elbow as this will cause `rembling. Conse-
quently, inexperienced sh;)oters, of neces-
sity, undergo a trial and error period until
they find the position best suited to them.

(2) Rifle Butt in the Pocket of the
Shoulder. The shooter must place the rifle
butt firmly into. the pocket formed in the
right shoulder. The proper placement of the
butt lessens the effect of recoil, helps steady
the rifle, and prevents the rifle butt from
slipping on'the shoulder during firing.

(3) Grip of the Right Hand. The right
hand grips the small of the stock firmly, but
not rigidly. A firm rearward pressure must
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CORRECT
HOLDING

SOLID SUPPORT

2/
INCORRECT
HOLDING

__Ei=zazzcazcz

SPRING BOARD EFFECT

_ Figure 3-8.Bone suRpor_t_

obtain a spot weld. The trigger finger should
be positioned on the trigger so there- s5 no
contact between the finger and the side of
the stock. (See fig. 3-9.) This permits the
trigger to be moved straight to the rear
without disturbing the sights.

be exerted by the right hand to keep the rifle
butt in its proper position in the pocket of
the shoulder, and to keep the butt secure
enough against the shoulder to reduce effects
of recoil. The thumb extends over the small
of the stock in order to enable the shooter to

26
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Figure 3-9.Grip of the right hand.

(4) Right Elbow. The placement of the
right elbowprovides balance to the shooter's
position. Correctly positioned, the elbow
helps form a pocket in the..shoulder for the
right butt. The exact location of the right
elbow varies with each shooting position and
will be covered in each position des9-ii.tion.

(5) Spot Weld. The spot weld, is the
point of firm contact between the rifleman's

...cheek and thumb on the small of the stock.
(See fig. 3:10.) It is obtained by lowering

Figure 3-10.Spolweld.
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the cheek to the thumb, which is curled over
the small of the stock, and.rolling up a pad
of flesh against the cheekbone to act as a
buffer. The firm contact between the head,
hand, and rifle enables the head 'and weapon
to recoil as one unit, thereby facilitating
rapid recovery between rounds. The spot
weld also enables the ,eye to,,be positioned
the saiae distance behind the rear sight
aperture each time the rifle is aimed and

!Fired (eye relief). This causes the diameter
to the rear sight aperture to appear the
same each time a. sight'bicture is obtained
and assists- in Maintaining correct sight
alignment. If the shooter is unable to obtain
a spot weld, he should use a stock weld by
placing his cheek directly against the stock.
The stock weld, if properly used, will achieve
the same l'esults as will the spot weld.

(6) Breathing. If the shooter continues
normal breathing while -aiming'and. firing the
rifle, the movement of his chest will cause a
correspcinding movement of the rifle. To
avoid this, the shooter must learn to hold
his breath for the-few seconds required to
aim and fire the rifle. Initially, he lakes'a
normal breath, releases part of it, and holds
the remainder in his kings. He shoul.lnot
hold his breath for more than approximately
10 seconds or his vision may begin to blur.
Also, lung strain could cause muscular
tension.

(7) Relaxation. The shooter must be
able to relax properly in each firing positiOn.
Undue muscular- strain or tension causes
trembling in parts of the body, which in turn
causes a, corresponding movement of the
rifle. If he finds that a particular position
causes excessive strain, he should adjust
that position slightly until he is able to re-
lax, providing he does not violate any of the
other fundamentals:. An indication of, a prop-
erly .relaxed- firing position is the shooter's

.ability to relax and still maintain his .'sight
picture.

c.-Prone PositionS. The prone positions
are relatively stead'Y', positions which_ are--
easy to assume. The positions pr sent a
low silhouette' and are easily adaptefi to the
use of cover and support. Although the prone
positioh -is-used in both slow and rapid' fire,
there are basic differences between them in
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the methods of 'using:the position. In rapid
fire the position must be very tight to pre-
vent recoil from disturbing the natural point
of aim. In slow fire the positiOn is much
more relaxed and the body is° lower. In this
position it is not necessary to consider re-
coil since there is time to recover the cor-

position between shots. Lowering the
body may be cidne by readjusting the sling.
(Se.e figs. 3-11 and 3-12.)

Figure 3-11.High prone position.

Figure 3-12.Low prone position.

(1) Assuming the Position. To assume
the prone position, the individual stands fac-
ing the target with the left hand forward
against, the upper sling swivel and the right
hand grasping the stock at the heel of the
butt. His feet are spread to a comfortable
distance apart, his weight is shifted slightly
to the rear, and he drops to his knees. An
imaginary line is drawn from his right knee
to the target. The toe of the right foot is
placed well forward on the imaginary line.
The individual pivots on the rifle down on
his left side placing his left elbow again well
forward on the imaginary line. With his
right hand at the rear of the stock, he forces
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the butt of the rifle into his right shoulder.
The small of the stock is grasped with the
right hand and right elbow is lowered to the
ground so that the shoulders are approxi-
mately level. The right knee is; brought up
and the right foot pushed out to the right
past the imaginary line. The individual
then secures a spot weld and relaxes into
the tension of the sling.

(2) Breathing Position Check. To ad-
just the natural point of aim to tIle target.
use the left elbow as the pivot point and move
the body ...Wier right, left, forward. car rear-
ward until the sights are aligned in the tar-
get. If, when breathing, the sights move
from 6 o'clock to 12 o'clock on the trget, it
s a well-balanced.position. See fit;. 3-13.)

(3) Position Checks. The checks which
the instructor or shooter snould observe are
as follows:

(a) Rifle vertical (sights level).
(b) Left hand forward against the

upper sling swivel.
(c) Rifle resting in "V" formed by

the thumb and forefinger of the left hand, and
the weight supported by the heel of the hand
and not the fingers.

(d) Left elbow well under the re-
ceiver (as far as body conformation permits).

(e) Sling high on left arm.
(f) Rifle butt close to tho neck in

the hollow of the shoulder.
(g) Shoulders approximately level

to prevent canting of the rifle.
(h) Body well behind the rifle to

absorb the recoil.
(i) Face firmly fixed en the thumb

and stock (spot weld).
(j) Daylight between trigger finger

and stock.
(k) Trigger finger applying pres-

sure straight to the rear.
d. Sitting Position. There are three var-

iations of the sitting position which are
equally satisfactory; the' open leg, crossed
leg, and the crossed ankle positions. The
positions used depends entirely on the shooter.
Because different body conformations,
there are individuals who are unable to use
the crossed leg or the crossed anl.de posi-
tion; howevec, these two positions are used
by the majority. The individual should try
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TAKE IN BREATH FRONT
SIGHT MOVES STRAIGHT
DOWN THROUGH CENTER
OF TARGET.

FRONT SIGHT MOVES DOWN
ON AN ANGLE
INDICATING ELBOW NOT
UNDER PIECE.

Figure 3-13.The breathing oos

all positions and choose the one which affords
the ;most stability, comfort and e. se of sight
alignment. In. rapid fire, as with the prone
.position, the sling must be tight so the re-
coil will not disturb the natural point of aim.

(1) Open Leg. To assume the open leg
position, the sling must be shortened about
two or three inches from the prone position
adjustment. The shooter faces the target
and does a half right face. He then crosses
the left foot over the right foot and sits down
in place. He then uncrosses his feet and
places them a comfortable distance in front
of him (about three feet apart). By bending
forward at the waist, the shooter puts his
left upper arm down along the left shin bone.
Using the right hand at the butt of the rifle,
he pushes the rifle forward, places the butt
of the rifle into the right shoulder, moves
the right hand forward, grasps the small of
the stock, and then lowers the upper arm
until it ,rests inside the right knee. By
pointing his toes inward, the shooter pre-
vents his knee from spreading, therefore
maintaining pressure on the right upper arm.
The 'position is completed by relaxing the
weight forward and assuming the correct
spot weld. (See fig. 3-14.)

(2) Crossed Leg. The difference be-
tween the crossed leg and the crossed ankle
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MOVE BODY TO RIGHT
BY PIVOTING AROUND
LEFT ELBOW UNTIL
SIGHTS MOVE AS IN

EXTREME LEFT DRAWING

tion check.

Figure 3-14.Open leg sitting position.

positions is very slight. In the crossed leg
position, after sitting down, the shooter
leaves his feet in place and positions his
upper arnis inside his knees. One of the
reasons many s'-doters used the crossed leg
position is thac it takes only a short period
of time in which to assume this position.
(See fig. 3-15.)

(3) Crossed Ankle. In this position the
shooter sits down, keeps his feet crossed,
and slides them forward. He then bends at
the waist and places his arms as in the open
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Figure 3-15.The crossed leg
sitting position,

.,

leg position. In the three sitting positions,
as in the ,other positions, it is mandatory to
adjust the natural, point of aim to the target
to eliminate using muscles, either foot, both
feet, or the buttocks until the sights are
naturally aligned on the target with no mus-
cular. tension. (See fig. 3-16.)

(4) Position CheCks. There are cer-
tain checks that should be made to ensure
that the positions adhere to the fundamentals:

(a) Rifle vertical (sights level).
(b) Rifle resting in the "V" formed

by the thumb and forefinger and supported
by the heetof the left hand, fingers relaxed.

(c) Left hand forward against up-
per sling swivel (if possible).

(d) Left elbow approximately under
the receiver.

(e) Right upper arm blocked inside
of the right knee.

(f) Sling high on left arm.
(g) Shoulders approximately level

to prevent canting of the rifle.
(h) Butt of rifle close to neck and

positioned in the hollow of the shoulder.
(i)--Face firmly fixed on thumb or

stock (spot weld).
(j) Daylight between trigger finger

and stock.
(k) Less distance between trigger

finger and the heels (open leg position).

Figure 3-16.The crossed ankle
sitting position.

(1) Trigger finger applying pres-
sure straight to the rear,

e. Kneeling Position. As with the sitting
position, there are two variations of the
kneeling position; the low position (see fig.
3-17), and the high position (see fig. 3-18).
Because of different body conformations, the
positiOn used should depend entirely on the
shooter.

(1) Assuming the Position.
(a) Position of the- Right Leg.

There are two (2) different and acceptable
kneeling positions. Each positionis differ-
ent and gives the body a different height.
Low position: the ankle is turned in and with
the buttocks in contact with the side of .the
foot. High position: the. ankle is straight
and the toe of the shoe i E.' in contact with the
ground and is curled by the body weight as
the shooter kneels. When the light foot of
the shooter has been placed in the desired
position, the right portion of the buttocks is
placed on the right heel making a solid con-
tact. When sitting on the side of the foot,
the right buttock is placed on the .'nside of
the right ankle. However, when using either
position, care should be taken that the but-

-----tocks_ar_e coot placed too far to the-- rear re-
sulting in-ui-iiiilialiiiCed-position,_
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Figure 3-17.Low kneeling position.

(b) Position of the Left Foot. The
left foot is extended toward the target with
the foot flat on the deck. A level .spot is
needed for effective results. For maximum
support, the toes should be pointed as far to
the right as comfortable. When in position,
the left foot may be Pushed forward or pulled
back slightly to raise or lower the muzzle,
if required \

(c) Position of the Arms. The
right elbow is normally held shoulder high
to ensure a pocket for the butt of the rifle.
The elbow may be lower a pocket can be
formed without the rifle butt slipping out of
the shoulder. The left arm supports the
rifle so it is important to know the positions
of the various parts of the arm. On the up-
per left arm a flat surface can Lie felt, just
behind the elbow. This portion of the left
arm must be placed in a similar spot found
on the right side, of the left knee in order to
receive maximum support. Placing the flat
surfaces of the arm and knee together .r
sults in the elbow being forward of the knee,
and also allows the weight of the body to' be
transferred forward to the left leg. .The left
leg must be placed under the rifle to receive
maximum support. Daylight is seen between
the sling and the crook of the left elbow which
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Figure 3-18.High kneeling position.

assures the shooter that the sling is sup-
porting the forearm with the upper arm.
The sling supports the bones and in turn the
bones support the rifle resulting in a steady
position. Approximately 60 percent- of the
weight of the body is transmitted forward tb
the left leg reducing the tension on the right
foot and leg, and provides a more relaxed
position. A tripod is. formed with the left
foot, right knee, and right foot.

(2) Position Checks. Checks that
should be made to ensure that the positions
adhere to the fundamentals are as follows:

(a) Rifle vertical (sights level).
(b) RiTle resting in the "V" formed

by the thumb and forefinger, fingers relaxed.
(c) Left hand forward to sling

swivel (if posgible).
(d) Left leg approximately vertical

from frontal vi?.w.
(e) High position of the right elbow.
(f) Weight of the body forward on

left leg.
(g) Face fixed firmly on thumb nd

stock (spot weld).
(h) Daylight between trigger finger

and stock.
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(i) Trigger finger, applying pres-
sure straight to the rear.

(j) Sling high on the arm.
(k) Daylight between the sling and

crook of the left elbow.
f. Standing Position. Body balance is as

important to a rifleman as it is to an athlete.
This is especially true for the standing po-
sition, when he must be able to stand for
long periods without tiring. Compared to
the prone, sitting, and kneeling positions,
there is little doubt that it is the least steady
position, aiud the most difficult to master.
lowever, there is no reason why excellent
results cannot be obtained by applyin!J the
fundamentals.

(1) Assuming the Position. In the
standing position the shooter faces his tar-
get, executes a right face. and spreads his
feet a comfortable distance apart. With his
right hand at the small of the stock, he 'places
the rifle butt against his shoulder so that the
sights are level with his eyes. He holds his
right elbow to form a pocket in his right shoul-
der. This also permits him to exert a strong
upward and re9.rward pi-essure with his right
arm-and hand. He holds most of the rifle
Weight with his right arm and places his left
hand under the rifle in a position to support
and steady the rifle. He distributes his
weight evenly on both feet. (See fig. 3-19.)
The spot weld for standing is very seldom
the same as for sitting, kneeling, or prone.
In the standing position, it is difficult nor
many shooters to place the cheek against the
right thumb. To maintain consistent eye re-
lief, care must be taken to place the cheek
against the stock the same way, and at the
same place, each time. Each individual can,
by practice and experimentation, determine
the feel of his proper spot weld. Finding a
natural point of aim in the standing position
is complicated because of the uneven terrain
on most firing tines. The shooter should
always strive to have both feet levet, but he
can move either foot in any direction to take
advantage of "hills" and "valleys" until he
has his desired point of aim. If at any time
the shooter loses his natural point of aim;
he must re-adjust prior to firing the next
shot. The shooter may relax between .ihots
but he must always keep his feet in place.
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Figure 3-19.The standing position.

(2) Shooting in Wind. Some mention
must be made concerning the technique of
shooting in the wind while in the standing
position. The entire body and rifle are ex-
posed to the wind. Wind velocity and direc-
tion changes will cause considerable rifle
movement. It is possible to get good results
even with these unfavorable conditions if the
shooter has a good mental attitude. Inten-
sive training is the most effective method
for developing a-proper attitude. The shooter
must be able to assume his position and wait
for a lull, or at least a period when the wind
direciiOn and velocity are constant. While
waiting, he allows his body to move freely
with the wind. When the lull occurs, he
quickly acquireS the correct sight picture
and fires. Although his movement may be
greater than usual, he must still fire a rela-
tively well-aimed shot. Unsatisfactory re-
sults are usually caused by the temptation to
"snap shoot" when the front sight is in the
vicinity of the 'target center. Snap shooting
will almost invariably result in a jerk, which
causes poor results.

(3) Pcs'tion Checks. The points to be
checked and ascertained correct are as
follows:

(a) Feet level and comfortably
spread apart.
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(b) Weight equally distributed on
both feet and hips.

(c) Butt of rifle high in shoulder
close to neck.

(d) Natural point of aim on the
target.

(e) Consistent spot weld.
(f) Neck and torso relaxed.
(g) Daylight between trigger finger

and stock.

SECTION IV
TRIGGER CONTROL

3401. General
Trigger control is the manipulation of the

trigger and firing, mithout disturbing the
alignment of the sights and with respect to
the target.
3402. Application f Trigger aintrol

a. Finger Placement on the Trigger. The
trigger finger should contact the trigger at
some point between the tip and second joint.
of th, finger. The placing of the trigger fin-
ger on the trigger is an i ..dividual prefer-
ence and depends greatly L the size of the
shOoters' hand and the mann Dr in which he
grips the stock of the weapon.

b. Phases of Trigger Movement. The
movement of the trigger to the rear is
broken down into two pha-es:

(1) Trigger Slack. Trigger slack is
that initial movement of the trigger which is
relatively free of resistance. When the slack
is taken up on the trigger, there is a more
definite resistance encountered which is-the
beginning of the trigger weight.

(2) Trigger Weight. The trigger weight
(usually between four and onP.-half to seven
and o:ie-half pounds) determies the amount
of tiigger pressure the shooter must apply
without disturbing sight alicr,nmenG-

c. Technique of Trigger Control. During
the firing process the slack should be taken
up quickly and a gradual increase as long as
the sight alignment and sight picture remain
good. Trigger control is very important
since the sight picture ,cannot be held in
alignment Continuously. The shooter must
be able to stop pressure on the trigger when

the sight picture is not good. The shooter
will apply pressure to a point when he will
know that only a small additional pressure
on the trigger will cause the hammer to fall.
He then applies-this small additional.. pres-
sure when- the sights are aligned without

. causing movement in the weapon.
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3403. Factors Affecting Trigger Control

-a. General. The upper part of the trigger
finger should be kept'clear of the stock to
allow a "front-to-rear" movement in the
manipulation of the trigger. The finger
touching the side of the stock will cause
pressure to be applied at a slight angle
rather than straight to the rea:. Such a side
pressure, no matter how slight, will tend to
pull the sights off the target. A firm grip
with the hand on the rifle stock is essential
for good trigger control. The hand must be
anchored in order for the trigger finger and
trigger to move instead of- the hand when the
trigger weight is encountered. This firm
grip should. be maintained by the three fin-
gers and thumb of the hand holding the
weapon's stock. If the shooter has a loose
grip when applying pressure on the trigger
with the finger, the loose hand must anchor
itself by tightening its grip on the stock be-
fore enough finger pressure can be exerted

-'to move the tyigge:c. Therefore, a shooter
thinks he is pressing the trigger, when, in
reality, ail he is doing is squeezing the
stock. This, in turn, leads to a combination
of errors.

b. Common Errors. Trigger control is
the, most difficult marksmanship skill for
the inexperienced shooter to master. The
majority-of shooting errors stem directly or
indirectly from the improper application of
this technique. The following are some of
the more common errors:

(1) The Flinch. The flinch is the
shooter's reaction to the anticipated recoil
of the exploding round. It is indicated by the
shooter moving his head, closing his eyes,
tensing his left arm, moving his shoulder to
the rear, or a combination of these.

(2) The Buck. The buck is an attempt
by the shooter to take up the recoil, just
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before the weapon fires, by tensing his
shoulder muscles and moving his shoulder
for ward.

(3) The Jerk. The jerk is an attempt
by the shooter to make the rifle fire at a
certain time by rapidly applying pressure on
the trigger and disturbing the alignment of
the sights with respect to the target.

3404. Follow Through

Follow through is the continued applica-
tion of the fundamentals after each round has
been fired. That is, the shooter does not
shift his position, move his head, or let the
muzzle of the rifle drop until a few moments
after the rifle has been fired. This proce-
dure will ensure that there is no undue
movement of the rifle until after the round
is fired and from a training viewpoint. can
assist the shooter to correct his own errors.
By knowing his sight picture the instant the
round is fired, ttw shoo er can analyze his
shot group in relation o his sight picture
and correct himself accordingly. In combat,
follow through allows the individual to ob-
serve the strike of his bullet in relation to
his aiming point, enabling him, if necessary,
to adjust his aiming point and fire a second
round:

3405. Calling the Shot

In calling the shot, the shooter predicts
where the shot will hit on ,the- target.. This
is done both while Snapping-in and firing on
the range. The shooter calls the shot by
noting where on the target the sights were
when the round went off. If iv.' is not calling
the shot (i.e., the shot very seldorrthits the
target where the shooter called it), he may
be jerking the trigger or doing something
else wrong. This helps both the shooter and
the instructor to correct mistakes. If it is
determined that the shooter is controlling
the trigger and performing all the other fun-
damentals correctly, and still is not calling
the shpts, 2. sight change may be necessary.
Calling the shot can help both the shooter
and the instructor find out if the elevation
and/or windage is correct.

SECTION V
RAPID FIRE

35n1. General

There is no basic difference between
rapid and slow fire. Accuracy in both re-
quires each shOt to be properly aimed, posi-
tion, and trigger control. Rapid fire is noth-
ing more than a series of slow fire.- shots
fired with a shorter time interval between
shots. Time is saved and speed is gained by
blending the elements of good position. sight-
ing and aiming, trigger control, controlled,
breathing, and reloading into a smooth co-
ordinated rhythm or cadence.

3502. Rapid Fire Exercises

The teaching of rapid fire can be accom-
plished bying three rapid fire exercises:
The one shot exercise, reloading exercise,
and the ten'shot exercise. These exercises
are best taught utilizing the instructor-pupil
method during dry or live firing practice.

a. One Shot Exercise. In the. one shot
exercise the shooter must be able to assume

position rapidly And fire the first shot.
The shooter first assumes his regular posi-
tion and adjusts his natural point of aim to
the target. The shooter then rises and on
command; retakes his position rapidly, re-
adjusts his natural point of aim, if neces-
sary, and applies the correct trigger control
to fire the shot withiirthe specified time limit
(generally, -11 seconds for sitting and 12
seconds for prone).

b. Reloading Exercises. Reloading with
the service rifle is time consuming; how-
ever, with practice it can be accomplished
smoothly and with a minimum of wasted time
and motion. It must be remembered that the
loaded clip should always be placed in the
web belt, bullets down. When the shooter
completes firing the first 2 rounds, he drops
the butt of the rifle to the ground. Reaching
to the rear. he removes the loaded clip from
the belt and inserts the clip in the weapon.
(See fig. 3-20.)

c. Ten Shot Exercise. In the ten shot
exercise, the shooter is required to quickly

34
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3602. Rear Sight
The rear sight (see fig. 3-21) of the serv-

ice rifle has an elevation knob and a windage
knob which areused tp Move-the Jean aper-
ture up or r-affriight: or left respec-4

hanging the ,position of the rear
sight aperture causes a corresponding change

61t in the location of the strike of the bullet.
The elevation knob affects the vertical loca-
tion &f the strike of the bullet, while the
windage knob affects the horizontal location.
Both knobs make an audible click when they
are turned. Each click changes the strike of
the bullet a specific distance, depending on
the range to the target. When the elevation

4/1.,L_H knob is set on zero elevation run all the way
clOwn, and the index line on the rear sight
movable base is aligned with the center index

on the receiver, the rifle is set at me-
chanidal zero.

Figure 3-20.Reloading the service rifle in
the sitting position with an 8-round clip.

assume a good position, and apply the proper
trigger control in firing the initial two
-rounds. He is then required to reload
quickly, 'reassume his position, aim,' and
apply the proper trigger control in firing the
remaining rounds within the specified time
limit. The dry firing of this exercise will
be more beneficial if the man acting as the
instructor strikes the operating rod handle
to the rear following each shot to cock the
rifle to stimulate recoil. Dummy rounds
ohould be used if they are available. In both
dry and live firing, it is important for the
shooter to establish a definite cadence of
firing 10 rounds in regular, short,intervals
within'a specified time limit.

SECTION in ;

SIGHT ADJUSTMENT

3601. General

Following training in fundamentals, the
shooter must zero his service rifle. To ac-
complish this he must first learn the opera-
tion of the rear sight, the use of the eleva-
tion and windage rules, and how to compute
sight changes.
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Figure 3-21.The rear sight.

3603. Elevation and Windage Rule

The rule is based on one minute of eleva-
tion or windage moving the strike of the bul-
let 1 inch on the target for each 100 yards of
range. To compute distance one minute will
move the strike of a bullet at any given dis-
tance, the range, in hundreds of yards is
multiplied bi 1.

3604, Sight Changes

To make sight changes the shooter first
locates the center of his shot group and then
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determines the distance between it and the
desired location. 'The distance in elevation
is determined horitOntally. These distances
are converted to minutes by using the eleva-
tion and windage rule. As a general rule,
bold adjustments will prove more advanta-
geous to the shooter. For example, if the
shooter cannot, decide whether to move two
or three minutes he should normally make
the adjustment requiring the greater number
of minutes. To raise the strike of the bullet
the shooter .must increase the number of
minutes of elevation. Conversely, he must
decrease the elevation to lower the strike of
the bullet on the target. Right windage
moves the strike of the bullet to the right;
and left-windage moves it to the left.

SECTION VII
EFFECTS OF THE WEATHER

3701. General

In the case of a highly trained rifleman,
effects of the weather are a primary cause
of error in the strike of the bullet. The
wind, light, temperature, and humidity all
have some effect on the bullet, the shooter,
or both. Some of these effects such as tem-
perature and humidity are relatively insig-
nificant since.' most shooting is done under
average conditions. However, shooting is
sometimes done under extremes of weather
so their effects must be explained along with
the effects of wind and light.

3702. Effects of Wind

a. ,General. The condition which con-
stantly presents the greatest problem to the
shooter is the wind. Wind has a consider-
able effect on the bullet and it increases with
the range. This is due primarily to in-
creased resistance of the air as the velocity
is reduced and the resultant loss of stability.
Wind, also has a considerable effect on the
shoOter, particularly in the standing posi-
tion. The stronger the wind, the more diffi-
culty he has ,in holding the rifle steady. The
effect can be partially offset with good train-
ing and conditioning.

b. Classification of Winds. Winds are
classified according to the direction from
which they are blowing in relation to the di-
rection of fire. The "clock system" (see
fig. 3.-22) is used to indicate this direction.
A wind blowing from right to left
across the shooter's front is called a
"3 o'clock wind." A wind blowing toward the
shooter from his front is called a "12 o'clock
wind." The direction from which the wind is
blowing also denotes the value of the wind.
Winds from either flank are "full value
winds," those from the oblique are "half full
winds," and winds blowing from either the
front or rear are "no value winds." A half
value wind will affect the bullet approxi-
mately half as much as a full value wind.
That is, a 1 o'clockwind having a velocity of
10 miles per hour is equivalent to a 5-mile
per hour 3 o'clock wind. For basic firing,
the effect of a no value wind on the bullet is
negligible and may be discounted.

Figure 3-22.Wind direction by
the clock system.

LINE

c. Wind Velocity. There are three com-
mon field expedient methods of determining
wind velocities. Since the situation may limit
the use of some methods, individuals must
be thoroughly familiar with all techniques.

(1) Flag Method, (See fig. 3-23.) If a
shooter can observe a flag (or any clothlike
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WIND

Figure 3-23.Determining wind
velocity by the flag method.

material similar to a flag) hanging from a
pole, he should estimate the angle (in de -
gr ees) formed at the juncture of the flag and
the pole. Dividing this angle by the constant
number "4" will give the approximate wind
velocity in miles per hour.

(2) Pointing- Method. (See fig. 3-24.)
f no flag is visible, a piece ci paper or

other light material may be droppea from
the shoulder. By pointing directly at li:e
spot where it lands, the angle (in degrees)
can be estimated. This figure is ag-a- .1 di-
vided by the number "4" to determine the
approximate wind velocity in miles per hour.

WIND

Figure 3-24.Determining wind velocity by
the pointing method.
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(3) Observation Method. If the situa-
tion preventS the use of the above two meth-
ods, shooters can use the following informa-
tion in determining wind velocities : --

(a) Under 3 miles per hour, winds
can hardly be felt, but the presence of slight
wind can be determined by drifting smoke.

(b) A 3 to 5 mile per hkr wind can
be felt lightly on the face.

(c) Winds of 5 to 8 miles per hour
keep tree leaves in constant motion.

(d) At 8 to 12 miles per hour,
winds will .raise dust and loose paper.

(e) A'12 to 15 mile per hour wind
will cause small trees to sway.

d. Determination of Windage Adjustment.
After finding the wind direction and velocity,
the windage correction to be placed on the
rear sight is determined by the formula
R x V/15 = number of minutes!: of windage
to be placed on the rear sight for''a full value
wind. In this formula, R = range in hun-
dreds of yards, V = velocity in miles per
hour, and the number 15 is constant. For
half value winds, divide the answer by .2. In
placing the computed adjustment on the rear
sight. THE REAR SIGHT APERTURE MUST
ALWAYS BE MOVED INTO THE WIND. That
is for winds blowing from 12:3 through
5:30 o'clock, the rear sight aperture must
be moved to the right. Conversely, the rear
sight aperture must be moved to the left for
winds blowing from 6:30 to 11:30 o'clock.
An example of col uting a windage adjust-
ment i s s: A 10 mile per hour wind
is blowing from 9 o'clock. The range to the
target is 600 yards. Converting this infor-
mation for use in the wind formula, R = 6
and V= 10. Thus, R x V/15 - 6 x 10/15 =
60/15 = 4 minutes (left windage). To place
this adjustment on the sight, the windage
knob is turned four minutes to the rear
(counterclockwise), moving the rear sight
aperture four minutes to the left or into the
wind.

3703. Effects of Light

This subject is very controversial as
light may or may not have an effect on the
shooter's aim. The difficulty is that light
affects different people in different ways;
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therefore, it is believed that nothing can be
presentee' as an iron-clad fact. The general
tendency, however, is for the rifleman to
shoot high on a dull, cloudy day, and low on a
bright, clear day. This is especially true on
a day with intermittent clouds. On a bright
day, when the sun is directly on-the face of
the target, an apparent halo forms around
the bull's-eye causing the aim to be low. On
a dull day. the halo is gone and the tendency
is to hold closer to the point of aim, causing
the shots to go high. ''Extreme light condi-
tions from the left or the right may have an
effect on the horizontal impact of a shot or
shot group. To solve the prOblem of light
ana its effects, the individual shooter must
accurately record the light conditions under
which he is shooting. Through experience
and study he will eventually determine the
effect of light on his zero.

3704. Humidity and Temperature

a. Desirable Atmospheric Conditions for
Zeroing. The most desirable atmospheric
conditions for zeroing a rifle are considered
to be 70 degrees F. with the air'' 2/3 "satu-
rated with moisture and a barometric pres-
sure of 30 inches of mercury. These condi-
tions are considered the standard from which
ballistic charts art computed. Any deviation
from these conditiOns will affect the strike
of the bullet to sony: degree.

b. Humidity, To understand the effect of
humidity on the strike of the bullet, one must
realize that the higher the humidity (denser
air), the more resistance- to the flight of the
bullet through it. This resistance will tend
to slow down the bullet and as a result, the
shooter must raise his elevation to compen-
sate for it. The effects of numidity at the
short ranges are not as noticeable as at the
longer ranges. Again, the experience of the
shooter and his resultant study of hits and
groups under varied conditions of humidity
will determine the effect of humidity on his
zero. Much more could be written in refer-
ence to the effects of weather on the strike of
the bullet. Certain combinations of weather
will have different effects on the bullet than
others. For this reason, a shooter may fire

'.we successive days on the same range and
under what appears to be the same condition
and yet utilize two different sight settings.
For example, a rise in the humidity of say
30r.', cannot always be determined readily.
This rise in humidity makes the air more
dense. If this heavier air :s present with a
10 m.p.h. wind, it will require more eleva-
tion and more windage to hit the same loca-
tion than on a clay when the humidity w.,5
30(70 lower.

c. Temperature. Temperature has the
opposite effect on the bullet than humidity,
inasmuch as higher temperatures of barrel
and powder will increase chamber pressure
and consequently the muzzle velocity. This
increase will cause the bullet to impact
higher and requires the lowering of the ele-
vation. Inversely, a drop in the temperature
will require the shooter to raise his sights
in order to hit the target in the same place.
Arsenal tests indicate a variation in velocity
of about 1.7 feet per second per degree of
temperature, exclusive of the humidity factor.

d. Humidity vs. Temperature. From the
preceding two paragraphs, the shooter may
deduce rightfully that certain combinations
of temperature and humidity will have little

, or no effect on his zero. For example, high
humidity combined with high temperatures
may affect the bullet the same as the quoted
normal, since the humidity sets'up a ''drag"
while temperature increases velocity and
one overcomes the other. In the same man-
ner, low humidity will allow the billet to
pass through the air with little resistance
and temperatures slightly below normal will
not slow the bullet sufficiently to cause a
change in elevation. Other combinations
such as high temperature and low humidity
or high humidity and low temperature will
have an opposite effect.

e. Considering All Effects of Weather.
In considering all of the effects of weather,
many shooters tend to overemphasize cer-
tain effects and this will produce low scores
from time to time. Proper recording and
study based on experience are all important
with respect to determining the effects of
weather. Probably one of the most difficult
things to impress upon a shooter is the evi-
dence of a.probable change in his zero. If a
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change is indicated, it should be applied at
all ranges.

SECTION VIII
ZEROTNG

3801. Principles of Zeroing

a. Bullet Path and Point of Aim. To un-
derstand the principles of zeroing, the-shooter
should have a basic knowledge of the rela-
tionship between the path of the bullet in
flight and the line of aim. In flight a bullet
does not follow-a straight line but travels in
a curve or arc which is called its trajectory.
(See fig. 3-25.) The maximum height of a
bullet's trajectory depends on the range to
the target. The greater the distance a bullet
traVals_before impact, the higher it must
travel in its-trajectory. On the other hand,
the line of aim is a straight line from the
eye through the rear sight aperture, across
the front sight, to the aiming point or target.
So it follows that after the bullet leaves the
rifle, it is _initially =via); in an upward
path, intersecting the. line of aim. As the
bullet travels farther, it begins to drop and
will eventually again intersect the line of
aim. T1Ae range at which this intersection
occurs is the zero for that sight setting.

b. Definition of Zero. The zero of a rifle
is the sight setting in elevation and windage
required to place a shot, or the center of a
shot group, in the center of the target at a

given range when no wind is blowing. Expe-
rience has shown that the best way to zero a
rifle is to Shoot in the position, range, and
cadence at which we intend to use it.

3802. Method of Zeroing

a. General. The method of zeroing de-
scribed in this paragraph will establish an
accurate zero providing all shots are re-
corded in the score book, and provided the
information in the score book is used in
projecting zero changes. Also, the wind
must be taken into consideration in deter-
mining windage zero. For example, if the
wind velocity required three minutes left of
that used in hitting the center of the target.

b. The 200 Yard Line. The initial zero-
ing phase sho start at the 200 yard line
with the si its set at 8 minutes elevation
and mechanical zero windage. To facilitate
determiniue the 200 yard zero quickly, it is
suggested that the rounds be fired slow fire
in the sitting pr ition. When the slow fire
shots are strik :-. near the center of the tar-
get, three 3- ..end shot groupS are fired in
rapid fire ca.:ence, followed by a rapid fire
string of d. During this firing, sight
changes a7- made to bring the group into the
center c- the target. Often the rapid fire
zero v be different from the slow fire
zero. . his is due to a difference in position
and trigger control. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to establish a slow fire zero. To do

simply fire several rounds slow fire

TRAJECTOR

LINE OF SIGHT

POINT OF
AIM

300 YARDS

3-25.Trajectory of a bullet.
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from the appropriate position and call each
shot accurately. When the shots appear on
the target "on call," then the slow fire zero
is obtained.

c. The 300 Yard and 500/600 Yard Lines,
The 300 yard slow fire and rapid fire zero
is determined by firing the same exercises
as were fired at the 200 yard line; 'while at
500/600 yards single shots are fired until
the group is centered in the target. The
normal sight change is up three minutes
from 200 to 300 yards aiid up ten minutes
from 300 to 500/600 yards.

SECTION IX
THE SCOR.0 BOOK

3901. General
'The score book is-used to record every

shot fired by the shooter. It is also used to
record the weather conditions and their ef-
fects on the shooter. If used properly, it
will provide the necessary information for
initial sight settings at each range. It pro-
vides a basis for analyzing the performance
of the shooter and his rifle, and is a valu-
able aid in making bold and accurate sight
changes. Instruction in the use of the score
book must be given prior to firing any rounds
10 zeroing or practice. This instruction
should be integrated with the instruction on
efOcts of weather, since these subjects are
interrelated. Although this instruction is riot
directly concerned with the individual's skill
in applying the fundamentals o; marksinp-
ship, it is a vital phase of training to (he
Navy marksman. The most competent rifle-
man cannot consistently hit the center of the
target unless he can analyze his perform-
ance; haS a record of his performance; or
has a record of the conditions that affect his
shooting.

3902. Use of the Score Book
a. Slow Fire. The following procedure

should be used for filling out and maintain-
ing the score book in SLOW FIRE:

(1) Before Firing. Before firing; the
date, hour, rifle number, target number,
temperature, wind (word description and
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direction), light (word description and di-
rection), windage zero, elevation used, and
any other appropriate remarks to aid the
shooter are entered in the spaces provided
or under remarks.

(2) During Firing. A strict sequence of
recording data during firing must be followed:

(a) If a wind is blowing, the value
is determined and set on the sights and en-
tered in the score book.

(b) After firing each round the call
is plotted.

(c) When the target is marked; the
location of the hit is plotted with a number
and the call is compared to the hit.

(d) The correct sight setting de-
termined from analyzing the group is then
recorded.

(e) During a slow fire a good rule
to follow is: "SHOOT WHEN TARGET IS
UPRECORD INFORMATION IN THE BOOK
DURING/TIME TARGET IS DOWN."

(3) After Firing. Upon completion of
firing the results should be analyzed and
studied very carefully.

b. Rapid Fire. The following procedure
should be used for filling out and maintain-
ing the score book in RAPID FIRE:

(1) Before Firing. Before firing, the
oter records the same information as he

dl for slow fire.
(2). During Firing. In rapid fife the

sequence to be followed during firing is dif-
ferent than that of slow fire:

(a) The final windage correction
(if needed) is made shortly before the tar-
gets appear and this is applied to the sights.
While firing a mental note is made of any
shots called out of the group.

(b) The calls are plotted immedi-
ately after firing. This is done by placing
small circles for any erratic shots on the
call target.

(c) When the target is marked, all
visible hits are plotted with an "X" and 'com-
pared to the calls.

(d) The correct sight s,:tting de-
termined from analyzing the group is then
recorded.

(3) After Firing. Upon com tion of
firing, the results should be analyzed and
studied very carefully.



CHAPTER 4

KNOWN - DISTANCE RANGE FIRING (RIFLE)

SECTION I
GENERAL

4101. Purpose'

The known-distance range is an extremely
important step in the building of a sound
foundation of marksmanship principles. It
would be impossible to eliminate this phase
of marksmanship training and still expect
the training progression to produce a rifle-
man with the degree of proficiency required.
It is during this phase that the rifleman ac-
quires the elementary skills necessary to
perform well on any firing range. After
thorough instruction in the fundamentals of
marksmanship, the student is given the op-
portunity. to apply those principles taught
during the preparatory phase, the foundation
of sound marksmanShip principles is con-
structed in each Navyman. With the under-
standing of marksmanship principles and the
successful completion of the application
phase of those principles, the rifleman is
then ready to progress to any phase of
marksmanship training which requires ac-
curate, well-aimed fire. (See fig. 4-L)

4102. Training

.-Known-distance range firing is nothing
more than- apractical application's-of those
fundamental-skillstaught during preparatory
marksmanship. It is the opportunity for the
individual rifleman to put this; practice the
integrated act of shooting. Under the guid-
ance of the instructor, the rifleman is
taught to understand .the elements that effect
the hitting or missing of a target by analyzing
his own experiences in flring his rifle. On
the known-distance range the rifleman will
actually' fire at targets up to the maximum
effective range of his rifle. During this
training he will come to appreciate the
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-Figure 4-L-7-Correct sight alignment and
trigger control hit the mark.

Various skills that he must master to enable
him to deliver accurate fire at a target and
will be building confidence within himself.
Known-distance range training will be con-
ducted in accordance with current ,Navy di-
rectives as outlined in chapter 8 of this
manual.

,
SECTION -1.1

COURSES OF FIRE

4201. General

The types of firing courses set forth in
current Navy directiveS are established to
provide a standardized rifle training through-
out the Navy and to provide an adequate
means of evaluating the capabilities of rifle-
man. Therefore, in establishing a known-
distance.range course of fire, there are cer-
tain criteria that should be met to be an
effective course:
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a. Distances. The rifleman should fire at
several different ranges up to the maximum
effective range of his rifle. This is necessary
to teach the shooter the effect of wind on a
bullet at various ranges and that he learn
how to manipulate the rear sight in moving
from one distance to another. It will also
instill "within the rifleman the confidence and
knowledge that he can effectively engage a
target at great distances.

b. Positions. The course of fire should
require the rifleman to utilize all four of the
basl.c positions 'taught in the preparatory
phase of marksmanship training. All combat
or field positions are variations of the
prone, sitting, kneeling, and standing or off-
hand positions.

--

c. Slow and Rapid Fire, During the con-
duct of firing, the rifleman should be re-
quired to fire both slow and rapid 'Tire
stages. The slow fire stages allow both the
coach and the rifleman to analyze each round
to determine the reason for each hit or
miss. It is necessary to learn to deliver
one wel -aimed shot since rapid fire is nothing
more than a sequence of indiyidual well -aimed
shots. During rapid fire, the rifleman is
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required to deliver an accuratWvolume of fire
in a specific time frame. He should also be
required to reload his rifle within the string
of fire as an additional training feature.

d. Courses. Known-distance firing should
consist of both familiarization and qualifica-
tion tiring. Familiarization firing is practice
firing with the assistance of an instructor.
Qualification firing is clone without the
assi§.ance of an instructor, and is used to
evaluate the rifleman's ability in applying
the fundamentals of marksmanship. The
requirement of record firing also creates
additional pressure or !anxiety on the rifle-
man which he must control to satisfactorily
complete the course of fire.. As a general
rule, familiarization firing is completed
before any portion of qualification firing is
started. No pert of qualification firing should
be conducted on c.he same day as familiariza.-
tion firing wdess scheduling difficulties re-
quire it. If possible, qualification firing
should be COilipleted In one day.

4202. Procedures

Procedures for range firing are outlined
in chapter 2 of this manual.

G.
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CHAPTER 5

BASIC PISTOL AND REVOLVER
MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

SECTION I
GENERAL

5101. Purpose

The primary purpoge of this course is to
teach individuals the fundamentals of accu-..
rate shooting with the Service .38 Caliber
Revolver and the Service .45 Caliber Pistol,
and to develop sufficient skill in their ap-
plication to qualify with at least the military
minimum of "Marksman."

5102. Discussion
Shooting the handgun with accuracy ade-

quate for military purposes can be a simply
taught and easily learned physical skill com-
pletely within the capabilities of the average
sailor. This preparation is the essence of
simplicity. 'Iwo fundamentals only are
stressed. Individuals should be under posi-
tive command control. Only positive in-
struction is used. Detailed or negative in-
struction should be studiously avoided. Its
use will have a markedly adverse effect on
the instructioa. Once this method of in-
struction, with its basic exercises, is under-
stood, it becomes extremely flexible and can
be adapted to produce any required level of
proficiency from familiarization to military
expert with a minimum expenditure of time ,

and ammunition.

5103. Fundamentals

Let us consider the necessities to get a
hit with the handgumand an individual's nat-
ural habits in relation to these necessities.
Where does a pistol hit? Or a revolver?
The answer, of course, is extremely simple.
The weapon hits wherever- it is pointed when
it is discharged. So obviously, if we wish to

hit a target, we must have the weapon pointed
at the target when we discharge the weapon.

In this course we will try,to teach Navy-
men how to have the weapon pointed at the
target he wished to hit when the weapon is
discharged. The requirements to do this
must be completely within the physical capa-
bilities of the individual shooter. The shooter
can point the weapon an ywhere he desires and
if he possesses a working knowledge of the
fundamentals presented herein, _lie will be
capable of hitting any military target regard-

: less of shape, composition, or color within
the normal range of the weapon..

We use the sights to line up the weapon
in precisely the same maper for each shot
in order to eliminate angular error. There-
fore, if we can line up the sights in a consist-
ent manner and are able to discharge the
weapon without disturbing this sight alignment
while pointing the weapon at the target area,
we will obviously be getting consistent hits in
this area. What are the shooters problems
in leaning these simple physical tasks of
lining up the 'sights, pointing the weapon at
the target area and moving the finger to dis-
charge the weapon without disturbing the
sight alignment? Habit is a powerful force
and a lifetime habit working against us that
can be a difficult thing to overcome. From
the crawling stage on, what does the average
person look at when throwing a ball? The
catcher or target? A football? The same.
A slingshot? The target. In the average
person's previous experience, his lifetime
habit pattern has been to look at any target
he has desired to hit within what may be con-.
sidered normal pistol ranges. In other words,
if the average shooter doesn't look at the
target, he isn't normal. We know that the
weapon will hit wherever it, is pointed when
it is discharged.
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Good teaching practice requires that ciis-
tractionsbe removed from the teaching area.
If we are trying to teach an individual to look
at the sights and then place a "bull's-eye"
down range for the shooter to hit, this, in
combination with the shooter's habit of tar-
get fixation can become a major obstacle in
reaching our teaching objective. Eliminating
the "bull's-eye" and utilizing a blank target
is mandatory in primary and basic instruc-
tion,

Once again we are trying to teach the in-
dividual simple actions: To look at the sights
in order to maintain consistent sight align-
ment: point the weapon. at the target area;
and discharge the weapon without nisturbing
the sight alignment. From this w can es-
tablish the fundamentals of accurate marks-
manship. By fundamental we mean a founda-
tion, an essential, something we ca snot
without. As applied to shooting-, there are
only two fundamentals Sight alignment and
the ability to discharge the weapon without
disturbing the sight alignment, which will be
referred to as trigger control. If we can do
these two things, we will get consistent hits,
when the weapon is pointed at the target area,
no matter what else we do. If we cannot
apply these two fundamentals, it is immate-
rial what else we do; we willnot get consist-
ent hits in the target area. If these funda-
mentals are accepted, we can then develop
the hypothesis that in ender to attain ma,Ki-
mum accuracy performance with the handgun
everything we do in delivering a shot must
contribute something positive to sight align-
-.lent and trigger control. This is pi obably
physically impossible: so to get into the realm
of the possible, we must analyze our actions
in relation to their affect on sight alignment
and trigger control and discaid o" cease any
actions which have the slightest Adverse ef-
fect on either of the fundamentals. We are
not trying to make polished competitive
marksman in our qualification instruction.
We merely wish to develop a skill level suit-
able for military purposes. If we can teach
the individual to look at the sights, point the
weapon at the target area, and discharge the
weapon without disturbing the sight align-
ment excessively, we will achieve this skill
level. This can be readily accomplished if
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we know what to teach and how to present
our in struction.

5104. Techniques

Requisites used to implement the funda-
mentals. Variations in techniques have been
found to be completely inconsequential as long
as the primary stress is placed on the funda-
mentals, sight alignment and trigger control.
Do not Iet techniques take precedence in the
shooter's mind over the fundamentals.

RONi SIGHT

CORRECT
S!GH

ALIGNMENT

Figure 5-1.Correct sight alignment.

a. Sight Alignment. The currently ac-
cepted sight alignment is used. The top of
the front sight even with the top of the rear
sight and equal light on both sides of the front
sight. An individual.=;hould be made to under-
stand that, although any sight alignment can
be a correct sight alignment if it is consistent
from shot to shot, we are going to use this
particular sight alignment because of the ease
with which alignment errors can be detected
and it will arbitrarily be referred to as the
"Correct" sight alignment. Only a minimum
will be established for eye usage in the method
of looking at the sights. At least one eye open
(either eye) looking at the sights when the
weapon is discharged.

b. Trigger control. Trigger control is the
act of discharging the weapon without dis-
turbing sight alignment. This is accomplished
by gripping the weapon in the same manner
each time it is to be fired. The two-handed
grip is used in firing the Service ,38 Caliber
Revolver and the Service .45 Caliber Pnrztol.

(I) To assume the two-handed grip ler
the Service .38 Caliber Revolver, the weapon
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Figure 5-2.Correct griprevolver.

is held firmly in the firing hand with the wri.,:t
"locked" and the thumb placed against the
uncooked hammer. With the thumb held in
this position, the middle and ringfinger will
form the correct grip on the stock. The
little finger may or may not extend and curl
beneath the butt. The forefinger is positioned
to contact the face of the trigger at the first
joint. The other hand supports the weapon
by having the fingers and thumb closed over
the firing hand. If the weapon can be cocked
with relative ease and without changing the
grip, the proper grip has been attained. if
the hammer is difficult to cock, re-grip the
revolver. After cocking the hammer, the
thumb of the firing hand is placed along side
of the weapon without applying side pres-
sure. See figure 5-2.

(2) To assume the two-handed grip for
the Service .45 Caliber Pistol it is placed
firmly into the V formed between the thumb
and forefinger of the firing hand, with the
hand held as high as possible on the frame,
the three lower fingers grasping the stock
with the middle finger contacting the hottom
of the trigger guard. The forefinger is posi-
tioned to contact the face of the trigger at the
first joint. The other hand supports the pistol
in the palm with fingers gripping firmly. See
figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3.Correct grippistol.

5105. Basic Enercises

It is commonly accepted that the most dif-
ficult pistol exercise to master is the one
referred to as sustained or rapid fire which
consists of firing a prescribed number of
rounds within a specified time frame".; In the
Navy Expert Pistol Course, this is five rounds
in 15 sec. With the generally accepted meth7
ods of pistol instruction, the individual is
first schooled in the "fundamentals" with
various others such as grip, stance, breath-
ing, etc., varying with the background and
experience of the instructor. Shooting exer-
cises are started with slow fire at a bull's-
eye target, The shooter is usually told that
the rapid fire exercise is very difficult to
master and proficiency must first be gained
at the slow fire and then the timed fire before
any attempt is made to practice the rapid
fire. Tt is also common practice to tell the
shooter to shoot the timed fire just like the
slow fire, Only a little faster, and the rapid
[ire like the timed fire, and once again a
little faster. As instructors, what have we
done to ourselves and to the shooters by us-
ing these techniques? We are trying to
teach the shooter three methods of trigger
control: One [or slow fire: one for timed
fire: and one for rapid fire. Unknowingly
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and unintentionally, we have.-built a mental
block in the shooter's mind- to the effect rapid
fire is "tough"? If it were possible, a much
more efficient method of instruction would
be one, whereby only the rapid fire 'technique
was learned. Once maste7ed, a single round,
slow fire or a single round, timed fire, could
be fired with exactly the same technique as a
single round, rapid fire. It is not only possi-
ble to start the new shooter with rapid fire
techniques, 'it is extremely simple. The
shooter is directed to count out the number
of rounds for the exercise. Example: "Shoot-
ers count out 10 rounds of ammunition."
Single rounds are loaded on appropriate com-
mand. With magazines out. Place a single
round in the chamber and close the slide by
holding the pistol in the right hand, finger
out of the trigger guard, left thumb holding
hammer back, left forefinger depressing
slide stop allowing slide to move into battery.
With the revolver, a single round is placed
in the cylinder and the cylinder closed in
such a manner that when the hammer is
cocked., the single round will be rotated under
the hammer in a Bring position. Example:
"With one round load." 1The shooters are
then directed to the international ready posi-
tion (lower arm to 45' angle) by the com-
mand, "Extend Pistol." In this position the
shooter will be facing the target squarely
with feet and shoulder in the most cone=
Portable and natural position. The standard
command, "Ready on the Right, Ready on the
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Left, Ready on the .Eiring Line" is used to
have the shooter raise the weapon to eye level
and fire one round followed by an immediate
recovery and firing one round dry fire, then
clearing the weapon without further command.
The key word in tlui command is "Line."
The shooter is directed to adjust his move-
ments to arrive in the firing position on the
word "Line." This is also the command to
commence firing one round. The require-
ments of loading and cleariir- the weapon for
each round 'fired, rapidly improves the in-
dividual's facility in weapon familiarization
and handling. The requirement for recovery
and delivering a second aimed shot, dry fire,
lays the groundwork for building successful
rapid fire techniques iron' the first training
round fired.

COMMANDS IN SEQUENCE:
"With one Round Load"
"Ready on the Right, Ready on the
Left, Ready on the Firing Line"
(Firing commences)
"Clear all weapons"
After the last round
Magazines out, Slides Back,
Weapons on the Bench"

5106. Application

A recommend lesson is provided
in Appenlix 1.
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CHAPTER 6

COMBAT PISTOL TRAINING

SECTION I
GENERAL

6101. Purpose

To acquaint Navymen with their assigned
weapon in a simulated combat environment,

6102. Training

Although this course is useful to all Navy-
men, this type of training is primarily for
pilots, naval flight officers aircrewmen and
security guards. Pilots, naval flight officers
aircrewmen and security guards sl ali be
given this training annually. Combat pistol
training should not begin unless an individual
has attained a minimum qualification of
"Marksman" or higher pistol shot in Course
"A" (Cha'xer 8).

SECTION II
PRELIMINARY COMBAT

MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

6201. General

Preliminary marksmanship training.shall
consist of basic Marksmanship, weapon in-
doctrination and c:r1,!it range safety.

6202. Basic Marksmanship

Basic marksmanship training consists of
sight alignment, trigger control and griping
the pistol, All firing shall be accomplished
with the two-hanc grip except when standing
behind the barri,ade,

6203. Weapc;ii Indoctrination

Weapon indoctrination should be
the students for the weapon with which they
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are armed. Items to be covered should in-
clude, but not limited to, specifications,
safety features', operation, malfunctions and
repairs.

6204. Combat Range Safety

The following safety regulations are in
addition to those outlined in the previous
chapter.

a. Cylinders/slides may be forward if
the weapon is holstered.

b. Know your gun and ammunition, be
sure they match. (i.e., .38, .38 special, .38
tracer, .357 magnum, .38 flare.)

c. Know that removing the magazine does
not unload a semiautomatic weapon.

d. Be sure of your backstop.
e. Be sure of your target.
f . Obey all firingline commands instantly.
g. Do not handle weapons when someone

is forward of the firing line:
h. Assume firing position in these steps:

ASSUME POSITION, DRAW WEAPON AIM,
THEN COCK HAMMER.

i. Do not depart from an open position
for cover until the cylinder is open. Do not
depart a covered position until the weapon is
holstered and the safety strap fastened.

j. On position 10, do not cock weapon,
use double action. Do not put your finger in
the trigger guard until the weapon is pointed
at the target.

SECTION III
FIRING POSITIONS

6301. General

All position firing is clone with the two-
handed grip. This grip is described in the
previous chapter. Cocking of the hammer is
accomplished without removing either hand
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from the pistol. A very tight two-handed
grip is important.

6302. Combat Positions

a. Prone Position (Open). To assume
position, drop down-on both knees, using one
hand for support, and lower the torso to the
ground. The student should be directly fac-
ing the target. The feet should be as close
together as possible so as to present to the
enemy the smallest frontal area as possible.
When in this poSition, the weapon may be
drawn. The lowest prone position is accom-
plished with the butt of the weapon resting
on the ground. The next lowest position is
with the butt resting on the closed fist of the
left hand resting on the ground. (See fig.
6-1.) In the prone position behind cover, the
butt of the pistol should rest on whatever is
available. (See fig. 6-2.)

Figure 6-1.Combat pistol prone position.

b. Sitting Position (Open): To assume
position, the student faces the target and
drops down to a sitting position. The knees
are bent so as to form a support. for the
elbows to rest on. A crossed leg position
provides a steadier foundation. (See fig.
6-3.) Draw the weapon placing the elbows
on the knees. The knees may be kept close
together or spread depending on the physical
characteristics of the stuthnt. In the sitting
position behind cover, the student uses the
barricade for support of the weapon instead
of his knees, and places the butt of the
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Figure 6-2.Combat pistol prone
position behind cover.

Figure 6-3.--Combat pistol sitting position.

weapon on the barricade if at all possible.
The arms should be-,ektended to their full
length. (See fig. 6-4.) Two-hanc'ed grip is
used in both these positions.

c. Kneeling Position. To assume position,
the student faces the target and drops to the
ground placing the right leg under the body
and sitting on the foot. (See fig. 6-5.) (The
side of the foot for low position, or the heel
for high position.) In the low position which
is considered the steadiest, the left leg is
placed well forward of the body in order to
support the left ,arm under the bicep just
forward of the armpit. Draw the weapon,
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Figure 6-4.Combat pistol sitting
position behind cover.

with the -right arm locked, place the butt in
the palm of the left hand. Cocking is accom-
plished with the right' thumb. (NOTE: Left-
handed shooters sit on opposite foot and use
right knee for support.) Kneeling position
behind cover, the student used the,.barricacle
to support the butt of the weapon. The arms
are extended their full length and the body
is raised slig ,tly from the open kneeling
position. (See fig. 6-6.)

d. Standing .Position Behind a Barricade.
Take the weapon in a one hand grip. Place
the foot opposite the weapon hand aga'.nst the
edge of the barricade. Place the non-weapon
hand against the barricade so the hand forms
a V with the thumb and the forefinger. Place

....41r1:C;T:e

Figure 6- 5. Combat pistol kneeli:ig position.

e

the wrist of the gun hand in this V with the Figure 6-6.Combat pistol, kneeling
weapon extending beyond the barricade. The position behind cover.
weapon is cocked with the gun hand. All po-
sitions stated for right hand are the same
for the left hand. However, the gun hand is e. Standing Position (Open). To assume
determined by the position that affords the position the student faces the target and
most protection. (See figs. 6-7 and 6-8.) places his feet slightly more than shoulder
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Figure 6-7.Combat pistol standing position
behind barricadefiring from right side.

Figure 6-8.Comtat pistol standing position
behind barricadefiring from left side.

width apart, draws the weapon pil.d leans
slightly towards the target. Use-the two hand
grip, cock the weapon and aim all shots in
this'position. (See fig. 6-9.)

f. Crouch Position (Open). To assume
position the student laces the target, posi-
tions his feet slightly more than shoulder
width apart, draws the weapon, points it
toward the target, and simultaneously grasps
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Figure 6-9.Combat pistol standing position..

it with both hands firmly. The student brings
the weapon up to chest _height, focus eyes on
the target, not the sights, and fires the weapon
double action as rapidly as possible: The
knees should be bent slightly in this position.
(See figA-10.) This is point shooting using
"Quick Kill" techniques, not aimed fire.

SECTION IV
KNOWN DISTANCE RANGE FIRING

6401. General
The purpose of known distance range fir-

ing is to give the student a practical exercise
in the use of his weapon. This instills confi-
dence in the.. student with regards to his
ability and accuracy of his weapon.

6402. Preliminary Firing

The purpose of the preliminary firing
is to allow the student to practice sight
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s

?t

Figure 6-10.Combat pistol crouch position.

alignment, sight picture and trigger contrOl
while assuming some of the positions to be
used on the combat pistol course. All firing
should be done on blank targets. Six rounds
are fired, 2 shots right lucid, 2 shuts left
hand and 2 shots using the barricade for
support. Dry firing should also be practiced
before the student does any live firing. Six
more rounds should then be fired, 2 shots
prone, 2 shots sitting and 2 shots kneeling.
During this period, emphasis should be
placed on proper grip poFitri5n of trigger
finger, sight alignment and trigger control.
(Sec fig. 6-11.)

6403. 100 Yard Range Firing

It is possible to hold off tv,,o or three in-
experienced riflemen even in the open if the
prone position is used and basic marksman-
ship principles .re followed. The purpoSe
of the 100 yard firing is to demonstrate to
the student that it is possible to get hits on a

4,
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Figure 6-11.Sight picture,
preliminary firing.

silhouette at 100 yards. This will develop
confidence in himself and his weapon. The
student should assume the prone position
(open) as described in the previous section
and uhoulcl use the sight picture as shown in
figuic 6-12. The student should be appraised
of the wind effects and the need for exactness
in sight alignment. Six rounds are fired by
each student at this range. It is imperative
that the butt of the weapon be supported in
this type of firing.

6404. Combat Pistol Course Firing
Special Instructions

(1) Stay aft of position marker.
(2) Always reload behind the barri-

cade, Upon completion of firing in an open
position, open the cylinder then arise and
proceed to the next position, ejecting the
brass enroute, and reload behind the barri-
cade. If firing is clone behind the barricade,
reload, holster the revolver, secure the
strap over the weapon and proceed to the
next point.
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Figure 6-12.Sight picture
100 yard firing.

LEFT TARGET

(3) Fire on the proper target. The
target on the right will receive all shots (20)
from the right side of the line and barricade.
The left target will receive all shots (25)
from left side of the hue aril barricade.'The
center target will receive only theme shots
fired double action from position 10 at the
seven yard line.

(4) All firing will be two-handed except
at the barricade; position 7 the right hand is
used and position 8 the left hand is used.

(5) Sight Pictu e.. See figure 6 -13-
(6) Scoring.

(a) Time. This is a timed course.
The student will double-time between all
points.

(7) Loading/unloading, rr.oving between
points is done very rapidly. Slow down for
actual aiming and firing.

(8) Each student will be given 50
rounds. These rounds will be placed in the
pocket most satisfactory for easy loading,
(Normally right side pocket for right-handed
shooters.)

9) Time permitting, a dry-firing run
through.

b. Firing Combat Course. Student loads
five rounds, holsters the weapon, securing

CENTER TARGET RIGHT TARGET

Figure 6-13.Sight picture. cohabat course firing.
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the safety strap, and stands by at the °start-
ing point. On command, he runs to the first
point. POSITION 1. He assumes the prone'
position, feet together,draws the weapon and
asing a two-handed grip With no support ex-
cept the ground, fires five rounds at the tar-
get on the right, a.f.yr which he immediately
opens the cylinder, rises and at double-time
proceeds to the next point, ejecting empty
cases as he goes. At the same time he may
be reaching for ammunition with his right
hand. POSITION 2. He assumes the prone
position, loads, and comes into firing posi-
tion with only his head and hands in the open.
Using a two-hand grip with the butt of the
revolver supported, he fires five rounds at
the left target, rolls back behind the barri-
cade and reloads, holsters the weapon, se-
cures the safety strap and at double-time'
proceeds to the next position. Position 3;
He assumes the sitting position, in the open,.
draws the revolver and fires five rounds at
the target on the right. He immediately
opens the cylinder, rises and at double-time
proceeds to the next point ejecting the empty
cases with his left hand and reaching for
ammunition with his right hand as he goes.
POSITION 4. He assumes a position behind
the barricade and reloads. He takes the sit-
ting position and using a two hand grip with
the butt of the revolver supported, he fires
five rounds at the left target. He immediately
rolls back behind the barricade, ejects the
empty cases, reloads, holsters the weapon,
secures the strap and proceeds,double-time,
to the next position. POSITION 5. He as-
sumes the kneeling position, in the open,
draws the weapon, supporting his arm on his
knee, and fires five rounds at the target on
the right. He immediately opens the cylinder,
rises and proceeds double -time to the next
pOsition, ejecting the empty brass with his
left hand and reaching for his ammunition
with his right hand as he proceeds. POSI-
TION 6. He assumes a- kneeling''Po-sition
behind the barricade, reload_ s and using a
two-hand grip with the butt of the pistol sup-
pbrted, fires five rounds at the left target.
Behind tile barricade he reloads, holsters
the weapon, secures the strap and proceeds
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double-time to the next point. POSITION 7.
He assumes a standing position behind the
right side of the barricade. He draws the
weapon with his right hand and placing his
left hand flat against the barricade with the
thumb extending outward, he places his wrist
in the Vee formed by his thumb and fore-
finger and fires five rounds at the right
target. Immediately the student reloads and
turns to the left side of the barricade. POSI-
TION 8. He assumes a standing position
behindithe left side of the barricade, weapon
in the left hand, right palm flat against bar-
ricade with thumb extended outward. He
places his wrist in the V formed by his thumb
and forefinger and fires five rounds at the
left target. He immediately reloads, holsters
the weapon, securing the safety strap and
proceeds double-time to the next point.
(CAUTION: Accidental discharges are com-
mon in left handed .,hooting,--Insup& student
keeps muzzle low while cocking the hammer.)
-POSITION 9. He stops in a crouch, faces the
target, draws the weapon and using .a two
hand grip brings the revolver to eye level,
aims and fires five shots single action: Im-
mediately he opens the action and proceeds
double-time, ejecting empty rounds as he
goes behind the barricade at .the reloading
point. Kneeling here, he reloads, holsters
the revolver, secures the safety, strap and
proceeds double-time to! the next point.
POSITION 10. He stops, facing the target,
ina crouch, draws the revolver and brings
it up to chest level, using a two hand grip,
fires five rounds, double action at the center
target. He unloads, holsters and secures
the strap on the revolver.: He removes the
targets and returns them to the 55 yard line
for scoring. As soon as the range is clear
the command is given for the next student to
take the starting position. (CAUTION: En-
sure that the student does not put his finger
in the trigger or cock the weapon as it is
being drawn from the }roister.)

NOTE: Center ta.rg'et may be a pop-up
type actuated by the instructor when the stu-
dent reaches the firing position at the 7 yard
line.
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LEFT

1-4-- 12 I /2.-01-4-- 12 I/2' --P-

CENTER RIGHT
TARGET TARGET VTARGET

1-4
7 YARD POSITION 10, CROUCH, OPEN

110 YARD UNDER COVER RELOADING
POSITION

3

START

25'

POSITION 9, STANDING, OPEN
POSITION 8, STANDING, COVER

25 YARD POSITION 7, STANDING, COVER

POSITION 6, KNEELING, COVER
30 YARD POSITION 5, KNEELING, OPEN

40 YARD POSITION' 4, SITTING, COVER
POSITION A, SITTING, OPEN

50 YARD POSITION 2, PRONE, COVER
POSITION I, PRONE, OPEN

55 YARD

Figure 6-14.--Layout of combat- pistol course range.
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SECTION V
RANGE LAYOUT AND TARGET USE

6501. General

The Combat Pistol Course has'Ioeen de-
veloped in order that it may be fired on any
50 yard pistol range. There are many dif-
ferent combat courses and one disadvantage
to this course is that only one student may
fire at a time, however, the disadvantage is
overcome in the training in that an individual
learns more by running through this course
uninterrupted and doing things on his own.

6502. Combat Pistol Course Layout

Figure 6-14 illustrates the layout. of th
course. Barricades may be constructed
from 2 x 4 lumber and a door, plywood or
any other type of scrap lumber. Signs at
each oc.)sition indicate the number and post-
Lien to be used at that position.

6503. Combat Pistol Range Constrilction

a. Thi'; course was devised to be adapt-
able to any Navy 50 yard range. The exact
layout may be varied provided:

(1) Firing distances are exact.
(2) Overall distance covered by student

is not varied. For example, if a stanchion
is in the way of a right side tiring position,
move that position either left or right and
compensate by moving the left position so
that a distance of 25 frt still exists between
the two points.

b. Timing. Use of the stop watch is im-
portant to:

( 1) Provide competitive spirit among
students.

(2) Provide the student with a sense of
urgency which may be experienced in combat.

(3) Keep overall time of :..2ssion to
minimum. (Without stop watch, each student
will take 15-20 minutes vice 7-10.)

6504. Target Modification and Usage
a. Procedure for modification of silhou-

ette "E" target for the Combat Pistol Course:
Center Target. (See fig. 6-15.)

( 1 ) Fold target in half for centerline.
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(MODIFICATION OF TARGET)

Figure 6-15.--Combat pistol
course center target.

(2) Trace head and shoulder outline .1"
in from border and 1" up from centerline.

(3) Cut outline 1" from border or head
and 1" up from centerline.

(4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 on lower half
of targc-...

b. Procedure for modification of silhou-
ette "E" paper target from the Combat Pistol
Course: Right and Left Targets. See fig.
6-16.

(1) Fold target in half.
(2) Trace head and shoulder out!ine.
(3)- Measure 2-3/4" from edge of tar-

get, on both sides.
(4) Draw a d agonal line across target

from shoulder to ,shoulder. This is the cut
line.

c. Procedure for manufacture of silhou-
ette target for 100 yards pistol/revolver
firing. See fig. 6-17.
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20"

2

MODIFICATiON OF F TARGET, KNEELING)

Figure 6-16.Combat pistol course
right and left targets,

(1) Place target "E", kneeling (FSN
6920-795-1806) on aluminum or plywood
sheet 22-1/2 x 43 inches.

(2) Trace outline.
(3) Scribe a 3" line outboard of trace

line.
(4) Cut along trace line.
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(MANUFACTURED FROM i?,LUMINUM OR
WOOD TARGET E, KNEELING AS

TEMP'_ATE

Figure. 6-17.Combat pistol course
100 yard target.

(5) Cut along scribe line.
(6) Supports/legs with 1" x 1" x 36"

wooden stakes may be mounted on back of
silhouette for support and placement.

(7) Paint appropriate color.



CHAPTER 7

CARE AND CLEANING OF WEAPONS

SECTION I
CARE AND CLEANING THE

STANDARD SERVICE U.S. RIFLE
.30/7.62mm CALIBER, MODEL M-1

7101. General

Maintenance includes all measures taken
to keep the rifle in operating condition. This
includes normal cleaning, inspection for de-
fective parts, repair, and lubrication.

a. Cleaning Materials
(1) Although bore cleaner is used pri-

marily for cleaning the bore, it can be used
on all metal parts for temporary (one day)
protection from rust.

(2; Hot, soapy water or plain hot water
is a poor substitute for bore cleaner and will
only be used when bore cleaner is not avail-
able.

(3) Dry cleaning solvent is used in the
cleaning of rifles coated with grease, oil, or
corrosion-preventive compounds.

b. Lubricants
(1) Lubricating oil, general purpose,

is used on the rifle at normal temperatures.
(2) Lubricating oil, weapons (LAW),

is used for temperature below zero degrees
Fahrenheit.

(3) Any oil except vegetable oil, m:iy
be used as an expedient under combat condi-
tions when the oils prescribed in (1) and (2)
above cannot be obtained. However, as soon
as possible, the weapon should be cleaned
and lubricated with the proper, authorized
lubricants.

(4) The proper lubricant should be
applied to all metal to metal contact sur-
faces.

c. General. The rifle must be cleaned
after it has been fired because of the residue
left in the bore. This residue consists of
primer salts, powder ashes, carbon and
metal fouling. Normally this residue coll,cts
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moisture and thus promotes rust and corro-
sion. A weapon must be ilroperly cleaned
prior to lubrication. See figure 7-1.

(1) Chamber. The procedures for
cleaning the chamber are as follows: Screw
the jointed cleaning rod together firmly (less
the patch holder) and insert from the muzzle
end of the bore all the way. (An authorized
solid nonjointed rod may he used.) Flare the
patch out, then insert the patch holder with
wet patches into the chamber. Push the
threaded end into the chamber until it touches
the cleaning rod. Hold it there with one hand.
With the other hand screw the rod on to the
pateI7 holder, then pull the patches firmly
into the chamber.

(2) Bore. Patches dampened with bore
cleaner are run through the bore several
times. Next the bore brush is attached to
the cleaning rod and run back and forth
through the bore one to two times. This is
followed by more wet patches. Dry patches
are then run through the bore until a dry
patch comes out clean. Finally, an oily patch
is run through the bore to leave a light coat
of oil inside the barrel.

(3) Gas Cylinder Plug. A small quan-
tity of bore cleaner is poured in the plug and
the bore cleaning brush is inserted and ro-
tated. The brush is removed and the plug
is cleaned and dried with patches but not
oiled.

(4) Gas Cylinder. The patch holder is
installed on a section of the cleaning rod.
Two patches are put in the holder, moistened
with bore cleaner and swabbed through the
cylinder. The interior surface of the gas
cylinder is moistened with the bore cleaner
and not oiled.

(5) Face of the Bolt, The face of the
bolt is cleaned with a patch and bore cleaner,
with particular attentior'..o its inside edges.
The bore cleaner is removed with dry
patches and the part is oiled lightly.
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Figure 7- 1. Cleaning the

(6) All Other PartS. A dry cloth is
used to remove all dirt or sand from other
parts and exterior surfaces. A light coat of
Oil is applied to the metal parts and raw lin-
seed oil is rubbed into the wooden parts.
Caremust be taken to prevent linseed
from getting on metal parts.

d. After Firim:. The rifle must be thor-
oughly cleaned no later 'b'an the evening of
the day it is fired,. For three consecutive
days thereafter, evidence of fouling is checked
by running a clean patch throl.gh the bore
and inspecting it. The bore should then be
lightly oiled.

7102. Normal Maintenance

a. The rifle should be inspected daily,
when in use, for evidence of rust and general
appearance. A light coat of oil should be
maintained on all metal parts, except the
interior of the gas cylinder, and the gas plug.

b. The daly inspection should also reveal
any defects such as burred, worn, or cracked
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Service rifle.

Part3. Defects should be reported to the
armorer for correction.

c. A muzzle plug should never be used
on the rifle:. It causes moisture to collect in
the bore, forming rust and creating a safety
hazard.

d. Obtaining the proper rear sight tension
is extremely , mportant, since the sight will
not hold its adjustment ii. elevation without it.
During normal maintenance and prior to fir-
ing, the rear sight, must be checked for cor-
rect sight te.13ion. The indicatiols of im-
proper sight tension:are:

(1) EleVati on knob turns with difficulty.
When difficult to turn, the windage knob nut
is rotated counterclockwise one click at a
time with the screwdriver portion of the

tool. After each click an attemp`
turn the elevation knob is made. This

process is repeated until the elevation knob
can ho turned without ex- reme difficulty..

(2) Elevation knob turns freely-without
an audible click. When the elevation knob is
extremely loose and the rear sight Aperture
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will not raise, the windage knob nut,must be
turned in a clockwise direction one click at a
time until the aperture can be raised. It is
raised to its full height, then lowered two
clicks. The rifle is then grasped with the
fingers around the small of the stock and
downward pressure is exerted on the aper-
ture with the thumb of the same hand. If the
aperture drops, sight tension must be ad-
justed. This is done by turning the windage
knob nut in a clockwise direction one click at
a time until the aperture can no longer be
pushed down by the nun-lb. If the proper
tension cannot be obtained, the rifle must be
turned in to the unit armorer.

7103. Special Maintenance

.7 a. Before firing the rifle; the bore and
the chamber' should be cleaned and dried.

b. Before firing, rifle grease should be
applied to the moving or bearing parts. Rifle
grease is not used in extremely cold tem-
peratures or when the rifle is exposed to
extremes of sand and dust. When tempera-
tures are below freezing, the rifle must be
kept free of moister: and excess oil. Mois-
ture and excess oil on the working parts
-cause them to operate sluggishly or fail.
The rifle must be disassembled and wiped
with a clean dry cloth. If necessary, dry-
cle-ning sol-nt may .be used to removF
or grease. Parts that show signs of wear'
may be wiped with a patch lightly ..dampened
with lubricating oil. It is best to keep the
rifle as close as possible to outside temper-
atures at all times to prevent the collection.
of moisture which occurs when cold metal
comes in ^:)ntact with warm air.= When the
rifle is bi.,,Tht into a.warm 1 -)orn, it shoulc.
not be cleaned until it has re Jhed room
temperature.

c. In hot humid climates, or if exposed
to salt or salt water atmosphere, the rifle
must be inspected thoroughly each day for
moisture and rust. It' should be kept lightly
oiled with special p-reservative lubricating
oil. - Raw linseed oil should be frequently
applied to an oiled finished stock to prevent
swelling.

d. In hot dry climates, the rifle must be
cleaned at least daily to remove sand and/or
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dust from the bore and working parts. In
sandy areas the rifle should be kept dry.
The muzzle and receiver should be kept cov-
ered during sand and dust storms. Wooden
parts must be kept oiled with raw linseed oil
to prevent drying. The rifle should be lightly
oiled when sand or dust conditions decrease.

SECTION II
CARE AND CLEANING OF THE

MATCH CONDITIONED U.S. RIFLE
CALIBER .30/7.62min

7201. General

To acquire acceptable accuracy and sta-
bility of match conditioned weapons, it is
essential that certain compone4 parts be
selected, and precisely fitted, to each other
in such a way that it becomes difficult, and
for certain parts, impossible to disassemble.
This information is provided as a guide to be
used in the disassembly and assembly of
these weapons for the care, cleaning, and
lubrication of them.

a. .30 Caliber and 7.62mm M-1 Rifles.
The following components are not to be dis-
assembled from the weapons except by the
armorers assigned to the Small Arms Train-
ing Unit, Naval Training Center, San Diego,
California 92133:

Gas Cylinder
Gas Cylinder Lock
.7'ront Hand Guard
rear. Hand Guard
Stacking Ferrule

The components will, not be altered ()I.

changed in their assembly or tamperer' v,:th
in any way. It. is import. at that all compo-
nent parts remain as the complete assembly
and not be interc,:anged with parts of other
weapons. Proper stens in the disassembly
f the rifle for the purpose of care, cleaning-.

and lubrication are as lollows:
(1) Lower the rear sight aperture to

its stop position.
(2) Unlatch the trigger guard and re-

move the trigger assembly. This can be ac-
complished by using a simplified tool made
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from the stock end of an old cleaning rod oy
forming a sharp "U" bend approximately
one inch long.

(3) Grasp the receiver and rear sight
with one hand; the barrel and front hand
guard with the other hand (sights down), tap
the heel of the butt plate on some solid ob-
ject, such as a table top, until the receiver
and barrel assembly break free of the stock.

(4) Remove operating rod.
(5) Remove bolt.
(6) Remove the remainder of the re-

ceiver parts.
b. Proper care, cleaning and lubrication

is essential for proper function, accuracy,
and stability of the match conditioned M-1
Rifle. The following guide is to be used in
the care, cleaning and lubrication of the
rifle:

(1) Clean bore: Each use.
(2) Clean chamber: Each use.
{3) Disassemble weapon, clean and

lubricate receiver components and operating
rod: Each 300 rounds. See figure 7-2.

(4) Rifle should be stowed with muzzle
down and a fewdrops of bore cleaner applied
through the rear of the gas cylinder. his
will loosen the carbon and prevent it from
caking.

c. The above applies to rifles under nor-
mal use, In case of inclement weather, or
dusty conditions, daily complete cleaning and
lubrication may be necessary.

d. A good lubricant, such as Plastilube or
Lubriplate, should be used moderately on the
bolt lug operating recesses of the receiver
and operating rod, the rod lug recess of the
receiver, the firing pin cam of the bolt, the
under side of the barrel just forward of the
receiver, and receiver bridge. A light coat
of oil is sufficient for all other metal sur-
faces. The bore and chamber should be
cleaned with a brass bristle brush and stand-
ard chamber cleaning tool first with bore
cleaner, then wiped dry with cleaning patches,
and a light coating of oil appli0d, which must
be removed prior to firing. When possible,
the trigger assembl.., should be dipped in a
solvent and blown c-ut with air, use lubricant
sparingly on the hammer spring, guide and
plunger, hammer hooks, and sear'. In case
of inclement weather, the rear sight should
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Figure 7- 2.- Disassembling the weapon
for cleaning.

be disassembled, dried, lightly oiled, and
blown out with air.

SECTION III
CARE AND CLEANING OF THE

STANDARD SERVICE PISTOL

7301. U.S. Pistol .45 Cliber
Model 1911-Al

a. Disassembly proced7i'efor tine service
pistol.

(I) Check pistol for safe condition,
magazine out, chamber empty.

(2) Engage lock safety. Press in on
recoil spring, guide, turn bushing clockwise
and remove recoil spring plug. Turn plug
clockwise and remove from spring.

(3) Turn lock safety to the off position,
push slide to the rear until slide stop is
aligned with disassembly notch of the slide.
Remove slide stop.

(4) Pull slide forward, removing slide,
barrel shing, recoil spring and guide from
receiver.

(5) Remove recoil spring and guide.
(6) Turn bushing counterclockwise.

Rem ove barrel and bushing.
(7) With a 1/8 drive pin punch, push in

on firing pin, and spring.
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(8) With small screwdriver, engage
pin stop notch or extractor and remove ex-
tractor from slide. (This completes dis-
assemble of the slide.)

(9) To disassemble the receiver com-
ponents, 'Lock the hammer and remove the
lock safety.

(10) Let the hammer forward (don't let
hammer fall ag 'nst receiver) and push out
the main spring housing pin from left to
right. Remove main spring housing., grip
safety, and sear spring.

(11) Remove hammer pin and hammer.
(12) Remove sear pin, sear and dis-

connector. (This completes disassembly of
the receiver.)

b. Cleaning and lubricating guide for the
service pistol.

(1) Clean barrel and chamber after
each use, using bristle brush and bore
cleaner. Wipe dry and lightly oil with patch.
Wipe off face of slide.

(2) After 300 rounds, strip slide com-
ponents with the exception of the extractor
and firing pin. Completely clean and relu-
bricate. With cotton patch saturated in bore
cleaner, wipe off receiver rails and loading
ramp. Wipe dry of bore cleaner and lubri-
cute. Moderately oil the rail and grooves of
the receiver and slide. Oil locking lands and
grooves of barrel and slide.

(3) After each 1000 rounds, completely
strip the receiver and slide of component
parts. Clean all parts m solvent. Blow off
with air hose, relubricate, and reassemble..

SECTION IV
CARE AND CLEANING Or,' THE

MATCH CONDITIONED
SER7ICE PISTOL

7401. U.S, Pistol, .45 Cal,ber
Model 1911-Al (Match)

These match conditioned pistols require
approximately seven to nine hours labor in
the modification, selection, fitting, and ad-
justing- of their component parts into an ac-
curate and efficient weapon for competitive
use. Proper care, cleaning, and lubrication
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is essential if the weapon is to retain the
accuracy and stability built into it. Improper
procedures in the disassembly and assembly

the weapon can be damaging.
a. A proper bushing wrench must be used

in the removal of the bushing, which is ex-
paneled to fit each particular slide.

b. For the purpose of cleaning _rid
eating the pistol, the bushing and barrel
should be `removed only after 1,000 rounds
of use. For more frequent cleaning and
lubrication, -the fall )wing alternate method
of disassembly is recommended:

(1) Remove magazine, check pistol for
safe condition.

(2) Push slide to the rear, aligning
with the slide step disassembly notch.

(3) Push out slide stop
(4) Pull slide from receiver, gripping

the recoil spring and guide as the '-''.de is
removed from the receiver.

(5) Remove recoil spring and guide.
The complete barrel and slide assembly

should be clipped in and scrubbed out with
Navy Standard Type Solvent, and blown out
with an air hose. A moderate amount of
light oil should be applied to the inside of the
slide, especially to the tongue and grooves
and barrel locking lands and grooves. Do
not use lubriplate or plastilubC, or any heavy
grease. A lubricant, such as Rig, is recom-
mended for use on the la link lug. If this
is not available, light oil is sufficient.

Apply a light coat of light oil to the bush-.
ing and barrel. The receiver components,
consisting of the main spring, housing, thumb
'safety, grip safety, sea spring, hammer,
sear, and disconnector, should be disassem-
bled whenever the slide and barrel assembly
is taken clown, and the same treatment of
cleaning and lubrication applies to these
components and the receiver.

c. To reassemble the slide and barrel to
the receiver, follow the procedure outlined
below:

(1) Compress the recoil spring in to
the recoil spring plug and stop the recoil
spring guide on the barrel link, hold the re-
coil spring against the barrel, and install on
the receiver. Push the slide to the rear,
aligning with slide stop, and re-install slide
stop pin in position.
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When removing the bushing and barrel
from the slide, use the bushing wrench.
Turn bushing arid remove spring plug. Re-
move slide from receiver, then remove the
recoil spring and guide. Turn bushing (to
opposite side of slide), tap forward against
the bushing with the barrel until bushing. is
free of slide.

To reassemble bushing and barrel, use a
soft face hammer (plastic or leather) to tap
bushing in slide. Be sure that barrel hood
is resting against the face ofthe,slide.

Whenever barrel and bushing is removed
from the slide, remove all gum from locking
lands and grooves of barrer-and slide with
solvent and lubricate moderately.

d. Following is a cleaning and lubricating
guide:

(1) Cleat barrel, chamber, and face of/
slide each 504ounds.

(2) Clean barrel chamber, and face/of
slide, lightly oil tongue and groove of slide,
top of barrel and 1.Jushing each 100 rounds.

(3) Disassemble (alternate method),
clean and lubricate: slide and barrel assembly,
plus receiVer components each 250 rounds.

(4) Disassemble (remove' barrel and
bushing), clean and lubricate all slide and
receiver components each 1,060 rounds.

In case °f d'inclement weather on d', sty
conditions, m re cleaning' and lubrication
ma,, be necessar
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Adequate cleaning' and lubrication is es-
sential to the life and accuracy of a match
conditioned pistol/

e. Special Instructions.
(1) Inform'atiOn. These pistols are

equipped withia new type match target bar-
rel, with zer,O fitted headspace. For proper
functioning/do not exchange or replace the
extractor with a standard unmodified part.
If the e ractor break-, modify a standard
extract r as follows:

(a) Increase the depth of the ex-
tractor groove approximately .020.

(b) Reshape the frcht of the ex-
tractor hook to clean the extractor groove of
the case (test with dummy round).

NOTE: No part of the extractor should
touch the case, except when extracting it
from the chamber.

(2) The trigger stop of the alinninum
trigger may become loose and not keep its
adjustment. If this happ,.i.o, remove trigger,
take out stop screw an coat threads of sorew
with varnish. Re-install, adjust, and allow
varnish to dry.

(3),y at anytime pfstpl becomes dis-
abled and requires returning. to the Small
Arms Training Unit for repair, it must be
roturned with all parts originally issued with,.
the w. upon.
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QUALIFICATION COURSES

SECTION I
GENERAL

8101. General

Small arms are fundamental military
,eapons and all officers and men should be
reasonably proficient in their use. They
should avail themselves of every opportunity
to improve their skill with these basic
weapons. Competitive shooting shall be
encouraged by all commands and supported
to the fullest extent possible.

8102. Qualification

Officers and enlisted personnel are grad
in rifle and pistol according to proficiency
attained in record firings as experts, shai p-
shooters,. marksmen, and 1,,:_;,:-Tricd. Jl.e
figure 8.71. The unqualified graCe includes
those whc have never fired for re( ord
well as those who have fired anc: fail to
qualify within the ctilicnt calendar year.
Officers should have a memorandum entry
p, iced in their official record upon comple-
tion of record firing to incluc'.e weapon, date,
course of 'fire and score. All enlisted per-
sonnel who fire for record should have an
entry to.that effect and the degree of c,ualifi-
cation received in block 4#10 of page 4 of the
S(.....vic$ Record. The qualifications desig-
nated herein are not to be confused with the
National Rifle Association of America clas-
sifications, since they do not have a common
basis.

8103. Record Firing

An officer and enlisted man may ii. . for
qualification but once in any calendar year.
unless he fails to qualify as marksman or
better. See figure 8-2. In that event, one
additional record firing may be permitted.
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AD.

Figure 8-1.Recruits being instructed
in proper scoring procedures.

Figure 8-2.Instructor and recruit
check score book.
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All personnel should be given thr opportunity
to fire for qualification. Once a record
firing is commenced, it must be completed
the same. day. The object of record qualifi-
cation firing is two-fold: First: To afford a
measure of individual proficiency with the
service rifle and service pistol. Second:

To provide an opportunity to all Navy per-
sonnel t., qualify for the marksmanship

0 ribbons. All personnel must fire under the
same rules, and precautions must be taken
to avoid unfairness. The use of the two-
handed grip, as prescribed in chapter 5 is
authorized for all pistol firing.
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SECTION II
QUALIFICATION COURSE OF FIRE

8201. Course A, Service Pistol,and Service
Revolver

Maximum score

Expert score

300

225

Sharpshooter score 200

Marksman score 180

Range Time Rounds Target Type of Fire

25 yds None 10 Standard American 25 yds RF
and TF (FSN 6920-554-5054)

Slow

25 yds 20 sec *10 Standard American 25 yds RF
and TF (FSN 6920-554-6054)

Timed

25 yds 15 sec *10 Standard American 25 yds RF
and TF (FSN 6920-554-5054)

Rapid

*Time allowed is for one,5 shot magazine,
Total shots record firing-30.

Note: Where adequate facilities do riot exist to fire Course A at 25 yards for expert qualifi-
cation, the use of the International 50 foot pistol target at a 50 foot indoor
range is permitted.
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8202. Course B, U.S. Rifle, Caliber
.30/7.62mm, MI, or U.S.,Rifle,
Caliber 5.56mm, M16

Maximum score 200

Expert score 170

Sharpshooter score 18o

Marksman score 140

Range Time Rounds Tartiet; Position Sling

200 yds ,r-
200 yds

200 yds

200 yds

200 yds

---.,
20(ydsc

2 minutes

5 minutes

70 seconds
' .,-, ,

5 minutes

70 seconds

,

10 minutes

**2

. 5

*10

e'

5 .

*10
,

10

A

A

A
.

A

A

A ,

Prone

,,Prcine

Pro:,e from
Standing

Sittina or0
Kneeling

Sitting from
Standing

Standing

Loop

Loop

Loop

Loop

Loop

Has ty

*TwO ro4nds initially loaded foi Ml; twomagazines with 5 rounds each for M16.
Total shots record-firing-40.

**Sighting shots. Do not include in otal scoie.
....-

Note: Where adequate facilitie?do not exist to fire Course B at 200 yards for expert qualifi-
cation, the Commanding Officer may vary or adjust this course to fit available range condi-
tic, -9 (e.g., if 100 yards,. or 1000 inch is maximum range available, use appropriate
target). Target A(FSN 6920-627-40711:
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CHAPTER 9

U. S. NAVY SMALL ARMS
MARKSMANSHIP PROGRAM

SECTION I will he provided in the Small Arms Marks-
GENERAL manship Instructor Notebook.

9101. General

As the "sponsor" for small arms training
under the provisions of OPNAVINST 1500.22A
(Subject: General Military Training), the
Chief of Naval Personnel provides support
for small a-rms marksmanship training,
throughout the Navy. Within the Bureau of
Naval Personnel, a Small Arms Marksman-
ship Training Program Manager is assigned
to the Education and Draining Support Branch.
The program manager administers, super-
vises- and coordinates the Small Arms Marks-
manship Training Program to assist corn-
mands'in teaching Navymen the safe handling
of small arms as well as good marksmanship
by promoting basic small arms training,
competitions and hunter safety. At the core
of the Navy marksmanship training program
is the Small Arms Training Unit and its
match-conditioning shop, located at the Navy
Training Center, San Diego, California. Its
mission covers the range of Navy marks-
manship training from operating and main-
taining the Small Arms Marksmanship In-
structor School to establishing; and developing
an integrated system, with necessary man-
power facilities, and equipment, to insure
complete and cOmprehensive development,
testing, evaluation, and maintenance of match
grade target weapons and related equipment.
The Small Arms Training Unit will publish
and 'disseminate to all instructor graduates
marksmanship training instructions, and to
competitive shooters information pertaining
to marksmanship training, competition, sup-
plies, equipment, ammunition, and marks-
manship technical matters. This information

9102, Small Arms Marksmanship
Instructor School'.
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The school is conducted in order to qual-
ify Gunners' Mates (GM) and Aviation Ord-
nancemen (AO) E-5 and above as Small Arms
Marksmanship Instructors. The course de-
scribed-below is extracted 'from the Formal
Schools Manual, NAVPERS 91769.

A-012-0010
INSTRUCTOR-SMALL ARMS
MARKSMANSHIP

Location: Small Arms Training Unit,
Naval Training Center,
San Diego, California 92133.

Length: 4 weeks (P)

Navy Skill. Identifier for Which Trained:

0811 GM and AO ratings only

Purpose: This course of instruction is to
provide the knowledge and skills required to
perform specialized duties as an instructor
in basic marksmanship with the rifle, pistol,
revolver, and shotgun, including firearms
safety, mechanical training, maintenance
and minor repair of match grade small
arms, range operations, coaching techniques,
qualification firing, reloading ammunition
and the preparation of necessary directive,
records and reports in organizing and con-
ducting small arms qualifications and com-
petitions.
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Prerequisites: Must be E5 or' above in
the GM and AO ratings. No security clear-
ance required.

Quota Control: BUPERS (Pers-B2123)
Personnel Report to: Commanding Offi-.

cer, Naval Training Center, San Diego,
California 92133.

Obligated Period of Service: '24 months.

9103. NEC GM-0811 Small Arms
Marksmanship Instructor

This NEC is assigned only to personnel
in Gunners' Mates (GM) and'Aviation Ord-
nancemen (A0)- paygrades E75 and above.
Satisfactory comPletion of- Small Arms
Marksmanship Instructor Course (A -012-
0010 is mandatory prior to recommendation
for Code assignment.

The tasks of the Small.Arms Marksman=
ship InstructO`r (NEC GM-0811) are to train
.personnel in all phases of basic marksman-
ship with the rifle, pistol, revolver, and
shotgun, including' firea-rms safety and me-
chanical training. The maintenance and
minor repair of match grade small arms,

.range operations, team coaching,. qualifica-
tion firing, and the preparation of necessary
directives., records, and reports in organiz-
ing and conducting qualification firing 'and
competitions:are also included. The follow=
ing duties of the instructor are intended as
guideS;

a. Conduct training Of ordnance personnel
and other individuals assigned to range duty
in safe :range' procedures and local range
regulations for the conduct of qualification
firing exercises.

b: Assume direct or superviso:y control
of personnel assigned to range duty by being
physically present when appropriate on the
firing range.
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c. Carry out small arms training for
watch standers, security guards, plane crews,
and seamen practical factor check-outs.

d..Increase interest and proficiency in
marksmanship by organizing and supervising
competition-in-arms. The local coMpetition-
in-arms program may be effectively carried
out by establishing intramural rifle,, pistol
and shotgun rompetitions and scheduling
recreation matches.

e. To stimulate a greater interest in and
to extend the scope of regular small Arms_
training, the instructor shall:

(1) Plan,, and conduct intramural corn-
p'etiti.ons. based on, teams authorized in the
tables prescribed in chapter.10.

(2) Organize and train teams for-tom-
petitive friendly rivalry between commands
in order to-develop a strong team for sub-
sequent repreentation in the annual Atlantic
or-Pacific Fleet Matches.

(3) Prepare annual budget for targets
and supplies used in training and competitions.

(4) ,Provide specialized training and
guidance to ordnance personnel in order to
qualify' these individuals as instructors,
range officials and coaches.

(5) Supervise inventory .control ovir
all target equipment- and material regaled
in concluding practices, and, coin' etitions.

(6) Supervise the cleaning match
grade small arms to prevent the int rchang-
ing of."close tolerance" fitted comP4nents of
a match grade weapon with a Similar weapon.

(7) Submit recommendations to the
Weapons Officer if an exchange of parts is
re wired and those parts require fitting or
modification in any manner in order that this
work and major repairs may be accomplished
by the Director, Small Arms Training Unit,
Naval Training Center, San Diego, California
92133.



CHAPTER 10

COMPHITION-IN-ARMS

SECTION I
COMpETITION

10101. General
a. Commanding officers are, encouraged

to conduct ri'fie and pistol competitions to
the fullest extent that time, facilities and
ammunition allowances will permit. The
object of such competition is to :stimulate. a
greater interest in and to extend .the scope
of regular small arms training. This will
develop individuals to reriresent the Navy in
-national and international competitions.
Ccimpetitions,- should be conducted in such a
manner as tb promote maximum proficiency
in the use of small arms and provide
recreation.

b. The officer conducting a competition
Or match will designate. the executive officer,
the chief range offices and,other assisting
officials and will provide for all the range
services requiTed for ccaduct of the matches.
.The:-executive officer of %). competition will
be charged with the conduct of the matches.
He will supervise the officials and the prep-
aration of the records and reports and will
be in charge of range operations during the
firing of the matches. On questions of pro-
dedures or interpretation of the rules, the

decision of the executive officer is
except that a written protest 'corroborating
an oral ona made during a match will be
considered by the officer conducting the
match, after the executive officer has com-
mented on such-protest. The rules and reg-
ulations governing the competitions shall be_
the curre. OPNAVINST 3590.7 series)
which governs the rules and regulations for
the National Matcnes, .supplemented by the -

'official rules- of the National Rifle "Associa-
tion of America.

10102. Organization and Training
a. Each separate command or unit afloat

or ashore, such as ships, aircraft squadron's,
naval bases, stations or shore activities,
should organize and train teams authorized

the table of ,Jaragraph b of- this section.
In small ships or stations where personnel
are limited, a division, squadron or base
commander may combine the personnel of
those units for-the purpose of rifle and pistol
team organization and training.

b. The number of individuals or teams
which may be organized and trained within a
command, unit or activity for individual or
team competitions shall be based on the
current personnel strength as follows:

Team authorized
in weapon class

Teams per unit or
activity strength

(officer and enlisted)
Team Strength

100 500 1000
to to to

Firing Alternate
500 1000 2500 Meinbers Members

Caliber .22 Pistol 1 2 3 4 2

Caliber '.22 Rifle 1 2 3 6 2

. Caliber .30/7.62 Rifle 1 2 6 2
Caliber .38 Revolver 1 2 a 1 2

Caliber .45 Pistol 1 2 3 4 2
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A team shall _comiist of the number oi per-
sonnel indicated in the table andshallinglude
a team captain and a team coach either or
both of whosin may be firing members of
alternates. The alternates are not required-.
in order' to maintain a team, but no "team
may enter a match with less than the number
of firing members indicated. Individuals
shall be selected for team membership solely
on ability regardless of status as'an officer
or enlisted man,

10103. Individual Training and
Match Shooting

a. Ammunition may be provided to indi-
viduals in Proportion to the amounts allowed
for teams in paragraph 10102.b. if teams
cannot be formed' fOr any reason.

b. All competition's normally will include
both team and individual matches.

c. Members of teams shall be permitted
and encouraged to enter individual matches.

d. PrOyisions shall be Made for thalentry
in matches. of all personnel Who are qualified,
but are not l. stationed where opportunity is
afforded to be a team membei.

10104. Inter-Unit Competil-ions

Each COMmander, ylio- organizes and
trains teams. as authorized by paragraph
10102:n-fay, within the limits )f his ammu-
nition 'allowance,, conduct such training as
desired_ for'''"the purpose of selecting team
members -and developing one team' tourePre,
sent the comma..d.

10105. Local Competitions

a. Navy shooters and teams should be
provided opportunities where_ pole to
enter various locp.1state,, and regional rifle
and pistol matches held under the sponsor-
ship of civilian c-lubs,.

b. Cornnianding officers of inilits
tivities that A-evelop° rifle and pistol teams
and individual shooters,as authorized above,
are encouraged to arrange :competitions
with fliendly- foreign nationals, other armed
services and reserve componentt, law en-
forcement agencies, and -civilian rifle and
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pistol clubs in the local vicinity. T1: ;se
matches should, -Where possible, he held
under the regulations promulgated by the
National Rifle Association of-America. This
will give all shooters a common basis for
rules. Navy shooters and teams entered in
matches held under' other than Navy juris.).
diction will conform to the rules and regula-
tions of the host organization in regard to

conduct of matches, courses to be
fired; -weapons, ammunition and team com-
position.

10106. Inter-Type and Inter-
District Competitions

Type commanders, district commandants,
or the senior officeis present when-- ships
are operating in .close proximity, may con-
duct sin all arms competitionS matching teams
in each we0on class from the units afloat
and/or activities ashore. It is intended that
the teaniL in each weapon class developed by
the units in inter-unit or local competitions
proyided for in the above paragraphs-- be
afford.A1 -the opportunity to compete with
teams from naval commands. A commander
or commandant conducting such a competi-
tion may invite commanding officers within
a reasonable proximity to make team or-in-
dividual entries from their respective corn-
mands. Competitions between teams from
shore activities and teams from units of
different types should be conducted by ar-
rangement through the appropriate type
commanders or district commandants.

SECTION II
ELIMINATION COMPETITIONS

10201. General

These competitions are considered to be
as follows; Annual District/Type Command,
Fleet and All-Navy Competitions. Shooters
will progress only to the next higher level of
competition if qualified. However, authority.
may be granted to any individual to partici-
pate in the Fleet Competition by the officer
conducting the competition, provided that the
individual has previously qualified as "Navy
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Expert" and was not afforded the opportunity
to participate in the lower level competitions.
The Chief of Naval Personnel will promul
gate, by notice, annually, the inclusive dates
when each of the Fleet and All-Navy Com-
petitions are to be held and will designate
the host commands.

10202. District/Type Command
Competitions

:District/Type Commands Annual Com-
petition shall consist of at -least the following:

a. An individual ,rifle match fired with
the service rifle (.30 caliber/7.62mm) once
over the National Match Course (modified).
(See paragraph 10207.)

b. An individual pistol match fired with
the service pistol (1911-A1.45 caliber), once
over the National Match Course. (See para-
graph 10207.)

c. Team matches, with each of the above
weapons fired over the National Matoir Cour-se.
The officer 'conducting these,sompetitions
will promulgate :specific detailed instruc-
tions concerning dates, weapons, ammuni-
tion, etc.

10203. Fleet Competitions

The Commander-in-Chiefs of the Atlantic
and Pacific Fleets shall hold annual fleet
competitions matching individuals and teams
from the competitions held in accordance
with paragraph 10202.

Atlantic Fleet. Each Atlantic Fleet Type
Command, COMONE, COMTHREE, COM-
FOUR, C OM FIVE , C OMSIX, GOMNINE,
C OMTEN, C OM FIFT E EN, C OMNAVDIST-
WASH, CNABATRA, CNATECHTRA, CNAV-
ANTRA.

Pacific. Fleet. Each Pacific Fleet Type
Command, COMEIGHT, COMELEVEN, COM-
TWELVE, COMTHIRTEEN, CoMFOUR-
TE EN, C OMSE V NTEEN, C OMNAVFOR -
JAPAN, COMN.AVPICL, C OMNAVMARIANAS.

a. Those c. nimands listed above shall
hold elimination competitions in order to
fiend a team in the Fleet competition. A type
commander afloat or ashore may hold- his
elimination competition in conjunction with
those of the appropriate naval district

commandant when adequate arrangements
are made. .

b. Firing of th,e Individual Rifle Match.
The prescribed/ourSe will be fired once
over the National Match Course (modified).
All four stages of a match will be completed
for all competitors before any competitor
fire., the next course. Stages will be fired
is sequence, beginning with _.200 yards,
standing. .,

c. Rifle Excellence-in-Competition Match.
The Rifle Excellence-in-Competition Match
will be fired after completion of the indi-
vidual rifle match. Only *nondi ting-uished
personnel will be permitted to fire. This
match' will not be a part of the Individual
Rifle Match.

d. Firin,; of the Individual Pistol Match.
The Individual Pistol Match, willbe fired
after completion of the fleet rifle matches.
The record firing may be completed on the
same c.. . One relay will complete a course
of fire before the next relay, is permitted to
'Ire, except on ranges where 50 and 25-yard
firing can be conducted simultaneously.
Twice over the National Match Course will
constitute the Individual Pistol Match.

e. PistolExc elle n c e-in-Competition
Match. This match will be fired following
the completion of the Individual Pistol Match.
Only *nondistinguished personnel will be
eligible to fire in this °match. This match
will not be -a part of the Indivi,a1 Pistol
Match.

f. Firing of the Fleet Mile Team Match.
Each team will occupy one numbered firing
point. In slow stages, two team competitors
will occupy the firing point and fire alter-
nately, the right firing first. Stages will be
fired in sequence beginning ,with 200 yards,
standing. ._..- _

g. Firing of t e Fleet Pistol Team Match.
The Fleet Pisto Team Match will be fired

i\aafter the compile ion of the Fleet Individual
Pistol Match. E ch team will be assigned
two adjacent tar ets. In each relay, two

*Nondisting-uished is defined as those per-
sonnel not having earned 30 points toward
Distinguished Marksman or Distinguished
Pistol Shot as outlined in chapter 12.
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Figure 10-1. Fleet, All Navy, Interservice- and National
Pistol ChampionADR1 Donald L, Hamilton, USNR.
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members of each team will fire the entire
course.

h. Eligibility. In order to be eligible for
team competition 'a rifle team must have at
least two "new shooters" who are firing
men_..)ers. A pistol-team must have at least
one "new shqoter" who is a firing member.
A "new shooter" is defined as an. individual
who has never before participated hi com-
petition with that particular weapon at the
Fleet, All-Nayy or National level of compe-
tition. A competitor who had previously
participated with the pistol and licit the rifle
is eligible to participate with the rifle as a
"new shooter" and vice versa, See figure
10-1.

10204. All-Navy Competition

At the conclusion of the Atlantic and Pa-
cific Fleet Competition, a 10-man rifle and
8-man pistol team will be selected from the
top marksman Of each fleet to repaesent
CINCLANTFLT and CINCPACFLT, f the
All-Navy Team Championship. In addition,
18 individual rifle and 18 individual pistol
marksman, not members of the CINCLANT-
FLT and CINCPACFLT teams will. be se-
lected to participate in the AllNavy compe-
tition.

a. Firing of the Individual Service Rifle
Match. The prescribeitcourse will be once
over the National Match CourSe (modified).
All four stages of a match will be completed
for all competitors before any competitor
fires the next. 'ourse. Stages will be fired
in sequence, beginning with 200 yards,
standing.

b. Rifle Excellences in- Competition Match.
The Excellence-in-QempetitiOn Match will
he fired after the completion of the Individual
,.-tifle Match. Only nondistinguished person-
nel will be,permitted tO-.fii-e in this match.
This match will not be 'a part of the Individ-
ual Service Rifle Match.

c. Firing of the Individual Service Pistol
Match. The Individual Pislol Match will be
'fired after the' completif-i of the "Individual
Rifle Match. The record firing xmay be.
completed On the same day. One'relay Will
complete a course of fire before the next
relay will be permitted to fire, except on

ranges where 50- and 25-yards can be 'con-
ducted simultaneously. Fit:ink twice over
the National Match will constitute
tae Individual Pistol Match.

d. P s:to 1 Exce 11 e n c e-in-.Competition
Match. This match will be fired following
the completion of the Individual Pistol Match.
Only it-mdistinguished personnel will be per-
Mitted to fire in this match. This match
will not be a part of the Individual Service
Pistol Match.

e. Firing of the All-Navy' Rifle .Team
Match. Each team will occupy one num-
bered firing point. In slow fire 'stages two
team competitors will occupy the same fir-
ing point and will fire alternately. The
competitor on the right will fire first. Stages
will be fired in sequence, beginning with 200
yards,'standing.'

Firing of the All-Navy -Pistol Team
Match. The All -Navy. Pistol Team Match
will be fired after the completion of the In-
dividual Pistol Match. Each team will 'be.
assigned two adjacent ta: gets, in each relay,
two members of each team will fire the en-
tire course.

g. Individuals and team members in the
All-Navy .Conwetition__will. be permitted to
compete.-4*.:bOth.5the rifle and pistol individual
matches. _ _

h. Fi ing of the All-Navy Combat Infantry
Rifle Team Match. One team each from the
Fleet Competition will be selected to repre-
sent CINCLANTFLT and CINCPACFLT in
the All-Navy Combat Infantry Rifle Team
Match. Rules governing the firing of this
match are covered in current OPNAVINST
3590.7. (series)...

i. AdditiOnal courses of fire may be pre-
scribed by. the Chief of Naval Personnel.

10205 Match Officials
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a. Host Commander. The host com-
mander has overall responsibility
porting :and conducting the .matches..
be guided by instructions contained ::rein:.

b. Match Executive Officer. A riatch
exe,.:utive office will be appointed by the

.,tos`t commander. Re will be guided by in-
structions Contained in this manual and those
issued by the host commander. Before a
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record match begins, the match executive
officer or his r,-presentative will annow
to the assembled competitors, the number
and type of awards to be given for the
matches.

C. Chief Range Of zer. A chief range
officer will be ointed by the host com-
mander. His duties will include, but need
not be limited to, the following:

(1) Safety and discipline:
(2) Training of range operating per-

sonnel.
(3) Ensuring that competitor8 comply

with range and match regulations.q
(4) Assigning of range. perSOnnel to:

-(a) SuPel.vise scoring
(b) Verify scores and totals
(c) Make- necessary changes on

score cards
(d) Ensure competitors sign score

cards
d. Statistics Officer. . A statistics officer

will be appointed by the' ..,host :Commander.
He will be responsible for all statistical
services in connection with the Matches ex-
cepto for the recording of scores on the

\range.
6....",BifIe and Pistol Armorer:\ The Chief_:

of Naval Personnel will designate those per-
sonnel to. act as armorers for the v4eet. and
All-Navy Competitions. They will he re-
sponsible for maintenance and repairbf all
match weapons.

10206. Range Personnel

Range personnel include the following:
range officer, assistant range officers, 'line
block officers, line petty officers', pit offi-
cer,' pit block officers, - pit petty, officer,
scorers, telephone operators,--target Oilers
(on rifle ranges) target handlers (on
pistol ranges).

a. Appointment of Range Personnel.
Range personnel will be appointed by the
host commander. (Small arms marksman-
ship instructors and Small Arms Training'
Unit personnel will generally be assigned-
these duties.)

(1) CommissiOned.officA or warrant
officers will be appointed as executive offi=
cer and statistical offiCer.

(2) Firk class petty officers and above
will be appoiated as chief range officer and
pit officer.

(3) Other personnel'as available may
be appointed to fill all other positions:,

b. Range Officer. When more than one
range is used to conduct a match, a range
officer will- be appointed for each. He will
be responsible for that part of tie match
.prOgram fired on his range, for safety, dis-
ciplifie, performah.,e and conduct of all Per-
sonnel on his range, and performing such of,
the chief range officers duties as may tr.ve
been_,speCifically delegated to him.

c. Assi want Range Officer. A first
claSs Or chief petty-Officer-may be assigned
under the direction of the range--(officer; he
will actually Controltheir2nningiorthe-rk...t..,,nge
by issuing (usually over a ptiblic addre-SS
system) appropriate corninands and instruc-
tions to all range personnel including com-
petitors. Only those commands' and instruc-
tions pertaining to the actual operation of the
_range will° be made, except where safety
regulations are tieing or about to be violated,-
ch. unless directed by the range officer.

d. Line BlOck Officers. Line block
_cers will be assigned in a ratio of one for
each 25 targets to assist the range officer.
(E-6 or above.)

e. Line Petty Officers: Line petty offi-
cers will be assigned in a ratio of One for
each .4Q targe to assist the line block offi-
cers.- (E-5 o, rBlow.)

f. Pit. Officer. A chief petty officer should
be assigned as pit officer and is responsible
for Piorer pit operation, operation, safeg,
iscipline, conduct and performance. of his

p t personnel.
\g. -Pit Block Officer. Pit block officers

e assigned: in a ratio of one for each
-tF,' tar ets toaL,sist the pit officer. (E.-6 or
,:above;)

7: 7 .j1", :pit Petty Officers. Pit petty officers
be asigned in a ratio of one for '110

,::-targets to as *st pit block officers. (E-5 or
below.)
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i. Sa,rers. I rifles matches one scorer
will be assigned ach target in operation;
fewer sco:.:ers may e-used in pistol. Scor-
ers will be responsible for 'maintaining cor-
rect scores of all competitors firinCirrrtheir.
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respective targets and will assist scar
on adjacent targets in rapid-fire stages,
directed by the range officer. When shooting
is in progress, it is the primary duty of the
scoreke,.per to observe his shooter, and to
be especially /at c hf ul. for\ early or lab. shots
and for malfunctions during tl.ni,-/..fire.
Shooters may be used as)scorers, ii :ieces-
sary,, when not in the 'Acc \)f firing or other-
wise occupie-I on the firin line. ,

.j. T'elepnone Operator . Telephone op-
erators will be assigned I to each telephone
jack on the firing line and in ,the. pits. Oi.,-
erators will pass message's only as given or
directed by range officrrs or block officials
and pit officers and p.t block officials

k. Two target pullers will be. assigned
for each target used.

1. One target handler will be assigned for
each three targets operated.

10207. Courses of Fire for the Fleet
and All-Navy Matches

a. Rifle. The following course will be
used in individual and.team firing.

Rifle National Match Course (Modified)

Range
(yds)

'Time
Limit Shots Target .Position

,,
200 20 min . 20 SR standing

200 50 sec '10 SR standing
to sitting

300 60 sec lr SR standing
to prone

, 'LI

\ 600 20 min 20 MR prone
' (500)

. b. Pistol,. The following course will be
used in individual and team firing.

Range
(yds)

Pistol National Match Course

Time
Limit ` Shots Target

10 min I .10 Standard American
50 yds.' Slow Fire.
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Range
(yds)

25

Time
Limit Shots Targ '3t

10* Sta'ndard ,American
25 yds. RF & TF.

25 10 sec 10* Standard American
25 yd.:, RF & TF.

'Time aliowA is for one 5 shot magazine,
2 magazines to De fired.

10208. Aggregate Scores
0

. a. Individual Service Rifle Aggregate
ScOre consists of once over the National
Match Course (modified) as indicated in par-
agraph 10207total points `600.

b. Rifle Excellence -in- Competition
Match.total points ,500 (10 shots standing).

c. Individual' Service Pistol Aggregate
Score consists of twice , over the National
?'hatch Course. Total points 600. (See par-
agraph 102')7.)

Pistol Exce Ile n c e.in-Competition
Match.'total points 300. . °

e. Rifle Team Match. -6 firing ih..mbers,
-team captain, team Coach and tWo alternates.
Course of fire7National Match Course (10
shots standing).tot, points 3000.ic.V.

f. Pis' of Team °Match.-4 firing. mem-
bers, Qteam team coach and two
alternates.. Course cn, fireNational Match'
Course. total points 1200.

g. Individual Rifle and Pistol Combined
Aggregate consist of the Individual Rifle
Competition score and the Individual -Pistol
Competition score.total points 1200.

h. All-Navy Combat Infantry Rifle"` Team
Match.-6 firing members, team captain 'and
team coach and two alternates. Course of
fireoCombat InfantrY Team Course.,

NOTE: Ties in the iildividual rifle and
pistol combined aggregate will be broken as
follows: (1) Total "X" count. (2) Score of
the Individual Rifle ).latch..

NOTE: All other ties will be broken in
accordance with current NRA rules for the

'appropHate weapon.

$r
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10209. Statistical Services

a. Statistical Officer. The statistical
officer will be responsible for all statistical
services in connection with the matches ex-
cept the recording of scores when that is
done on the range.

b. The statistical officer will be respon-
sible for providing the following services:

(1) Registering competitors-and check-
ing their eligibility.

(2) Preparing a roster of competitoi 2.
(3) Preparing score cards.
(4) Assigning competitors arit, teams

to relays and targets.
-(5) Verifying score card entries and

totals.
(6) 'Maintaining a statist4s '-!,-;)ad on

the range.
(7) Determining medal and award

winners.
(8) Publishing and distributing official

match bulletins.
c. Registration of Competitors. Regis-

tration consists of a competitor personally
filling out the competitor's registration
card. Registration will be required of each
competitor prior to his participating in the
marksmanship school, practice firing, Or"a
match, as appropriate.

(1) In the event a registrant is deter-
mined to be ineligible in accordance with
this directive, '..he executive- "officer will be
notified.

(2) Registration for team matches will
be required one day prior to the firi.ng, of the
match. Names of firing members of teams
will be required at the statistical_ officf not
later than one hour prior to the-beginning of
the match.

d. Preparation of Score Cards, A score
card will be prcpared\ for each registered
competitor and team for each match entered,
Only official s,core cards be used, -

e.tReport ../Of Rifle and Pistol Matches.
(OPNAV REPORT/SYMBOL 3574-3.) Imme-
diately upon completion of Fleet and All-
NavyRifle and Pistol Competition, the officer
conducting the competition shall submit to

', the.,Chief of NaVal Personnel (copy to CNO) a
letter report for each match fired _giving the
foy5Wing information:

(1) Date and place of each match.
(2) Name, unit or organization of win-

ning team and aggregate store.
(3) Name, rank or rate and aggregate

scores of ehch individual medal ,,,inner in
individual matches.

(4) -List name;- unit or station of other
competing teams, their aggregate scores
and standing in4team matches.

(5) The letter shall commeAt upon the
conduct of the competition and prOvide any

'---item of of interest in regard to small arms
m

,
traing-and team organization.

In additiOri;:a similar appropriate report
shall be submitted to the Chief of Naval Per-
sonnel describing the results of local, inter-
type, interdistrict and- other competitions in
which Navy personnel or teams participate.
Such report will be submitted by the officer
conducting the competition, if it is a Navy-
conducted match; otherWise, it will be sub,
mitted by the command whose personnel
and /or teams participated.
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SECTION III
INTERSERVICE AND

NATIONAL MATCHES

10301. General

a. 7.')* U.S. Navy,and U.S. Naval Reserve
will be officiall.y represented at the Inter-
service Competitions and National Matches
with a rifle and pistol team. Th U.S. Navy
Teams ..are formed at the corn etiOn of the

T e U.S. Naval
Reserve Teams are formed frOM t:-'ose re-
servists whose 'continuous performance in
compeition-in-arms indicates- they are best
qualified.

h. A maxii,.-..tm of thirty-two riflemen and
twenty -eight pistolinen will be selected !or
assignment to the U.S. Navy Rifle and Pistol
Teams. A maximum of 12 riflemen and 8
pistolmen will be selected for assignment to
the U.S. Naval Reserve Rifle and Pistol
Teams.

c. Representation by the Navy in the In-
terservic-e Competitions will be as deemed
appropriate bythe_Chief of Naval.Personrel..

,
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d. Ar officer-in-charge of the U.S, Navy
and U.S: Naval Rasfrve Rifle Lnd Pistol
Teams for b e Interservice and National
Matches designated by the Chief of
Naval Pe33.,wriiel. The officer-in-charge will
be responsible ',r organizing, training, and
entering the teams in the InterserviCe and
National Matches..

e. Individtials who are selected as mem-
bers of the 'U.S. Navy and U.S. Naval Reserve
Teams will lra ordered to report to the
officer-in-charge.

SECTION IV
ELIGIBILITY FOR COMPETITION-

IN-ARMS PROGRAM.

10401. Eligibility

Personnel
Categories

Competitions

District/
Type

Commander Fleet All-Navy

Active Duty
Naval
Personnel Yes Yes (1) Yes (2)

nactive .

val
Reservists Yes Yes Yes (4)

Fleet
Reserve
Personnel Yes Yes Yes (4)

Retired
Personnel
USN/USNR Yes'-(3) Yes (3) Yes (3)(4)

Notes:
(1) Eligibility is based on scores-fired in

he district/type commanders elimination,
A minimum qualifyiAg scorr; of "Na vy Marks-
man" is required for ,,ifle and pistol.

(2) Selected by the host fleet commander.
(3) Must provide nwn weapons and ammll-

nition except.ammunition issued for rifle and
pistol excellence -in- ,competition matches,
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(4) Eligible only if "Pl-Ainguishe'd Rifle-
ma " or "Pistol S; A." or has credit points
towards the appropriate distinguished badge.

(a) Naval reservists on inactive duty,
Fleet Reserve and retired naval personnel
:ire allowed tO fire in individual jmatches-
..nly..

(b) Marine Corps and Coast Guard
personnel are not authorized to participate
in this program.

(c) Authority may ,be granted by the
host fleet con sander to naval personnel
to participate in the fleet competition pro-
vided the individuals have previously -,aali-
fied as 2 'Distinguished Rifleman" or 'Pistol
Shot," "Navy Expert," or have earned credit
points .towards the distinguished badges, and

unablenable to fire in the district/type :corn-
mander rifle and pistO1 confpetitions. . r...

(d) When a competitor's peiforniance
indicates he is not tqualified to continue 'at
any level of the competitions; he may be
declared ineligible by the chief range offiCer
and match' executive officer. A report of
individtAJs declared ineligible will be made
a part of OPNAV. Report -.5574-3 whin, is
submitted upon conclusion of the competitions.

SECTION V
COMPETITIONS DEFINED

10501. National Matches

of:
(1) Small Arms -Firing SchoolPistol.
(2). Small Arm's Firing SchoolRifle.
(3) Lnstructor7Junior School.
(4) National 13:itol and Revolver Cham -

pionshins.
(5). Natinn,a1 Smallbore Rifle Chana-

pionshipS.
(6) National High Power Rifle Clam-

pionshipr.
(7) National Trophy Individual Pistol

Match. (See figure 10 -2:)
(6)-National Trophy Individual Rifle

Match, (See figure 10-3.)
(9) National ;Trophy Pistol Team Match.

(See figure 1:000'

a. The. National Matches are composed,

'

C?'
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Figtire 10-2.National
Pistol Match Trophy.

(10) National Trophy Rifle Team Match.
(See figu. e 10-5.)

(11) National Trophy Infantry Team
Match. /

b. The`National Matches were established
by Act of Congress, in 1903.- The first
matches were held that year with par:.:cipa-
tion being limited to teams from the regular
service and state National Guard .6rga.-.iza-
-tions. With the passage of the National DL-
fense Act in 1916; _participation of civilian
teams from each state was auilorized.

o. The National Matches are ccnducted
with the approval of the Secretary of the

-
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Figure 10-3.National Individual
Rifle Match Trophy.

Army under the general supervisio- of the
National Board for the Promotion ofRifle
Practice.

d. The National Matches are conducted
by the Match Director, sing a combined
organization including members of the Mmy,
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
police departments. the National Riflp
Association. Logistical support of the
matches is provided by the First United
States Army.

e. The Army has c,n hand service weapons
for check-out by indi,riduals for use oily
during the National Mpt les.. Service
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Figure 10-4.r-Nati6nal Pistol Team
Match. Trophy.

personnel normally use eapuils assigned to
that service.

f. At he National Matches it is manda-
tory that the servic" ammunit',..en as provided
by the Army Je used in all phases which
require the firing of service weapons,.

_10502. Interservice Competitions

On 18 November 1960, the four service
chiefs signed a memorandum of understand-
ing regarding Interservice Snia 11 Arms

2 8

--Figure 10-5. -National Rifle Team.
Match Trophy.t

Competition. The competitions are open-to
all Regular and Reserve members of the
U.S. Armed Fp-rces, the National Guard of
the United States,. and Re3erve Ofer
Training Corps Units.

a. 'Interservice Pistol Matches. The U.S.
Air Force has the', responsibility for the
conduct of this competition. "TWs competi;
tion consists of the individual and team
championships \and an Excelfence-in-
Competition Matchpheld annually at a desig-.
qted-Air Force base.
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b. Interservice Rifle Matches. The Navy
and Marine Corps annually spons-,y this
competition. There is an Individual arid
Team ChampionShip and an Excellence-in-
Competition Match, held annually at a desig-
nated. Marine Corps base.

c. Inter service International CompetitIon...
The U.S. Army has the responsibility for the
.conduct of these competitions. The propAm
generally consists of individual and team
championships in all the recognized inter-
national events. This competition is
annually at a designated Army Daze.

10503. Conseil Internationale du
Sporf.Militare Matches (CISM)

"
The Cons-11 Internationale du Sport Mil-

tare (CISM) is an 6_ ganization formed in
1946 ,as the Allied Forces Sports C-uncil
and reorganized two years later under its
preSent 'title.

a-. Each: year CISM organized interna-
tional chaMpionships'In most of the Olympic
events, including shooting Rifle. events are
conducted CV.ith service rifles standard to the--
host r01:Int,i'Y. International Shooting Union
rules otherwise apply. Participation is
limited to members of the Armed Foi ces
the member-nations.
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b. Selections to comprise the U.S. i Teams
each year are conducted during forrnal try-
out Competi:ionS. The Chief' of Naval 'Per-
sonnel will select thoSe personnel; to be
entered in the tryouts based on marksman-
ship ability and availability.

.10504. .International Competitions

T!,e United States is a member of the' In-
tern ttional Shooting Union (ISU) which 'spon-
sors competiticn4h-arms. United States
Teams 're selected during fOrmal tryouts
open to both service and civilian personnel.'
The Chief' of Naval Personnel will select
personnel to enter these tryouts based upon
marksmanship ability and availability. Fund-
ing will be the responsibility of the Chief of
Naval Personnel. ,

World 'Championships. Sponsored by
indiVidualsinembv countries of the ISU every

, iourl years.
Pan American Games. Rifle, pistol

and hotgun matches are fired as part of the
Pan American. Games. The games are held
ever four years.

c. Olympic. Games. Shooting events .are
part ! f the program of the Olympic Games.
The games are held, every four years and
sponOred by the host country under the
auspices of the International Olympic Com-
mittee,

L.



CHAPTER 11

MATCH - CONDITIONED WEAPONS
AND AMMUNITION

SEC-PIONI
ISSUE AND CONTROL

General

The term match-conditioned weapons ap-
ply to the following special small arms:

a. Match - Conditioned SmallArms. Stand-
ard Navy rifles and pistol: which have been
-issued tr(.ta the Navy Supply System to the
Small Arms Training Unit, Naval Training
Center, San Diego.,,ealifornia, for modifica-
tion, rework and refinement. See f p;ii re 11-1.

16,

Figure 11-1.Match conditioning the Service
pistol at the Small Arms Training Unit,
San Diego. California.

b. Commeroial Match Grade SmallArms.
'Target rifles, pistols and shotguns produced
or modified by the manufacturer for compe-
tition shooting.
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11102. Source of Supply

a. Match grade small arms are issued by
Commander, Naval Ordnance Systems Com-
mand as approved by the Chief of Naval
Personnel in support of the Small Arms
Marksmanship Training Program. Match-
conditioned small arms are available in
limited numbers and are not a standard al-
lowance item. 'hey will be made available
to commands which are most actively en-
gaged in small arms compeUtions. All re-
quests for match-conditioned small arms
shall be submitted to the Commanding Offi-
cer, Naval Ammunition Depot (Code 7041),
Crane Indiana 47522, via the Chief of Naval
Persof..neI (Pers-C4312).,

b. Ammunition used in team training and
matches is standard service small arm am-
munition which is. issued in accordanc6 with
the team h and matches ammunition
table,p'rescribed in enclosure 4 of NAVORD-
INST 8011.5 (Series).

11103. Implementation

a. The Small Arms Training Unit's match-
Conditioning Section will match-condition,
and repair rifles, pistols and shotguns._ See
figure 11-2. This work will include modifi-
cations as directed by the Commanding Offi-
cer, Naval Ammunition Depot, C rane, Indiana .
Upon completion of match-conditioning, small
arms will be shipped to the Commanding
Officer, Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane,
Indiana 47522, for stock and issue to com-
mands designated by the Chief of Naval Per-
sonnel (Per s-C 4312). In addition, develop
budgetary requirements for support of the
Small Arms Training Unit's Match Condition
Section. Support will include special tools,
fixtures, equipment; supplies, small arms
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Figure 11-2, -1.11atch condition rifle assembly
shopSmall Arms Training Unit, San
Diego-, California

components, parts and accessories r?quired
for match-conditioning and -test of
small arms. Budgetary requireMents will
be submitted to the Chief of Naval Personnel
(Pers- C4312).

b. Commands will provide only on-site
minor maintenniicu by small aims marks-
manship instructors who are graduates of
the Small Arms Marksmanship 'Instructor
School conducted by the Small Arms Train-
ing Unit. If an exchange of parts is required
and those parts require fitting'or modifica-
tion: in any manner, this work and major re-
pairs will be atcomplished only by the Small
Arms Training Unit's Match Condition Sec..:
tion. It is emphasized that no parts or ac-
cessories will be removed from match-
conditioned small arms before they are
returned for repair or exchange.

_ (1) Commanding officers wig make
their ordnance facilities available to provide
for maintenance and secure stowage of
.match-conditioned small arms.

(2) Establish a local management sys-
tem for custody control- and issue of match-
conditioned small arms.

(3) Make a periodic check at least
quarterly, to ascertain that these small arms
are returned by personnel and/or team
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captaiii:-3 when the competitive requirement's
for which they were drawn are fulfilled. To
retain possessi.on, an individual must be
continuously engaged in small arms compe-
titions.. Small arms which have been issued
to team members for temporary custody
shall be withdrawn if any team member
should foresee an inability to participate in
team training and matches, for three months
'or mare.

(4) Supervise ordnance personnel in
normal maintenance of these small arms
to prevent the. inter-changing of "close
tolerance" fitted components of a match--
conditioned weapon with a similar weapon.

(5) Provide support and assistance to
the BUPERS Small Arms Marksmanship In-
structor (NEC 0811); who, if assigned, is in
the-best position to evaluate requests for use
of small arms.

(6) Inform the Chief of Naval Person-
nel (Pers- C4312) when match-conditioned
small arms are available for reissue. It is
emphsized that match-conditioned small
arms will always be used for competitive
marksmanship. These small arms will not
be used in lieu of the standard service small
arms for familiarization and qualification
training.

c: The Chief of Naval Personnel (Pers-
C4312) will: ,

(1) Review and forward,' all requests
for match-conditioned small arms to the
Commanding Officer, Naval Ammunition De-
pot (Code 7041), Crane, Indiana 4'1522.

(2) Forward requirements for match-
conditioned small arms t6 the Commander,
Naval Ordnance Systems Con land, for each
fiscal year in support of the ,Small Arms
Marksmanship Training Program.

d. The Commanding Officer, Naval Am-
munition Depot, Crane; Indiana will:

(1) Establish maintenance standards,
modifications, and specifications for match-
conditioning of small arms.

(2) Administer funds allocated for
match-conditioning and support of the Small
Arms Training Unit's Match Condition Sec-
tion.

(3) Is sue match-conditioned small
arms to commands as approved by the Chief
of Naval Personnel (C43,12).
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. /

,11104. MatQh,Grade Ammtinition> \
\

. .
Annually the .Chief of Naval PerSpinel

domptites requirements to support the Atlan-
tic Fleet CoMpetition, ',the, Pacific gleet
Competition, the All'-Navy Championship, the
Inter-Service' and National Matches, \a\ nd-,

tr

\.

w. "

provides the Naval'Ordnance Systems Com-
mand with a, one-time annual distribution
of match grade ammunition to designated
activities with BUPERS assigned Small
arms marksmans\hiP instructors. ccord'-
ingly; Match grade \small arms Am mu tion is
not stocked in the ainknunition supply s tein.

/
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CHAPTER 12

MARKSMANSHIP TROP SEES AND AWARDS

SECTION I
Trophies'

ti

12101. Fleet Trophies

The Commander-in-Chief of each Fleet
will award fleet trophies to the team making
the hit.j.est score in the Fleet Rifle Match,
_Fleet Pistol Match, Fleet Skeet, Matcli and
Fleet Clay Pigeon Match. The name of the
winning ship, unit, base, or station will be
engraved on,the trophy as soon as pradicable
after its receipt. The trophies will be re-,
tabled by the winning unit until 30 days prior
to the next annual Atlantic Fleet and Pacific
Fleet Competition' when they will-be returned
to the appropriate site of the fleet competi-
tion which is announced annually in :SUPERS-
NOTE KN.
12102. Chielof Naval 'Personnel

Trophies

The Chief of Naval Personnel will award
Ali-Navy trophies to the team making the
highest score in the All-Navy Rifle Match,
All-Navy -Pistol Match, Alt-Navy Skeet Match.
and All Navy Clay Pigeon Match. See figure
12-1,- These 'trophies will be transferred,
upon completion of the matches, to the-ap-
propriate flagship or headquarters of the
winning team. The name of tlie winning fleet
will be engraved on' the All-Navy Trophy.
See figure 12-2: The trophy will be retained
by the-winning flagship or headquarters until
30 days prior to the next All-Navy Chain-
pionhip which is announced annually in
BTJPERSNOTE 3590.

12103. Chief of Naval Operations
Trop.!,y

The Chief Of Naval Operations Trophy,
know,-1 as "Burke's Bonnet" will be awarded
to the winning team in the Combat Rifle
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Figure 12 1.All-Navy Rifle Team Trophy.

Team Match. See,, rare 12-3. One Atlantic
9t team and one Pacific Fleet team will

compete. The engraving and retention of this
troPhy,will be the same as specified for; the
All-Navy Trophies.
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Figure 12-2,All-Navy Pistol Team Trophy,

12104. Secretary of the Navy Trophiep

The Chief of Naval Pel:soonel' is author-
ized to pres,ent trophy rifles in the name of
the Secretary of the Navy, to Navy and Marine
Corps_personnel who are match winners in
the Fleet, All-Navy and National Matches.
These trophies 1?ave been provided by the
Commander, NaVal Ordnance Systems Com-
mand to the Chief of Naval Personnel as
annual awards.
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SECTION II
MARKSMANSHIP AWARDS

. .

12201: '-United States 'Distinguished
International Shooter Badge

The hihq4 achievement in the ,,field of
competitive -`-fiarksmaia-sliip in the United
States is denoted by d6sip,nationas United
States Distinguished 'Inteisnational Shooter.
This badge is awarded by the National Board
for the promotion of Rifle Praeti'ce(NBPRP)
to those shooting ifembers of United ,States
Team who win .a, first-place gold Medal,
second-place silveri. or thi.rd2place bronze
medal in individual or team events in Inter-
national Shooting Union events, Pan-American
or Olympi'e Gaines shooting events. It is
authorized for.wear on the naVal uniform for
both officer. and enlisted personnel.

12202. U.S. Navy Distinguished .

. Marksman,/Pistol Shot Badges
- a. The highest achievement in the field of
competitive marksmanship in the Navy is
denoted by designation as Distinguish'e'd,

. Marksman or Distinguished Pistol Shot. In.::
clividuals who meet the qualifications for
these awards will be the appropriate
U.S. Navy Distinguished Badge by the Chief..
of Navy, Personnel. See figure 12 -4.

-b, Award of the Distinguished, Marksman
or Distinguished Pistol --Shot Badge shall Le
made on the basis of 'individual unassisted
performance in redognized individual
Matches. See figure 12-5.

c, Award of the appropriate badge shall
be made when an individual .% has earned a

of 30 points for Excellence-41-
CoMpetition in recognized matches.

d. To be eligible for a U.S. Navy Dis-
tinguished Badge, an individual must have
earned a minimum o 10 'credit points in the
Fleet, All-Navy, Interservice, or National
Matches,

12203. Excellence-in-Competition
Badges

a. Excellence-in-Competition B a dg e s
("leg") and credit points tOWard designation
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Fi.gure 12-3.Chief of Naval Operations Trophy.

as Distinguished Marksman /Pistol Shot will
be awarded to the highest scoring -10rn of all
,non-disting-nished participants in necognii&I
matches, ranked in order of Merit as.follows:

(1) To the highest scoring1/6th (pf the
lOx:',)Gold Badge-10. credit points.

(2) To the next highest scoring 1/3rd
(of the 10.07-Silver Badge --.8 credit-points.

(3) To the rCnaining personnel, (of the
10(:'0)Bronze Badge-6 credit points. /

(4) Each non-distingthshed individual
will be authorized to compete for credit
points in not more than 4 Excellence-in-
Competition matches. with the seairr.:e rifle
and 4 matches with the service pistol each
calendar year.
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b. Fractions of .5. and over will be re-
solved to the next highest whole number when.
determining the 10(7-;. Smaller fractions will
be dropped.

c. Matches recognized for award of
Excellence-in-Competition Badges and credit
points are:

(1) Atlantic/Pacific Fleet Competi-
tions (Excellence -in- Competition Rifle Match
and Excellence-in-CompWipri Pistol Match).

(2) All Navy Competitions (Excellence-
in-competition Rifle Mdteli-and Ekcellerice-
in,t1ompetition Pistol Match).

(3) Interservice Competitions (Excel -
lence-in- Competition Rifle IVI(atch and Excel-
lence-in-Competition Piste). Match).
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Figure 12- 4. U.S. Navy Distinguished
. Ivlarksman Badge.

(4) NationalNational IV 'itches (National Trophy
Individual Rifle Matc and National Trophy
Individual /Pistol Mate ).

ci. 'Navy personnel are expected to fire in
Atlantic/Pacific ,,Fleet Competitions. Per-
sonnel may be permitted to fire in Army
Area, IVIapihe Division, Air Force Major
Conimand .Hatches (Excellence-in- Competi-
tion Match and the Excellence-i)i-
Competition Pistol Match),,

e. Credit points only will be awarded for
participation and qualification in these
matches. Navy personnel whose entry in-
Atlantic/Pacific Fleet Competition is re-
stricted in any way must_ provide fife Chief
of Naval Personnel Per s- 4 ) with. a -state-
ment from 'their commanchng officer, inch-
eating that the individual tconcerned is au-
thorized to compete in the other Service
Excellence-in-Compbtition Match in lieu of
the annual Fleet Competition. 'Justification
to fire in other Service Excellence-in-
'Competition Matches in lieu of the Fleet
Competition is considered to ,-be emergency
leave, hospitalization, attendance at service
schools, ship deployment during the period
of Fleet Competition. or other essential mili-
tary duty thatphysicallyprechides attendance
at the Fleet Competitions. All statements
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Figure 12-5.U.S. Navy Distinguished
Pistol Shot Badge,

win forwarded via the individual's com-
mane:1, officer.

Personnel choice el another service major
command Excellence-inzCompetition Match
in lieu of the -Fleet Competition will not be
accepted as justification for competition.
Naval personnel may compete in not more
than one National Board for the Promotion
of Rifle Practice (NBPRP) Excellence-in-
Competition Regional Match per year (one
for rifle and one for pistol) if 20 or more
credit p(\ints have not been earned in Re-
gional Matches and other Servic,e. Command=,..
Matches.

f. Excellence-in-Competition Badges are
not awarded to ,Navy personnel competing in
matches conducted by other services and the
NBPRP. This is to encourage participation
in the Fleet, All-Navy; Interservice and Na-
tional Champidnships.

g. Upon 'receipt of notification of .having
qualified for credit points in a recognized
match by the sponsoring Service or the
NBPRP, the Chief of Naval Personnel will
consider each case- on its own merit and
award or disallow credit points.
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h, Courses. of lire, weapons and ammuni-
tion for matches in ivhich credit awards are
authorized shall be in accordance with those
prescribed in the current edition of
and --Regulations for the National Matches
(OPNAVINST 3590.7).

i. Non-distinguished personnel who hold
"leg" credits for distinguished awarded prior
to 1 January 1963 shall be credited with 10.
points for each award not to exceed 20 pyints
for each weapon.

,i. Entry., of non - distinguished personnel
inlExcellente-in-ComPetition Matches on a
non-credit basis, or for practice, is not
authorized ;'

k. Non-distinguished Na'' :;, competitors in
NBPRP Excellence.in-Competition Matches
at NRA Regionals must furnish the 'match
sponsor with a statement that they have not
earned the maximum credit points allowed
(20-credit points).

.12204. U.S.Navy Expert Rifle/Pistol
Shot Medals

a. The highest achievement in the field
of basic marksmanship in the Navy is the
designation of ,..4\lavy Expert Pistol Sliot or
Navy Expert Rifleman. One Expert Rifleman
Medal and one Expert Pistol Shot Medal will
be awarded to each officer and enlisted man
who qualifies by firing the, standard service
rifle, pistol or revolver over one of the pre-
scribed_ courses: nd attains-the-qualification
score Prescribed A medal is not issued to
an individual-Y-wh has received one for a
previous qualification. A medal is not issued
by the Navy for Marksman or sharpshooter
qualification.

The- duration of qualification as Expert
Rifleman or Expert Pistol Shot is two years.
If an individual fires for record during this
two year period and fails to requalify,-he will
cease to wear the expert medal. An individ-
ual who has successfully qualified for expert
in three separate calendar years may , wear
the medal and the appropriate Navy Marks-
manship Ribbon with the silver letter "E"
attachment permanently and is no longer re-
qpired to requalify.
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,.,

12205, Qualification for Navy Rifle
Marksmanship Ribbon and Navy.
Pistol Marksmanship Ribbon

a. The previously designated Navy Expert
Rifleman Medal Ribbon and the Navy Expert
Pistol ShotMedal Ribbon Ifae-ize.,cm redesig-
nated the Navy Rifle Marskmanslisip Ribbon
and the Navy Pistol Marskmanship Ribbon,
respectively. The revised r gu Wens per-
mit marksmen and sharpshooters to wear
the maksmanship ribbons =:,.,,rhich formerly
were only authorized for experts, The ribbon
itself will identify a mait'lZi'iTrn qualification.
The attachment of a bronze letter "S'' will
identify- a sharpshooter. The attachment of
a bronze letter "E'. will identify an expert.

b. In accordance with the U.S. Navy and
Marine Corps Award's Manual (SECNAV-
1NST l'650.1D) one Navy Rifle Marskmanship
Ribbon and one Navy Pistol Marskmanship
Ribbon'is authorized to be worn on the naval
uniform of each officer and enlisted man who
qualifies by firing the standard service small "
,arms over one of the prescribed courses
listed., herein, and attains the qualification-
score prescribed for marksman, sharp-
shooter or expert. .

c. All marksmanship -ribbons and metal -,,
devices attached to the ribbons are purcha sed
from the Navy Exchange. These --ribbons are
presently stocked in the Navy Exchange under
their previous- designation of Navy Expert
Rifleman 'Medal Ribbon and Navy Expert
Pistol Shot Medal. Ribbon.

d. The duration of qualification as marks-
man, sharpshooter or expert is two years.
If an individual fires for record.duringi..this
two year period and fails' to requalify for
marksman,..sharpshooter or expert he will
cease to wear the ribbon.

.12206. President's Hundred Award
The President's Hundred Awards for rifle

and pistol are presented by the National Rifle
AssOciation of America to naval personnel
who placed in -a prescribed competition at
the National Matches. See figures 12-6 and
12-7. These metallic brassards are auth6r-
ized for wear on the naval uniform of enlisted
personnel only.
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170,ure 124.PreMdent's Hundred
AwardRifle.
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Fig-ure 12-T.President's Hundred.
AwardPistol.



CHAPTER 13

NROTC TRAINING AND
COMPETITION- IN -ARMS

.SECTION I
TRAINING

13101. General

Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps
(NROTC) midshipmen's small arms training
is conducted during Summer Cruise.

17:

SECTION II
COMPETITION-IN-ARMS,

13201. General
Competition-in-arms for all NROTC Units

bOnsists of postal matches and shoulder to
shoulder matches between o other NROTC
Units and colleges. Two of these competi-
tions are conducted under the 'direction of
the Chief of Naval Personnel. All Units are
authorized .22 caliber pistols and rifles for
c oitru et itio n- in- arm s. .

13202. Secretary of the Navy NROTC
Rifle and PistoICompeti,ti.a,

a. Rules: 'Current National Rifle Asso
ciation Smallbore Rifle and Pistol Rules wall
govern all firing except . where amended
herein.

-Ii.--Entries: Entries are made by return-
ing the fired targets and score sheets inch-
'eating student's tull--111.me and the name of
the NROTC Unit to.the National RiflvAsso-
elation. 'The NRA will determine the scores
and standings of the teams and individuals in
each match. The scores will notbe..idetert
mined by the official referee,. a Navy or
Marine Corp g officer, as is the practice in
the-Zociety of American Military Engineers
Rifle M.atch. All fired targets inu.st be mailed
to the 1.11A not later than 15 March 1970. All
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unfired targets will be mailed to the Chief of
Naval Personnel (Pers-C4312).

c. Date of :Firing: Each NROTC Unit may
select its own date of firing duringVie pexiGcl
1 Feb-15 Mar. However, once the record
firing is star,ted, all firing for the team must
be conVeteci within the prescribed NRA time
limits.

dr Witness 'of-,Firing: The 'firing of the
targets will be witnessed by the Navy or
Marine Corps officer designated_ by the com-
manding officer-as the °Metal:referee of the
competition.

4. e. Range: Fifty feet from the firing line
to the face of the target when placed in the
fir position. -

F. Toains: The teams will consist of five
hooting members.

'g. Individual Scores: The scores fired by
the team members in the team, event will be
used to determine individual standings.

h. Eligibility: All duly enrolled regular,
contract and NESEP,students may participate
in the competition,

i. Itithorized Firearms: .

(1) Rifle -.-Any .22 caliber rim fire rifle
with no restrictions on trigger pull. Thekuse
of a palm rest is allowed. Metallic sights
will be psed (tube sight permitted)...

(2) PistolAny .22 caliber pistol as-
prescribed in the current NRA rule book.

j. Course of Fir: .

. (1) RifleProne Position-10 shots in
20 miputdS, Kneeling ;Position-10 shots in
20 niufites, Standing Position-10 shots in
20 thinUtes.

.

(2).PistelSlow Fire (10 shots )7.5
Minutes will be allowed for each 5 shot string.
Timed Fire (0 shots)-20 seconds will be. al-

Jowed for each 5 shot string. Rapid Fire (10
shots),10 seconds will be alloWed for each

_,5'shot string.
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Figure 13-1.Naval

Each a shot string of slow, timed and rapid
lire will be fired on one of the two sloth fire
targets, two timed firs targets and two rapid
fire, targets.

k. Awards: When the official scores and
standings of the teams and individuals in each
match have been determined by the NRA, the
Chief of Naval Personnel will provide the
awards to the winners prior to the end of their
school year.

(1) The first, second and third place
teams of both the rifle and pistol competition
will he awarded to photo-plaque of the NROTC
trophy, and each team member will be
awarded a medal, See figures 13-1 and 13 -2.

(2) The 10 highest scoring individuals
of both the rifle and pistol competition will
he awarded individual medals.

1. ResultS: An official letter shovi,fring the
-final results of the competition will lie
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ROTC Rifle Trophy.

published and distributed to all NR(Txl`C Units
by the Chief of Naval Personnel.'

13203. Society of American Military
Engineers Rifle Competition

a. Rules: Current "NRA Smallhore- Rifle
Rules" will govern all firing, except:for time
limitation permitted for firing on interna-
tional type targets set forth in paragraph (l:)
of this program.

b. Entries: Entries are made by return-
ing the fired targets and scores on the cer-
tified score sheet to the Chief of Naval Per-
sonnel (Pers-C4312). All fired targets must
be mailed to the Chief of Naval Persbnnel
not later, than 16 March 1970. All unfired
targets will also be returned, indicating the
reason participation in the competition was
not possible.
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Figure P-^12,Naval ROTC Pistol Trophy,

c. Date of Firing:- Each NROTC Unit may
select its own c1ate of firing during the period
1 Feb-715 Mar. However, once the record
firing is started, all firing for the team must
be completed' within the prescribed time
limits. ,

el.. Witness of Firing:' The firing of these
targets will be witnessed by an official des-
ignated 'by the commanding officer as the
referee and certifying -officer of the (!bnypeti
tion.

e. Scoring: All targets will be scored by
the official referee. Shot holes may be
plugged. Hits on the wrong target -or' bull's
eye will be scored in accordance with section
14.7 of "NRA -Smallbore Rifle Rules."

:f. Range: Fifty feet from the firing line
to the face of the target when placed in the
firing position.

g. Teams: The teNri will consist of five
shooting men hers. Each member must. be
pursuing a course which leads to an' engi-
neering degree.-

h. Individual Scores: The scores fired by
the team members, in the team events will be
used to determine individual standing.

i. Eligibility. All duly enrolled regular,
contract and NESEP students may participate
in th9 competition.

j. Authorized Firearms,:
(1) RifleAny ,22 caliber rim fire rifle

with a',trigger pull^of 1Yot less than one pound.
The use of palm rest is allowed. Metallic
sights will be used (tube sight. permitted).

lc. Course of, Fire:
(1) ,RifleProne Position-10 shots in

20 minutes, Kneeling Position-10 shots in.
20 minute;, Standing Position-10 shots in.,
20 minutes.

AO-
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1. Awards: The SOciety will provide the
awards to the winners.

(1) A rifle marksmanship trophy to she
high team representing the Army or the Navy.

(2) A rifle marksmanship medal to each'
of the five members of the high team of each
service.

(3) A rifle marksmanship medal to the
five high marksmen of each service who are
not members' or their high service teem.

m. Results: Upon verific;)tion of the
scored targetS, a report will be made by the
Chief of Naval Personnel to the Society by
1. April.

t4
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APPENDIX I

THE NAVY SIMPLIFIED METHOD
OF PISTOL INSTRUcTION:

Title: Introduction to the Funclamen:-
tals.of Pistol Shooting.
To teach the 'shooter- how to
have the pistol pointed at the

60 ,min area he wishes to hitiwhen the
weapon is'disCharged. ,

Materials: ,, Target backer with `Sight
. Alignment sketch.

Introduction: Introduce self, Chief Range
Officer. PreviouS Results

,15 min Expected perfornapee of cur-
rent group;

Presentation: Some things we Should know
about 'ourselves and the pistol

/15 min before we :are -a shot.
1. Where' does the pistol hit?

(Establislitfirmly.)
.

. Individual's habit Target'
fixation,Must change life-
time habit,,

3. Sight alignment parallel
error Effect of shooting
dowh a pipe. Angular er-

e rorEffect (fig. AI-I) of
shooting down a funnel
Correct sight alignment
Any consistent alignment.

ti- -- Arbitrarily call a partic-
'ular,,alignment the "cor-

. Tee: 'alignmentEase of
.,....,,

Objective:

error detection, Eye open
See brass/muzzleflash.

Presents ion: _ATrigger controlAbility-to
discharge weapon 'without
disturbing the sight align-

, ment. s

GripFirmHow firm is
firm? Group d,ctinonstra:-
tion Wrists firm, Elbow's.
firm,

6. ,Stance -Ready posi tt) n
commands.

10 min RANGE z".;L *FE TY

1. Waste of time to talk:
,L,ShiSoters tune "Out -=Sho oter

will he practicing at all
times.

2. Unloaded weapons. kill -"I
didn't mean to, do it." All

(weapons considered loaded,
at all times on The range,

Presentation: 3. ,,I\To such thing as accidental
discharge "Unintentional,
Discharge" Part of the pro-
gram if individual practic-
ing range safety.

4. Safety. lock not used on
raqgeGiyes the shooter
false sense of security.
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Appendix ITHE ITAVY SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF PISTOL INSTRUCTION°

PERFECT- ALIGNMENT4. TOP OF FRONT
SIGHT LEVEL WITH THE TOP OF REAR.
EQUAL LINE OF LIGHT ON EITHER
SIDE OF FRONT SIGHT' IN REAR
SIGHT NOTCH. PERFECT SHOT,

FRONT SIGHT LOWER THAN TOP"OF
REAR, EQUAL LINE OF LIGHT ON
EITHER SIDE OF .FRONT SIGHT IN
REAR 'SIGHT NOTCH, SHOT-TO0-LOW,

TOP OF FRONT ,SIGHT HIGHER THAN
TOP OF REAR, EQUAL LINE OF I IGHT

ON EITHER SIDE OF FRONT SIGHT,
IN REAR SIGHT NOTCH. SH,OT TOO

.1
HIGH.

TOP OF FRONT *SIGHT LEVEL WITH
. REAR, TOO MUCH -LIGHT ON RIGHT

SIDE- OF FRONT SIGHT IN REAR
SIGHT NOTCH: SHOT TO LEFT,
9 O'CLOCK," ,.

TOP OF FRONT SIGHT HIGHER THAN ,
TOP OF REAR, TOO MUCH LIGHT
ON LEFT SIDE OF FRONT SIGHT IN
REAR SIGHT NOTCH, SHOT HIGH AND
RIGHT.

TOP OF FRONT SIGHT LEVEL WITH
REAR,T00 MUCH LIGHT ON LEFT.,
SIDE OF FRONT SIGHT IN REAR
SIGHT NOTCH. PISTOL "CANTED': .

SHOT LOW AND RIGHT.

TOP OF FRONT SIGHT LEVEL WITH
TOP OF REAR, TOO MUCH LIGHT ON
RIGHT SIDE OF FRONT SIGHT IN
REAR SIGHT NOTCH. PISTOL "CANTED':
SHOT LOW AND LEFT,

ri

Figure AI-I.Angular Error Effect.
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APPENDIX Ii

MARKSMAt)SHIP DICTIONARY

ABERRATION.-- Imperfection in the image
seen through an optical instrument.

ACC.URACY.Accuracy is the ability of
firearm and its ammunition to fire bullets
into sinall' groups at various ranges.

ACCURIZE.To modify, rework and re-
fine a weapon in order to improve the,.char-,
acteristics of the designed .function and ac-
curacy capabilities. .

ACP.Automatic Colt Pistol Cartridge.
ACTION.That part to which the bal'rel is

attached.. In a rifle it' is often called the re-
ceiver. Shotgun or doublebarreled..alsections
house all the mechanism or -Working parts.
The term may be further modified as side
action, breech- action, belt - action, spap-
section, etc. It is also used to indicate the
different forms of charging the weapon as
boit-action, lever - action, pumo-aqion, etc.

ADAPTER.--An auxiliary chainlydr to fire
small cartridges in a barrel of like caliber,
but having a larger chamber. AdapterS are
made to conforn'i to the dater walls of the
chamber and reamed to fit the auxiliary car-
tridge'.

ADJUSTABLE TRIGGE] . One that can
be. adjusted for Weight of pull.

AGGREGATE.The sum total of the
scores from two or more matches. This may
be an aggregate of match stages, individual
matches, team matches, or -both, provided
the tournawnt_ program clearly. states the
matche, which will compromise the aggre-
gate. f

Ally,I.To point or .direct a weapon that
propels a projectile towards an object or spot'
with intent to hit it.

AIR GAUGE.A mechanical device `op-
era ed air pressure used to f.recision.
me sure inside am? out-side dimensions usu-
allAin vio;000th of an inch. Normally used
to nieasurethe diameter of lands and grooves
of barrel.

AIR GUN.A weapon which utilizes air to
propel the projectile.,

AIR RESISTP.NCE.See Ballistic Coeffi-
cient.

AIR SPACE.Space-within the cartridges
not occupied-by bullet, prither composition,
or powder.

ALIBI.k slang term used in competition
to cie'fine an allowable refire.

ALINEMENT. See Sight--14.1ignment
ALLOY.A metal composeci\QL two (2) or

more .Metals and/or other ingredients mixed
together while molten.

ALTERNATE.An extra member of a
competitive team, whose utilization is pre-
scribed by match conditions.

ANEMOMETER.Instrument which meas-
ures wind velocitty.

ANGLE OF E Anglp-mfiti7e-by
the line of sight,ncl-tne,axis OTithe bore be-
fore firing./-
`1ANNEAt .To heat-treat meth1 t6 reduce

its brittleness.
ANNODIZE.To_subject a met, 1 to elec-

trolytic action as th z,. anode of a cell in order
to coat it with a prat:m.6e film O't coldr.
----ANSIfULTZ.A German company that
produce:; standard and free rifles.

ANVIL.A section of the primer against
which the center of the primer cup is4orced

.by the firing pin, thereby'cansing a crushing
action which ignites the primer composition.
See Prirner.

APERTURE SIGHT.. A front or rear sight_
(primarily for a 'iflOwith a circular opening
in the center. Interchangeable discs with
holes of yarying diameters may be inserted
to control-the sight picture in accordance with
shooting condi ion's.

ARCHED HOUSING.Referring to the
mainspring housing of the .45 Colt pisebl, a
housing with the rear portion curved or
humped where it contacts the palm of the hand.
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ARMORY.A place where 'arms and in
struments of war are deposited; _usl.ally a
designated space aboari Shin, a large build-
ing including'alsoza drill hall, offices, etc.

ARMQR-PIERCING. A projectile de=
signed for use against aircraft and vehicles.
Normally has a hardened steel alloy core.-

ARMS.A term used to describe haric,
shoulder and light automatic weapons..

7--ARSENAL.An establishment, not usu-
. ally public, for the manufacture, repair.
storage, or issue of arms and all military

ents, whether .for land or naval,serv-
ice.

ARTIFICIAL SUPPORT.A competitive
term describing any supporting surface not
specifically authorized for a shooting posi
tion.

ASSEMBLY number of collated__ parts
assembled as a -Sintle unit; bolt as-
sembly.

ASSEMBLY LINE...iThe area to the rear
of the firing line where competitors assemble.
.prior to their relay being called to the ready
line and the firing line.

AUTOLOADING. Arms in which the folT e
of the explosion of eactishcps used to ;unlock
the mechanism; extract.-7:i0ici eject the empty
,shell, aiicl to reload 15y; stripping and feecling
another' cartridgfrom the magazine into the
chamber. The ,trigger must be presSed fore
each successive %shot.

AUTOMATIC. --Arms in which the force
of the explosiOn Of the first shot is used to
continue the operation of unlockingf.extrac-
tion, ejection, reloading, locking and firing
continuou sly, as rang as thCammunition lasts
in the'magazine, belt or strip, aria thOpres-
sure on the trigger is continued. This-name
1s commonly applied (erroneously) to auto-
loading repeating hand firearms.

AUXTLIARY BARREL CHAMBER.Same
as Adapter.

AUXILIARY TUBE. See Insert Barrel.
AVERAGE. The a v,e r a A 1 performance
mg of an individual in his ability to score

Nviti. a particular type of 'weapon, determined
afte' firing a definite number of preestab-
lishel rounds of matches. This figre is

fly figured on apercentile basis and is
used in establishing a classification. (See
Classification in NRA Rule Books.)

A29. III! 0

AWARD.Prize given to winning: shooters
or tea in s. For example, money, merchandise)
certificates, weapons, etc.

BACKING TARGE1S,A. blank target
placed to the near of the scoring targets, to
assist in identifying number of rounds fired
and 'crOSSares-in-prectsior...shooting.'

.BACKLASH. Play or-Rovement in con
netted parts caused by loose less` 1: Con-
tinued rearward movement of the trigger
after release of the hammer. 2. Sight ad-
justment screw Anation withoir correspond-
ing movement of the sight itself.

BACK STP,A1:).--,-The rear extension of a
pistol or revolver frame which curves-doWn--
ward Getween the grips.

13,..,CKSTOP.A mound of earth, hilt; or
any other barrier, which will safely deflect,
stop or abs?rb bullets.

B.A.R.Abbreviation fox,..Browning Auto- .
matic Rifle, a gas-opentred military weapon --
invented by John M. Browning (1885-192E);

BAFFLES.A structure of wood or other-)
materials, used on the firing range, to
fleet and/or absorb stray or ricochet bulle

BALL AMMUNITION.Small arms car'`
tridges 'with a

for
purpose, solid core

"bu et intended kr use against persoel and
mat ;targets not otherwise requiring
armor piei-cing, or other special ammunition.

BALLISTIC COE FFICIE 1\11 .Referred to
as thc value' of C. Measures ability of a prie-
jecrrier to overcome air, resistance; variJes

'difectlyias to weight and indirectly as to form
for any given bullet diameter. Thus; the
greaterithe value of C, the greater the ability
of a bullet to combat air resistance. Value Of
C may be increased by either or both of !two
methot1s; increasing bullet weight and
proving its shape, C equals sectional dertsity
divided by-coefficient of form.

BALLISTICS.--The science of moving pro-
jectiles. Composed of three divisions; inter-

,

nal, external, and terminal.
BALL POWDER.A . military gunpOwder

which takes the form of uniform balls of
powder instead of lbose grains. Ii,e:teloped
during World War II by Western Cartridge.
Company.

BANDOLEER.A beltlike 'cloth, o.t other
material, with compartments. designed for
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carrying ammunition, worn suspended over
one shoulder, across the chest, and under
the arm. , .

BANK OF TARGETS.A group of targets
operating together on the same firing lined

BARREL.Metal tub.c.containing thy
chamber and bore of a firearm.

BARREL BAND.Binds barrel and fore-
arm together, holding the barrel in the fore-
arm grooVe. An adjustable barrel band is/
means of varying the .tension between the two
parts, accomplished by rotating a screw
'which pasSes through the forearm a-.1d into a
bolt attachedto the band.

BARREL FITTING.The joining of an ac-
tion With a bored and. chambered barrel, clone
in such manner as to leave the correct amount
of headspace between chamber and bolt face.

BARREL LUG.Aprolection integral with
the barrel used to secure the ,Magazine , fore -
arm, or. some moveable pai',Vto the barrel.

BARREL WHIP.Movement of the barrel
'during the process of firing. These move.-
merits are transfnitted to the barrel by the
forces of the prOpelling gas, and the kinetic
energy developed by the projectile.

BASE,Rear end of projectile-o?'-bullet;
surface at which the boat tail (if any) ter-
minates: Also the rear .end (head) of a car-
tridge or shell.

BASE WAD. Compressed paper filler
which keeps: the powder in position ead of
the flashing end of the shotgun shell rimer.
See Cup' Wad.

BATTERY CUP.A. primer housi g sect
in shotshell reloading.

BATTLE. SIGHTS.Kpredetermined
setting that, carried on a weapon, wilt
able the firer to engage targets effective
battle ranges when conditions do not permit
exac.tsight settings.

BB.See Caps.
BEAD.A small knob of metal On a fire-

arm near the muzzle used for a front sight
in aiming.

- BEARING SURFACE.The portion of a
bullet's circumference which contacts the
bore- and -receives the rifling impression.

BEAVERTAIII:=A-Jorearm for rifle or
shotgun made wider, and -usually flatter on
the underside, than standard; its width ex-
ceeds its depth. Semibeavertail, is a cross

g, t.

at

:
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between a normal forearm and full beaver-
tail. .

BEDDING.An epoxy resin (glass) used
to insure better fit 'between the rifle barrel
and action to the wood in the gunstock. Also
used to strengthen the recoil mortisein the
gunstock.

BELTED. CARTRIDGE .One with a nar-
row band which circumscribes the base, just
ahead of the cannelure, to govern head-
space.

BENCH REST.A specially constructed
shooting bench at which the shooter sits to
support his elbows and the gun barrel. Bench
rest shooting is concerned with.firing as
small. groups as possible. at a target over
measure distances and with any type of rifle
and cartridge best adapted to superaccuate
performance.

BENCH REST SHOOTING, - -(a) Shooting
from a bench rest (See Bench Rest). (b) A
type of sport or competition shooting, where
n attempt is made to fire a number of shots

into the smallest possible group. The ulti-
mat-6" aim being to have all shots of one group,
in one bullet hole. There are practically no
restrictions as to weapon caliber, design,
shape, size, weight, etc: The goals of organ-
ized bench rest shooters,,a.re the development
and encourageinent of extreme accuracy in
rifles; --ammOition, equipment, and shootOtg
methods.

BEND.-1The drop below the line of .sight
at the coin} and heel of a shotgun or ,rifle
butt-stock. This term is largely used by the
British rife and shotgun makers.

BEBDAN PRIMER.Anvil is integral'with
the case. Developed about 1-870 by Col. Berdan
of U. S. 09.1nance Dept.; not currently preva-
lent in the U. S. though popular in foreign.
countries. See Boxer Type Primer.

BIATHOLON.An event combining a
.cross-country race on skis and firing a rifle
at various distances. This event was included
in the 1960 Olympic Winter Games,

BIG BORE.Generally anything larger
than .25 caliber as applied tc. Jles; specifi-
cally, .30 caliber target shOoting. Also ap-
plied to 1C and 12 gauge shotguns. See .Small
Bore.

BINOCULAR VISION.Sighting with both
eyes open.
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BIPOD.A two-legged stand or -mount;
i.e., a stand for spotting scope; -4nount for
mortar or-automatic weapon.
:--BIRD.--A claygrget used slieet or trap
shooting. Dead bird is one ruled by the ref-
eree as having been hit, Lost bird is a miss,
designated by the referee as lost. No bird is
one at which tlie contestant does not shoot
(such as a target which emerges from the
trap broken) because under the rules he is
entitled to another bird.

BLACK POWDER.The forerunner of
smokeless powder; -a mechanical mixture-of
charcoal, saltpeter mid sulphui,;1

.BLACKEN SIGHTS.To apply Soot or any
black substance to sights in order to, elimi-
nate glare. Common method is to use a car-
bide. 'lamp allowing flame to deposit carbon
on front and rear sights. .

BLACICENG.Carbon or paint used on
sights to eliminate glare.

BLADE SIGHT,A metal blade,.. attached
to the upper side of the barrel near the
zle.

BLANK CARTRIDGE . -A cartridge having,
idplace of a projectile, a paper cup or wad-
ding in the -mouth of the case.

BLOCK OFFICER..---(See Range Officers.)
BLOWBACK.(a) Escape, to the and

under p-r6ssure; of gaSes formed.,during,the
firing of the gun. Blowback _may be caused
by a defective breech mechanism, a ruptured
cartridge case or a faulty priMer..-(b)' Type
-of-weapon. operation in which the force of ex-
panding. gases acting to the rear against the
face of the bolt furriTh.a.11 the energy re-
quired to initiate the complete cycle of op-
eration of the gun. A weapon which employs
this method of operation is characterized by
the absence of any breech lock or bolt lock
mechanism.

BLOW FORWARD.A type of automatic
action in which the 'barrel is blown forward
and then returns against the standing breech
by spring pull, reloading and cocking taking
place during the return movement:

BLOW .PATTERN.Unequal distribution
of .shot from a iired shell resulting in large
.open spaces in the general pattern, or with
the center quire sparse in comparison with
the rim,
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BLO.WN.PRIIVMR.Primer that has rup-
tured or unseated itself in the cartridge.
May be due to excessive pressure, defective
priiner, improper firing pir length, or brass
case improperly annealed (soft- brass).

BLUING.Rusting metal by artificial oxi-
dation to form a protective coating.

BOAT-TAIL. --The_ tapered rear end 'of a
bullet designed to increase ballistic effi-
ciency at lorig range.

BOBBER.A bobbing target, usually a
body silhouette, exposed to view unexpectedly
and for a short time by, remote control,

BOIL.--7The appearance of an upward',
boiling,-like motion of mirage, when not af-
fected.by wind shift.

BOLT. sliding mechanism thatcloses
the 4eech in some types of small arms. It
usually contains the extractor and firing pin,
and supports the base of 'the cartridge case.

BOLT ACTION,A rifle, and shotgun
mechanism whereby the breech' s opened and
closed by a manually ;:operated bolt which
travels back and forth in the receiver on a
direct line with chamberimd barrel. 1. Turn-
ing boltlocking Jugs are turned, to lock-1\-1e
action. 2. Straight pulllocking lugs actuated
by bolt siiti ts which slide in grooves cut into
the bolt cylinder.

BOLT FAC.That portion of the bolt that
engages and supports they lead of the car-.
tridgv. ' --

BOLT HANDLE. A projection from the
bolt sleeve or body by which the bolt is man-
ually manipulated,

BOLT_HEAD, The rear portion of the bolt
which in. bolt action guns, projects beyond the-
boll sleeve Wtien the bolt is closed,

BOLT SLEEVE,A metal tube Containing
the bolt and to_which the bolt handle is af-
fixed; or, in some bolt action rifles, a part
threaded into the rear of the bolt to guide the
striker and retain the mainspring.

BOLT STOP.A pin or lever which pre-
vents removal of the bolt from the action un-
less expressly desired.

BONE SUPPORT.The position the firer
assumes that allows him to use his bones to
support the weight of the weapon and use his
muscles. principally to hold his bones in, their
supporting position, ,ThiArneans that he can
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keep- his muscles relaxed and avoid the
tremors that develop from strain and ten-
siorK

BOE.(a) The interior of- the barrel
. .

through which the charge ,or bullet passes.
(b).The diameter measured from land to land.

BORE SIGHTING.Zeroing fnetallic or
scope' sights by sighting the target through-
out the bore.

BOTTLE NECK.--A cartridge case whose
neck diameter is smaller than its base,

BOX MAGAZINE .--A box-like mAal con-
Lanier for holdingwartridges that are fed into
the chamber by the action of the gun after
the magazine. is inserted into the magazine
tiv 411; extracted manually, usually by a re-
lease catch. Strictly speaking, not a clip.

BOXER PRIMER.A center primer fa-
vored- in the United States. It is' a coin-
plc4ely self-contain6d -unit whose anvil is a
small metal cone inside the primer cup.

BRASS . -E mpty ;cartridge. cases.
BREATH CONTROL. To exercise proper

control of the breath during' the aiming and
firing process, in such a manner as to mini-
mize. disturbance of sight alinement and sight
picture.
L BREECH.-2-The rear ,; id of the barrel into.;

which the cartridge is in. erted.
BREECHI:OCK.A ivetal block, against

,Which/de cartridge reF's, closing the rear
61\ the bore against the discharge. Also
called breech bolt.

BRENNEKE SLUG.The origimq.Ge?nrn
rifled shotgun slug.

BRIDGE.Metal arch connecting 'both
.icies of receiver.
,',7> BRIDGE MOUNT.A variation of the tele-

;

.-Copic top mount designed to spanthe loading.
/liort of bolt action rifles. , ri;7

I-T. BROACHING.A method of rifling the'
iirb21::es 'of a barrel simultaneously with a

tbol with a series of..cutting teeth.
BROKEN TARGET. -In clay target shoot -

fn a bird which the referee rules, hits been
broken and thus scored in fai7or of the
conteStf.mt..A chipped target (one with a per-
ceptible 1lIece knocked off) is scored as a
broken target. Dusted target is a miss that
waS)struck by the Shot, as evidenced by the
du-S1 arising behind it, but not broken. A"
powdered tang t has been decisively broken
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into sthall pieces. High target is dnethat is
higher than the regulation trajectory in clay
target shooting. Low target is loWer than
regulation. An illegal target is one outside
of the area firescribed by the rules. Regula-
tion target is used specifically in trap-
shooting to mean 16 yard targets, but in gen-
`eral refers to a 'target within the prescribed
limits of trap and skeet rules.;

BUCKSHOT.Large size lead shotfor use
in shotgun shells. Commercially mzumfas-
turedinfive sizes with the following designa-
tions and diameters: No. 00 (.33"); No. 0
(;32"); No. 1 (.'30"); No. 3 (.25 "); No. 4(.241.
, BUFFER .A part which absorbs shock or

recoil.
BULL GUN.Target rifle equipped with

an extremely heavy barrel..
BULL PUP. A shortened rifle with barrel

and action of normal length but restocked in
such a manner that its metal par extend
almost to the end of the stock, or a eduction
iii length approximately equal to th distance
between trigger guard and butt plate. J. R.
Buhmiller of Eureka, Montana, claims to have
made the first )ne in 1937 "fOr personal use
as a 1,000 yard WiliOdon match gun."

B LILLE T .-Small arms ojectile normally
fired from, :a riflecLbitrrel. )

BULLET. BASE.Rearmost end of the
bullet.

BULLET DROP.The vertical drop of a
'bullet due to gravity.

;BULLET GAUGE.Gauges normally used
to "tirieasu re the diameter' and concentricity. of
a bullet.

BULLET MOLD.A form in which bullets
are cast by pouring molten lead or alloy i to
it through a sprue hold in the top. The mold
itself is made of two matched halves of steel
cutto bullet diameter and shape by a cherry
and held together by Spparating the two halves.

BULLET PROFILg .Shake of bullet from.,
base to no 9e.

.BULLET,PULLER.Del vice used to re-
move bullet (4-ii :n cartridge case.

BULLET RACE.The visible path of a
bullet passing through the atmosphere which
can be best seen through properly adjusted
optical aids. .

BULL'S-EYE.(a) The center of a target;
also a shot which bits it; hence, any successful
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hit. (b) The blackened area. of a target. (c)
A trade; name for a commercially manufac-
tured pistol powder.

BUSHING.A metal lining. To btfsh is to
furnish with a 'metal lining.

BUTT,The shoulder end of a gunstock;
the bottom of a revolver or pistol grip.
Loosely used to indicate the complete butt
stock of-a rifle and shotgun, or the grip of a
handgun.

BUTT PLATE. -1 plastic, or rubber
covering for the rear edge of a gunStock;
usually corrugated to previent slipping froni
the shoulder. On free rifles","butt plates are
usually adjustable for vertical movement and
may have extension prongs vhich fit under
and/o.r over the shoulder.

BUTTS.The entire individual target end
of a rifle range.

BUTT STOCK.The non-metallicijportion
of a shoulder arms extending backwards from
the receiver.

BROWNING (OXIDATION).--An oxidation
produced and retained oh the surface of gun-
barrels by means of acid to prevent further
oxidation or :.:ust:

CALIBER.Bore diameter of a rifle or
handgun measured from one land to the op-
posite land, or the diameter before rifling;
designated in 'fractions of an inch or milli-
meters, although a stated caliber may not be
an exact figure.,,Btack powder calibers, such
as .45-70-405, =mean .45" diameter, 70 the
weight of the powder charge, and 405 the
weight of the bullet in grains; °many of these
old designations wgre incorporated into
11-lectern smokeless poWder nomenclature, otA
the sec,ond figure is meaningless. Designa-
tions's-itch as .250-3000 refer to caliber and
muzzle velocity; 8 mm. x 56 refer to caliher
and case length (in millimeters).

CALL.The ability of the shooter to de-
termine the approximate hcation of his hit
on the target through noting the position of
the sights at the instant of firing.

CAM.A rotating or sliding projection
which either imparts or receives a desired
motion to, or from, a counteracting pari,
such as a roller, pin,, etc. Thus, a cammilig
action.

.CANNELURE.--A groove in a' bullet for
containing a lubl'icant or into which the car-
tridge case is crimped; a groove in a car-
tridge case providing a purchase for the ex-
tractor.

CANT.Tilt of a barrel to the right or left
while sighting; failure to hold the sights ex-
actly vertical on the target. Effect of cant:
bullet strikes to right of point Of aim- if barrel
is tilted to the left, and vice versa.

CAPS.Lowest powered .22 caliber rim
fire ammunition. Two types: BB for Bullet
Breech; CB for Conical Bullet. Developed
about 1850, the first .22 rim fire cartridges
and the earliest Aingricar, cartridge to con-
tain its own primer.

CARBIDE.A chemical whose reaction
when mixed with water, produces an acetylene
gas.

CARBIDE LAMP. A miners-type lamp
wifose flame is used to put soot (carbon) de-
posits on sighting, equipment for pUrposes of
reducing glare.

CARBINE .A sporting or military rifle
that has 'a shorter barrel (22" or less) and
consequently is lighter in weight than the
average weapon.

CARRIERBLOCK.That part of a weapon
which lifts ti round from the magazine and
lines it tip with the chamber. Usually found
in pump and automatic shotguns, and some
styles of rifles.

CARTRIDGE. A complete round of am -.
munition containing bullet, powder, case and
primer.

CARTRIDGE CASE. Usually a brass or
steel tube <Used to house bullet, powder and
primer.

CASE BULLET.A bullet formed by pour-
ing molten metal into a mold.

CASE CAPACITY. Total volume of case
and piiirner in absence of bullet, powder, and

7----pi+rTfing,composition. Usually expressed in
cubic wits or in. terms of weight of water
which it will contain.

CASE FORMING.Resizing the cartridge
case to a specified size and shape by the use
of a resizing die.

CASE GAUGE.An instrument used to
measure the case length against a''stand-
ard7
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CASE HARDENING.Tbe process used to
harden the surface of metal while leaving the
core soft..

CASE TRIMMING. A mettiod of shorten-
ing a cartridge case to a specified length.

CAST- FF. The distance the stock is.
offset at tli,e heel to the left or right, from a
Straight lirie with the axis of bore. It is called
cast-on when to the.left, and cast off when to
the right.

CAST-ON.--(See Cast-Off.)
CEASE FIRE .The 'command given to

cause all firing to stop immediately.
CENTER.Slang term used to dente a hit

in the center of a target.
CENTER FIRE .--Alform of cartridge case

in which the primer is placed directly in the
center of the base..

CHALLENGE..7When a competitor feels
that a' shot fired by 'himself or by another
competitdr has been improperly evaluated or
scored, he may challenge the scoring. Such
challenge must be made immediately upon
announcement of the score.

CHAMBER.The compartment at the:rear
of a gun barrel that, holds a charge or carf
tridge; one of the compartments in the cylinder
of a revolver. To insert a round of ammuni-
tion in the chamber of a firearm.

CHAMBER. PRESSURE.Pressure cre-
ated-.bythe rapid burning of 11,propellant
(powder) within the chamber of .4 weapon,
during the instant of firing.
' CHAMFER.To bevel. Chamferirigascar-
tridge case means beveling the inside orits
mouth by cutting or rolling the edge.

CHARGE given quantity of explosive.
The propellant for a bullet or shell. To
charge a gun, to operate the bolt so as to
chamber a roud of ammunition.

CHECKERING . Diamond shaped, regu-
larly spaced cuts which form distinctive pat-.
terns. on the gunstock grip and forearm. Per-
formed by hand, with a checkering tool, or by
machine.

CHEEK PIECE.A projection on the side
of bUttstock comb on which the shooter rests
his cheek while aiming the gun.

CHERRY.A fluted tool which cuts the
bullet cavity in a bullet mold.

CHIEF RANGE OFFICER.Will- have full'
charge of the range and. pits and will conduct
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the matches on the schedule approved by the
executive officer. He is responsible for range
safety, and for enforcing all match rules.

CHOKE.Constriction at the muzzle end
of a shotgun barrel which controls shot pat-
tern; the difference between bore and parallel
diameters, -expressed in thousandths of. an
inch, or points. T'te wider the pattern de-
sired, the less the amount-of choke required
and conversely. Degree of choke is measured
by approximate percentage of pellets in a
load striking within a130" circle at 40 yards.

CHRONOGRAPH. An Llectric or elec-
tronic device for recording a projectile's
time of flight, from which velocities are
computed.

CLASSIFICATION.*The average .scores
of an individual; withalyarticular weapon, in
match conditions, that are used to peimit
competition between individuals that have
similar or equal abilities; attempting to
eliminate unfair advantages of one person
over another, by predicted performance. In
NRA matches some classifi'..ations used
are MASTER, EXPERT, SHARPSHOOTER,
MARKSMAN.

CLAY BIRD brittle disc which shatters
when struck by Shotgun pellets. Released by
hand, or by mechanical or electrical traps,
as a means of shotgun target practice, or in
shooting trap or skeet. Same as clay target
or pigeon.

CLEAN TARGET.When all shots have'
gone into the highest numerical scoring ring
or rings.

CLEANING ROD.A -rod with various at-
tachments used in cleaning the bore of a
weapon.

CLEAR..Term is used' to describe the
If removing all ammunition from the

weapon to make it safe. r:
CLIP.(Cartridge' Clip.) 1., An open top

and bottom metal container for cartridges
that is pressed into the magazine well. Car-

/tridges are fed from it to the chamber by the
loading mechanism: automatic ejection of
the clip follows feeding of the last cartridge
(Mannlicher clip).. 2. Mauser type clip
(charger) is a metal band which holds the
cartridges. for .stripping into the magazine
from the top by manual pressure. This type
clip does not remain in the magazine but is
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either removed before fi ;ing or ejected by
the closing of: the bolt. ee box magazine
(mistakenly called a clip) and revolver
clip.

CLIP SLOT.--A pair rifi guide grooves
milled into the forward end of a rifle re-
ceiver bridge so as to hold a clip in position
for loading.

COACH.Shooting trainer or instructor.
A member of a team responsible for assist-
ing the shooters:

COACH. AND PUPIL.A method of in-
struction where two people work together as
teacher and student, and the roles may be
reversed. This allows both persons to be-
come familiar- with 'instructional methods,
and of identifying errors in the student.

COACHING SCOPE.The telescope used
on the firing line by the coach to direct or
correct the shooter firing.

COATED LENS. m floride coat-
ing on an optical surface to increase light
transmission and improve contrast of image.

COCK.To draw the hammer or cocking
piece back into firing position, either man-
ually or by pressure on the trigger; also-, to
set the trigger for firing. In a half cock po-
sition, the hammer or cocking piece is par-
tially retracted but mechanically prevented
from contacting, the firing pin.

COCICNG PIECE.The rear projectton of
the striker; in some bolt action rifYes it may
be independent of the bolt, thus requiring al.._
separate manual operation to cock the rifle.

COMB.-7Top edge of the buttstock.. A
fluted comb has a4rounded groove extending
diagonally rearward for a short distance
from the front of the comb at the small of
the stock.

COMBINATION GUN.A three-barreled
gun, two of the barrels side by side and the
third centered underneath. See Drilling.
Usually has a combination of smoothbore and
rifled barrels.

COMMENCE FIRING.Command given to
cause shooter to start Cying a prescribed
course of fire.

COMPE NSATOR.A device used on barrel
of a weapon t reduce recoil.

COMPETITION-IN- ARMS. Any test or
trial of abil _in the use at small arms where
a prize is offered.
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COMPETITOR.An individual- actively
engaged in firing a weapon under match su-
pervision. In-a particlaklar club, organization,
or match, eligibility or status of a competitor
is usually outlined in the match program.

COMPONENT.A constituent part of a.
Whole, especially one having no function apart
from the whole. Such as, cartridge compo-
nents (primer, powder, projectile).

CONE.The angle cut in the breech end of
a barrerto allow the bolt to be breeched
tighter and therefore, keep as much of the
brass case in the chamber as possible.

CONTROLLED EXPANSION.A .bu 1 le t
whose expanding qualities are controlled- by
an additional soft metal tip over the lead
core-Which permitS entrance of the bullet to
a certain .depth within animal tissue before
complete expansion takes place.

CONVERSION UNIT.A assembly which
permits firing of a smaller caliber cartridge
than the one for which the weapon was orig-
inally designed.

COOK-OFF.Unexpected discharge of
a cartridge, due to in tense barrel heat;
uncommon except in fully automatic- arms.

CORDITE .Anearly double base smoke-
less powder, formed...by absorbing nitro-
glycerine in guncotton, adding a small per-
centage of vaseline, and extruding the-..mixture
through a die into long strings or cards.

CORE. The internal part of a bullet; that
which is covered by the jacket.

CORROSION.-.-Che'rilical attack of metals
resulting in removal ,of the part attached.

COURSE OF FIRE .Plkescribed positions,
number of shots, distance, and time.

CREEP.Trigger movement prior to sear
release:

CRIMP.To mechanically fold inward the
mouth of a-cartridge case about the base of
the bullet, sealing it in place.

CRIMPED PRIMER.A center fire primer
not only friction-held by the primer jacket,
but also held by crimping the primer jacket
lip over the edge of the primer; a military
actice.

CRITCHFIELD.A course of fire used in
small bore competition.

CROSS BOLLA movable, locking bar at
right angles to the bore, which either locks
or strengthens the locking mechanism of. a
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closed treech, usually that of a 'break open
type shotgun. Some bolt action guns may use
a cross bolt to lock the bolt in an open posi-
tion. ?

CROSS FIRE.Two or more intersecting
lines of gunfire. In competitive shooting,
when a competitor fires on a .target. other
[loin his DIV11.

CROSS HAIR.Type of reticle used in
telescopic sights.

CROWN.The angled cut made at the
muzzle end of a barrel to eliminate burrs.

CUFF SLING.A ride Sling,usci with the
rifle and one arm, as an auxiliary Lo steady
the rifle. Usually made of leather, one or
more _pieces, may be padded. may strap on
or hook on. Gives more comfortable support
than the military type sling, when on the arm
for long -periods of time.

CUPRONICKEL.,Copper and niekle alloy.
Cupronickel jackets often are used to encase
a lean or alloy bullet. . .

CUTOFF.A device employed on some
bolt action rifles (e.g.,Springfield '03) which
has,three,.positions, one allowing bolt manip-
ulation without follower..interference when
unloaded, another boll -removal, and the third
for normal bolt movement when loaded.
.. CYCLE RATE.Theite at which a suc-
cession of movements 'beats i'self, applied
to Lhe ritte-Qffir f air',automatic weapon.

CYLINDER . - -1R.1. 'rue diameter of the bore
of a shotgun ba el,.hence without any de-
gree_ o.fs..c ( : , Delivers a 25`..1- to 35'.i shot
charge pattern. See Choke. 2. A rouncl=steel
block, the inside of which is bored with mul-
tiple chambers for holding cartridges. Used
as the loading device for revolvers; formerly
in some types of rifles (notably Colt) but tiow
obsolete.

DAMASCUS BARREL. Shotgun barrel of
alternate strips of welded iron and steel;
made fOr black powder shells-unsafe for use
with modern shells. Also known as twist or
laminated bark"es.

DANGER ZONE Any area forward of the
-firing line.

DCM (DIRECTOR OF CIVILIAN MARKS-
MANSHIP).GeneralSection 4307, Title 10,
U. S. Code, authorizes the Secretary of the
Army to appoint an officer of the Army or
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Marine Corns. as Director ofCivijian Marks -
manship (DCM). The Office of the Director
is the implementing agency -for the National
Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice.,
The Director of Civilian Marksmanship is
responsible for implementing the policies
established by the Board as approved by the
President for the Secretary of- the Army.

DEAD ROD,A slang term applied to op-
erating rod on M-1 rifle, when rod is out of
adjustment, or without spring back.

RECAPPING. The act of removing a
primer,. live or fired. from a cartridge. A
rod known as a decapping pin _is inserted
through the mouth of the case to effect re-

r1moval.
DEGRESSIVE POWDER.A propellant

whose surface nea and rate of evolution of
as decreases as the powder burns.

DEWAR COURSE.In small bore rifle
shooting, a two-sttige course of fire. It con.:

sist.s of twenty shots at fifty yards and twenty
shots at 100 yards on -standard American tar-
gets for the .respective distance. Courses
may be fired with either scope or metallic
sights, in accordance with the match pro-
g m

tool used to cut, stamp; or form
metal by pressure.

DISABLED WEAPON.An NRA competi-
tive rule term used to signify a weapon which
Cannot be 'safely aimed or fired because of
loss or damage to sights or mechanical .
failure.

DISASSEMBLE .--To take apart.
DISQUALIFY The act of making a com-

petitor ineligible forfurther participation for
reasons of safety or infringement of match
rules or regulations.

DISTINGUISHED BADGE.--These badges
are awarded to qualified personnel to provide
an incentive to greater training l and as
tangible public evidence of recognition for the
attainment of an eminent degree of marks-
manship skill with the service rifle and pistol.
The Distinguished Badge will be ayarded.to.
a member after 30 credit points htive been
awarded to him.

DOPING.The process of "-figuring by
p;LIOSS or estimate the adjustments r com-
pensations necessary to sight a gun 10 point
of aim.
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DOUBLE.-1. Usually 'designates a dditble
barreled shotgun. 2. Two holes in a paper
target almOst appear to have betin
made by. one shot instead Of two

DOUBLE BASE POWDER.A nitrocellu-
lose smokeless powder mixed with up to 40'r
nitroglycerin.

DOUBLE RIFLE.A non-report/Mg gun
with two separate rifled barrels,uSually side
by side, each barrel capable of firing one shot
without reloading.

DOUBLE aET TRIGGER.A. unit two
triggers,o front of the other which pro-,
vides a tvo-stagehaMmer fall that improves-
speed and delicacy of firing. Release of one
trigger, usually' the rear, :zets the other on a
very fine sear that can be released in turn
by a light touch.

DOUBLING.- -The unintentional firing ,o1-
two shots simultaneously' (as in double bar-
reled gun) or in succession with 4,1 single
trigger pull -through mayunctidniiig of the
mechanism.

DOVETAIL. A metal block with a wedge-
shaped cross section fur inserting metallic
sights. ,Attached to the barrel-or top of re-
ceiver by cretv- pr dovetailing the base of
the block into the Metal. 3 8" is the stand-
ard size.

DRAM.Unit of weight. 1/16 oz., oi;.256
drams to 1 lb. aVoirdupois. Three drams of
black powder (formerly the standard shotgun
charge) equalS 82 grains (27..34. gr. to a
dram). Abbreviation: dr.

DRAM EQUIVALENT (DR. EQUIV.).
Since a smaller weight of the more powerful
smokeless powder is needed fo create ally
given muzzle velocity obtainable with black-
powAr,the powder content of a modern s1T- it-
shell is designated in terms of equivalence
to the dram weight of black powder.

DRIFT. -- Deviation of -a projectile from
the plane of departure -due to its rotation.
See Bullet Deflection.

DRILLING,A combination shotgim and
rifle formerly made in Germany, usually with
two shotgun barrels side by side and a rifled
barrel centered underneath.

DROP,The vertical drop of a projectile.
Distance measured from the line of sight to
the top of heel and comb of a gun stock.

DROP BLOCK ACTION.Leve operated
-breechblcck which .moves vertically in re-
ceiver side wall grooves,.

DRY' FIRE.PractiCe With an unloaded
firearm. Same as dry shootinkor snapping
in.
. DUD.A cartridge that has failed to func-
tion.

DUMMY CARTRIDGE,A,cartricige with-
out powder or primer.
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EAR PLUG.--Device used to protect the
ear from damage, caused by 'the sound of
weapons firing.

EARLY SHOT.--A terni used in- competi-
tive shooting, to identify a round fired before
the command "Commence Firing has been

EFFECTIVE RANGE.The distance at
which .a weapon can be used by the average
man to place hits in the kill area of a target.

EJECTION.The process where a case or
cartridge is being thrown from the weapon ,-
by the ejector,

EJEC TOR . A part in a firearm for throw-
ing out shells or cartridges.

ELBOW PAD.A cushion for the elbow
usually attached to the shooting jacket or
coat,

ELECTRIC FURNACE.A melting pot
used to heat lead alloy used for casting.

ELECTRIC TRAP. - -A device used in either
sheet or trap:shooting to throw the clay tar-
get into the air. 0

ELEVATED RIB.The raised -sighting
plane placed' on top of the barrels of a shot- :
gun or rifle.

EXCELLENCE-IN-COMPETITION
BADGE. A place medal awarded in matches
designated as allowing credit points toward
the award of a' distinguished badge.

EXTENDED FRONT SIGHT.A bar o;
steel or extension of front sight to increase
sight radius.

'EXTRACTION,--The process at removing
a live or spent shell or cartridge case from
the chamber.

EXTRACTOR .A part in a gun for remov-
ing shells or cartridges from the chamber.

EYE RELIEF.DiStance from the'ainiing
eye to the rear sight,
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FAMILIARIZATION.Applied to an in-
dividual who fails to fire/a qualifying score,
of marksman or higher, when firing for
record over a qualifying course. Indicates
individual is safe to handle and carry a
weapon n: the performance of his duty, but
has not met the minimum marksmanship
standard.

FAIVIILIARIZATION RING.Practice
firing with a weapon.

FEEDING.The process of driving live
cartridges from the magazine into the path
of the bolt or slide prior to chambering.

FEED RAMP.A .slanted metal surface
at the rear of a barrel which guides car-
tridges into the chamber.during feeding.

FEET PER SECOND (FPS), A unit of
measure usually used to indicate the velocity
of a bullet.

FIELD OF VIEW.--A measure of the
diameter of the field of vision which the ob-
server can see at one time while looking
through the telescope..

FIELD .:STRIP. --To disassemble the major
components of a machine gun, cannon, or
other fire arm for cleaning, inspection, of
the like.

FINAL BULLETIN. A competitive term
to denote the final score of each match,
fired, which has been posted for public view,
after having been checked for accuracy,
and each competitor has had the opportunity
to challenge the accuracy of the posted
score.

FIRE FASTER.A rifle coa9hing term
used when the coach desires to accelerate
the competitors rate of fire.

FIRE FORM.To Shape a cartridge case
by firing it in a large chamber. The explod-
ing gases expand the case and cause it to
form to the diameteand shape of the cham-
ber.

FIRING LINE.A\--line at which men are
stationed for firing; the men stationed at such
a line.

FIRING PIN.A rod or plunger in a gun,
mine, bomb, shell, OY the like'that strikes
and detonates a sensitive explosive to fire
the main explosive or propelling charge.

FIRING POINT.A firing station on a fir-
ing line.

J
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FIRM GRIP.A commercial rosin-like
paste, used to prevent slippage when handling
weapons, or any combination thereof.

FLASH HOLE.A hole in the head of the
cartridge case through which the primer
flash ignites the propellant.

FLAT BASE.Type of base used' on a
bullet.

FLAT HOUSING.The .45 Automatic Pis-
tol mainspring housing, with the rear portion
straight or flat where it contacts the palm of
the hand.

FLINCH.A spasmodic, physical reac-
tion (caused by the anticipated explosive\
sound or recoil of a weapon) which causes in-
accuracy in shooting...

FLOOR PLATE.The base or bottom of
a magazine, either d e t a c ha b 1 e or non-
detachable type.

FLUX.,A substance or mixture used to
facilitate the amalgamation of metals or
minerals when melting them, glass, borax,
etc., are fluxes.

FOLDED.A cartridge in which the base
of the case is folded to form-the printer
pocket.

FOLLOWER.That part of the magazine
on which the cartridge's rest for feeding.

FOLLOWER SPRING.A spring that
transmits its energy for function to the fol-
lower.

FOLLOW THROUGH.When all the die-,nients of firing. a shot are maintained until
the shot strikes the target, such as position,
sighting, squeezing, breathing, etc.

FOREARM.That portion of the stock ly-
ing under the barrel in front of the action,
also called the fore-end.

FOREND.(See Forearm.)
FORESTRAP.Front of a revolver or

pistol grip.
FOULING.The accumulation of a deposit

within the bore of a firearm caused by solid
products remaining after a cartridge has been
fired.

FOULING- SHOTS.Shots fired for the
purpose of warming the bore so that follow-
ing rounds will be better stabilized.

FRAME.A receiver.
FRANGIBLE BULLET. --A brittle plastic

or other nonmetallic bullet for firing practice
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which, upon striking a target, breaks into
powder or small fragments without penetrat-
ing.. NOTE: Frangible bullets are usually
designed to leave a mark at the point of im-
pact.

FREE BORE.A type of barrel rifling'
where lands have either been completely
eliminated, or reduced, in front of the cham-
ber, purpose being to reduce chamber pres-
sure.

FREE FIRE . A tern) used in international
type competition denoting rifles whose,only
restrictions are: (a) The weight must not
exceed 8 kilograms and the caliber must not
exceed 8 millimeters. (b) The rifle- must
have been examined and passed as-'Life by
the controller of arms. (c) Telescope sights.
are prohibited. Filters may be used within
the scope of ISU rules. (d) The lower part of
the grip for the right'hand (left hand for v.
left handed shooter) must not be extended in
a way that it may serve as a support against
the sling or the left arm.

FREE PISTOL.A term used in inter-.
national type competition, den-OtinV_. a pistol
whose only restrictions are bore (.22 cal)
grips (must nv,togilre support to anything but
hand), and she ts (mtist not be optiCal)'.

FOOT MOUNDS (FT/LBS).A 'measure-
ment of energy.

FROG. A slang term used for the metal
two pranged fastening hook on leather rifle

FULL METAL CAA' .A bullet completely
jacketed. All service aTmunition.

FULL PATCH. (See kull Metal Case.). A
slang term for full metal case.

.,.''FULMINATE OF MERCURY.(See
CUry Fulminate.)

FUNCTION. Operate, used in conjunction
with the 'cycle of operation in a weapon.

GAIN TWIST.A system of rifling in Which
the pitch of the lands and groovers increases
from breech to muzzle in order to gradually
accelerate a bullet to Maximum rotational
velocity as it leaves the muzzle.

GALLERY.An indoor rifle or pistol
range.

GAS CHECK BULLET.A device (usually
shaped like a cup) fitted over the base of a
bullet designed to prevent the hot gases from

fusing or melting the base of the bullet and
to act as a gas seal.

GAS-OPERATED.Of an automatic or
semi-automata: weapon; that utilizes part of
the expanding powder gases in the Darrel to
unlock the bblt and actuate the loading mech-
,anism,

GAS PORT.in gas- operated weapons, a
small hole drilled into the barrel through
which some of the expanding powder gases'
escape to furnish power for the auto-loading
cycle.

GAUGE OR GAGE).(a) A measurement:
standard measure, or scale of measurement.
(b) Dimensl'On; capacity, extent. The size of
the bore of a firearm, especially of a shot-

-pin, as determined by the number per pound
of spherical projectiles fitting the bore.

GILDING METAL.Soft metal used to
jacket a small arms bullet, this metal can be
readily engraved by the lands as the bullet
moves down the bore.

GLASS SIGHT.A slang term used to de-
note any sight that utilizes glass. Usually
referred to as a telescopic sight or one that
magpif ies

GRAIN.A unit of weight, 7000 grains to
1 pound weight.

GRAPHITE.A soft form of carbon used
as a lubricant and a glaze for grains of pro-
pellant to prevent the buildup of static elec-

. tricity and the attendant danger of premature
explosions. Also used as a flash inhibitor.

GRAVITY FACTOR.The rate of accel-
eration of a falling body towards the earth.

GROOVE.(See Rifling.)'
GROUND CLOTH OR GROUND PAD.

Cloth material laid on the ground to protect
a shooter and his equipment.

GROUP.Short for bullet group.
GUN.A mechanism cons:isting essen-

tially of a barrel, receiver and breeCh mech-
anism, using controlled explosives to shoot
projectiles or signal flares.

GUNCOTTON.A high explosive formed
by the action of sulphuric and nitric acid
upon cellulose.. Its shattering effect or
brisa.nce is too high for it to be used a-ia
prOpellant, but when used with nitroglycerine
and suitable amounts -)f solvents, it forms
the main ingredient of many modern pro-
pellants.
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GUNSMITH.A person who ma'keS- or re-
'pairs small arms.

GYROSTATIC STABILITY.--In firearms,
imparting the necessary spin to a projectile
around its longitudinal axis, either by rifling
or fins, to enable the projectile to present
its point in the direction'of motion, and in-
suring that the projectiles point follows its
trajectory:

HAMMER.The mechanism that strikes
the firing pin or percussion cap in afirearm.

HAMMER GUN...7.A gun_ whose hamme-rs
are on the outside of the action.

if.A:MMERLESS.-7A gun whose hammers
are concealed Within.

HAND GUARD.A wood or metal cover
-which encloses the upper half of a rifle bar-
rel and ,prOtects the firers hands from heat
generated by firing.,

'HAND- LOADING.Manufacturers of am-
Munition by an individual using hand tools.

,`" HAND (PISTOL).The operating lever
which tttrns the cylinder when the hammer
is pulled back on the receiver.

HANOFIllE.--A brief delay of a roul:d of
ammunition- in firing pfter being struck or
`subjected to other igniting action.

HARD BALL.A colloquial term used to
describe Government Issue ball ammunition;
usually used tc describe "cartridge, ball,-
Cal. .45".

HEAD (CARTRIbGE CASE).Portion of
cartyidge case, which includes the extraction
groover or rini, primer pocket and primer.

HEADSPACE.The distance between the
face of the locked bolt or 'breechblock of a
gun and some specified point in the clic tuber.
NOTE:. With guns designed for rimless,
bottle-necked cartridges, headspace. is the
space between the bolt face: and a specified
point on the shoulder of the chamber; with
guns using rimmed cartridges, the spacebe-
tween the bolt face and the ridge or abutment
in the chamber against which the rim rests;
and with -guns using rimless straight-case
cartridges, the space between the bolt face
and the ridge or point in the chamber where
the mouth of the cartridge case rests.

HEAD STAND.Markings on the head or
a, cartridge case that usually indicate source
and date of manuiacture,
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HEAVY SLIDE.Addition of weight to a
slide to reduce recoil while

HEEL.(a) The upper rear corner of a
rifle buttstock. The top of the butt plate. (b).
.Heeling is caused by a firer's tightening the
large muscle the heel of the hand to keep
from jerking the trigger.

HIGH HC,USE.The structure located on
the left 'side Of a skeet.rige. Name derived
from the fact, that the target is thrown from

,

the upper portio. ri of the st-ucture.
HIGH-- MICRQ.(See Micro-Sights.) A

commercial rear sight with a--standard dove-
-'tail.

HIT.To hold fire, torefrain from firing
at a target; to hold fire, the command given.
Sight' pictures obtained by the shooter de-
setibed as hold, i.e., 6 o'clock or center hold.

HOLD CLOSER.7A,command that is given
the shooter by the coach to 'indicate that he
should raise his sight picture,: as he is shoot-
ing low. Used only by the coach in Hi-Power
rifle and rapid fire.

HOT.,LOW POINT.A projectile with a
cavity within its point. May or may not have
controlled expansion. .

HOME RANGE_MATCH..--.7(See Postal
Matchj.
,' HOODED SIGHT.A projectile circular
covering placed around the front sight to
prevent damage. Fixed front sight some-
times confused with globe sight which has
interchangeable. front sights.

HOOK.(a), Butt extension of 4 rifle which
fits under the arm pit of the shooter"' Some-
times inverted to fit over the shoulder for
prone shobting. (b) Sometimes used to de-
scribe how to grasp the rifle in the off-hand

-position.
HOUSING.A covering or frame to pro-

tect integral parts of a firear'in,i.e,a main,
SprIng housing, trigger housing.

-IMMEDIATE ACTION.The action a per-
son performs when a stoppage has occurred
in a Weapon to put the weapon back into op,
eration with little no loss of time.

IMPACT.The striking of!..a projectile or
bomb on the target or surface.

IMPACT AREA.Area in which projec-
tiles or bombs strike or are expected to
strike.
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IMPROVED CYLINDER.Type of choke,
on a shotgun which- controls shot pattern.
Built into barrel containing a minimum de-
gree of choke;

I.M.R.Improved Military Rifle powder,
a prefix designation of E. I. duPont de
Nemours and Co., Inc., for their commercial
rifle powder with nitrocellulose base.

INFANTRY TROPHY MATCH.A high
power rifle match using silhouette targets.
Team is composed of six firing members,
two coaches, using a limited amount of ammo.

INITIATOR. -A sensitive explosive that
detonates to initiate the action in an explo-
sive train. NOTE: An explosive such as lead
oxide, combines the properties of sensitivity,
low brisance , is commonly used as an initia-
tor

INSIDE LUBRICATED.Bullet is lubri-
cated before loading. Bullet also contains
lubricant. grooves that are not visible in the
finished cartridge.

INTERNATIONAL SHOO TING UNION
(ISU).-70tganization similar to the NRA,
which governs international type shooting. It
is not a branch of the NRA.

INVITATIONAL.An invitational match is
a match in which participation is limited to
those who have been invited to compete.

IRON SIGHTS.A colloquial term mean-
ing metallic sights. (See Metalkic Sights.)

JACKET.The metal covering of a bullet.
JAM.To stick or become inoperatiVe be-

cause of improper loading, ejection, or the
like of a machine gun full-automatic, semi-
automatic, or other firearm.

JERK.The effort by the firer to fire a
pistol or rifle at the time the sights,
align with the target, iisuaily causing a bad
hit on the, target.

JEWEL .A process whereby certain parts
of a weapon are polished in a circular pat-
tern, to give a high metallic luster.

KEEPER.--Par of the sling used on the
rifle the prevent the sling from coming
loose, may be leather rings or metal hooks.

KENTUCKY WINDAGE.--A form of sight-
ing and aiming usually employed when a
weapon has nonadjustable sights or when the

firer does not have the time to make sight
adjustments. -

KEYHOLING.--Tumbling of bullet in
flight caused by failure of the bullet to re-
ceive sufficient spin from the rifling in the
barrel.

KICK.Used to describe the recoil of a
firearm at the moment of,firing.

KINETIC ENERGY.That energy exerted
by, or inherent in, a moving particle or par-
ticl7s, or in a moving body, by virtue of its
motion: more technically, the capacity Of a
moving particle or body for performing work,

'owing to its motion, being quantitatively one-
half the mass times the velocity squared.

KNEELING PAD.Most frequently re-
ferred to as kneeling roll. A cylinderical
pad approximitely 8 inches long and 4 to 6
incites in diameter that is placed under the
ankle or shinbone of the leg while in the high
kneeling positions-. More frequently referred
to as a kneeling roll. May be used according
to NRA Rule 5.10, and if so, size is cylindri-
cal, approximately 8 inches long and 4 to 6
inches in diameter. Different rules apply for
ISU. It is called a cushion. Size is 12 to 13
ems (4.72" to 5.12") or 16 to 18 ems (6.30"
to 7.09"), both 20 ems (7.88") in length.

KNEELING POSITIONS.A )sition that
is assumed by the shooter (pis. 1 or rifle)
where the weight of the body is supported on
one knee and the opposite foot. No othei part

of the body touching the ground.
KNOWN DISTANCE FIRING'. The purpose

of this type of firing is to givei the shooter
the opportunity to apply all the principles of
marksmanship. He learns to zero his weapon
for all usable ranges and to make practical
application of sight adjustments.

KNURL..To checker or roughen a metal
surface to afford a better grip. It is used
on pistol grips, windage screws, elevation
screws, etc.
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LAMINATED STOCK.Theglueing of thin
strips or sheets of wood together in order to
produce a gunstock that will retard warpage
and give added strength, usually used on tar-
get and bench rest stocks.

LAND.(See Rifling.) One of the raised
ridges in the bore of a rifled gun barrel.
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LAP.A plug usually made of lead, iron
or copper, when charged with abrasive, is
used for fine grinding or polishing.

-LATE SHOT.- ' shot is fired a moment
after the time limit has expired; i.e., a shot
is fired as the target is turning.

LEAD. (a) The action of aiming ahead of
a moving target with a gun, bomb, rocket, or
torpedo, so as to hit the target, including
whatever action is necessary to correct for
deflection. (b) the lead angle. (c) The dis-
tance between the moving target and the point
at which the gun or missile is aimed.

LEADED BARREL.Excessive lead de-
posit in groove of barrel.

LEADED EDGE.The marks left on the
target by the bullet as it passes through the
target.

LEAF SIGHT.Rear sight for small arms,
hinged so that it can be raised for aiming or
lowered to keep from being broken when not
in use. A leaf sight contains a peep sight
that can be moved up and down to make ad-
justenents for range.

LEG.A slang term for Excellence-in-
Competition Badge.

LEG MATCH.A slang term for a NBPRP
apoved match in which Excellence-in-
C ,petition Badges may be worn.

LEG MEDAL.See Excellence-in-Com-
petition Badge.

LENGTH 0.F PULL.--The distance from
the center of trigger to the center of butt.
Standard length of pull is approximately
13 1/2 for rifles. NOTE: Center of butt
measured midway from heel to toe.

LEVER.The moving handle, the working
of which locks or unlocks the action in guns
or double rifles. There are several forms,
such as top-lever, side-lever, under-lever,
etc.

LEVER ACTION.A rifle whose action is
operated by a lever under .he stock. The
lever usually serves as a trigger guard as
well as an actuating device.

LIFE MASTER. An individual in a master
class may, upon application to the NRA, be
ce.--tified as a lifetime master and will be
issued a special card so indicating. A com-
petitor may be a lifetime master for one type
of competition and in a lower class for other
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types. The election herein provided for,
once made, shall be irrevocable.

LINE OF BORE.The extended bore axis
of a gun.

LLNE OF SIGHT.The straight line be-
tween an observers eye and a target or other
observed object or spot, along which sight is
taken; specifically, the straight line between
eye and target in gunnery, bombing, or rocket
firing.

LOAD.(a) To place ammunition in a gull.
(b) A particular combination of components
that comprise a loaded cartridge.

LOADING.Device designed to limit a
specified number of rounds, i.e., plug in
shotgun is a form of a loading block.

LOADING GATE.--Swing away portion of
a revolver which permits,loading and unload-
ing from the cylinder. This is normally
found on single action revolvers.

LOCKING LUGS.Extension on a locking
mechanism that locks fhe breech. Metal
protuberances which form an integral part
of a breech block and fits into a correspond-
ing set of slots when the breech is closed,
locking the gun for firing.

LONG ROUND.A term used to denote a
round of ammunition that is out of alignment
in a clip or magazine and when inserted into
the weapon will cause it to jam.

LONG TRIGGER.Type of trigger found in
the 1911 model .45 Cal. Pistol. Standard
Government Issue.

LOW HOUSE.A house from which clay
birds are thrown in skeet low to ground.
Located on right side on range.

LOW MICRO.A commercial rear sight
with a wide dove-tail base, the slide or re-
ceiver must be milled to accept this sight.

LUBRICATE.A substance used to re-
duce friction, i.e., oil, greaZe-;-Kax, etc.

LUBRICATION GROO V E.Groover or
grooves on a bullet that are filled with a
lubricant. See also Inside Lubricated.

MACHINE REST.A device used to secure
a weapon in place to check functioning, ac-
curacy and ammunition.

MAGAZINE.(a) A structure or compart-
ment for storing ammunition or explosives.
(b) That part of a gun or firearm that holds
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ammunition ready for chambering. NOTE:
in sense (b), magazines for small arms may
be detachable or nondeta:hable from the rest
of the piece. A box magazine is a detachable
magazine in the shape of a rectangular box.
See also Clip.

MAGGIE'S DRAWERS.A slang term for
the red flag that is used to signal a miss in
high power rifle shooting.

MAGNAGLO:Used for same purpose as
magnaflux, slightly different process. Use
of blacklight and special dye.

MAGNAFLUX.A process used for de-
tecting invisible minute cracks and flaws in
in ferrous metal. Use of powdered metal.

MAGNUM.A term used to denote a
weapii5ii of more than normal power.

MAINSPRING.That part of a weapoii which
furnishes energy to the hammer or striker.

MAKE THE LINE SAFE .Command given
to cause shooters to make weapons safe, and
to ground them and to step back away from
the firing line.

MALFUNCT1ON.The improper opera-
tion of any part o a weapon that may or may
not stop it from fi, ring.

MARK.A command used in high power
rifle shooting to cause target operators to
pull target, insert spotting disk, and raise
and indicate score with disk.

MARKLNG DISK . When targets are scored
from pits, a colored disk on a rod is used to
signal the value of the shots. (See Scoring.)

MARKSMAN..See Classification.
MARKSMANSHIP.Skill in hitting the

mark with any small arms. Also, anything
pertaining to small arms including training
mid competition in the use of small arms.

MASTER.See Classification and Life
Master.

MATCH. A competition consisting of one
or more states. It may, in the case of aggre-
gate matches, include the score fired in sev-
eralsubsidiary matches.

MATCH CONDITIONED WEA::'ON. Any
small arms which has been made to shoot
more accurately than issued or made spe-
cifically for the use in competition.

MATCH GRADE.Special weapons, am-
munition or equipment manufactured for
competitive match purposes.
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MATCH GRADE AMMUNITION.Ammu-
nition made specifically for use dn' competi-
tion shooting.

MATCH PISTOL.A pistol manufactured
or modified to special tolerances for-Com-
petitive shooting.

MATCH RIFLE .A rifle manufactured or
modified to special tolerances for competi-
tive match use.

MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE RANGE.The
greater: distance, the average shooter may
be .expected to inflict casualties or damage.

MAXIMUM ORDINATE. Highest point (if,.
trajectory above the line of sight.

MAXIMUM RANGE.A capability of an
aircraft, gun, radar transmitter, or the like
that expresses the most distance point to which
the aircraft can fly, the gun can shoot,etc.

MECHANICAL TRAINING.Training con-
ducted for purpose of teaching disassembly
and assembly of weapons, cleaning and func-
tioning.

MEDAL.(a) A piece of metal struck or
cast as the symbol of an award to a person. (b)
The award represented by this piece of metal.

MELTING POT.Container used in the
process of melting metal components for
bullet casting.

MERCURIC PRIMER.A primer contain-
ing a chemical compound of fulminate of
mercury. This Compound causes severe de-
terioration of brass case.

MERCURY FULMINATE. An explosive
extremely sensitive to shock, spark, or fric-
tion, used to set-off other explosives.

METALLIC SIGHTS.Any sight not con-
taining a lens or system of lenses; except a
single lens may be attached to the rear sight
as a substitute or adaition to prescribed
spectacles. (NRA 3.7, Rifle.) Any sight (in-
cluding tube sights) not containing a 'lens or
system of lenses; except a single lens may be
attached to the rear sight as a substitute or
addition to prescribed spectacles. A colored
filter type lens may be attached to either front
or rear sight.

MICRO SIGHTS.A commercial rear
sight, adjustable for windage and elevation
that can be used on most all pistols.

MICROMETER SIGHTS. Normally re-
ferred to a rear sight which has 1/4 minute
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or less graduations. The rear sight of a
weapon, employing .a system of precise
adjustment, so exact corrections,may be ap-
plied to the path of the bullet, as determined
by aim. Calibration for correction is minute

. of angle. Graduations or movement of the
sight adjustment are-usually 1/8, 1/4, -or 1/2
minute angles. The same system of adjust-
ment is applied to precision rifle telescopes.

MID-RANGE .The point half-way between
the firing line and the target.

MIL.A unit of angular measurement used
in and in the launching of bombs and
guided missiles. NOTE: A true mil is the
angle determined by an arc the length of
which is 1/1000 of the radius. But for prac-
tical Krposes, the mil is considered. -to- be
1/6400Anstead of !/6283) or 360, which rep-
resents a linear measurement of approxi-
mately 1/100 Gf the radius for any 'given
circle. Thus, movement of a 1,000-foot
radius by 1 mil will cause a movement of
1 foot, or approximately 1 foot, on the cir--
cumference.

MINUTE OF ANGLE.--The sixtieth part
of a degree which amounts to about.one inch
per 100 yards of distance.

MIRAGE .An optical phenomenon pro-
duced by a stratum of hot air of varyingclen-
say across.which the observer sees reflec-
tions. When using a telescope on the firing
line and looking toward. the targets on a bright
sunlit day, you can see the mirage as waver-
ing heat waves.

MISFIRE .A momentary or permanent
failure of a round of ammunition to fire after
igniting-action'isTtaken: ariinstance of such
failure.

MISS.An instal-ice of failing to hit a target
"with a missile, as in "he had.. two misses, one
hit."

MONOCULAR VISION.Viewing with only
one eye. When one eye is closed in taking
sight with a gun, it is a case of monocular
visions,

MONT CARLO.A form of butt stock in
which the comb is carried back horizontally
almost to the butt, when it descends abruptly
to the heel portion.

MORE WHITE.Coaches coriimand to a
shooter to chango his aiming point slightly
lower.

MOULD-, BULLET.An 'implement for
moulding bullets.

MOUNTS.Device used for the placement
of sights on weapons.

MOUTH. -In old days the muzzle end of
the barrel was called the mouth. Today we
refer to it as muzzle. NOTE: The open end
of a cartridge case is also 'called the "mouth."

MUSHROOM.Expansion of a projectile.
MUZZLE BLAST.'--Sudden air pressure

exerted at the muzzle of a weapon by the rush
of hot gases and air on firing.

MUZZLE BRAKE .Device attached to the
muzzle of the gun barrel which utilizes es-

Lcaping gases to reduce the effective recoil
force of the barr&Lassembly on the carriage
or Mount. It also reduces muzzle -blast and
muzzle flash. ,2

MUZZLE VELOCITY.The speed of a
bullet or shell, relative to the gun, at the in-
stant it leaves the muzzle.
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IATIONAL BOARD FOR THE PROMO-
TION OF RIFLE PRACTICE (NBPRP). - -The
governing board in matters pertaining to
Nationwide civilian marksmanship training.

NATIONAL MATCH COURSE .7-- (See Land-.
ing Party Manual, 1960.)

NATIONAL MATCHES. C o m pet i e
small arms matches held annually under the
auspices of the NRA, the NBPRP, and the
U. S. Army.

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION (NRA).
The NRA is a non-profit organization sup-
ported by the membership fees of over
1 million individual members. Founded in
1871, it has grown in size, and stature for
87 years. Today, it is recognized for its out-
standing patriotic and public service con-,
tribution to the American way of life. It is
the .largest organization in the U. S. that
deals with guns, gunning, and all associated
materials and subjects.'

NATIONAL TROPHY MATCH. T ho se
competitions at the National Matches for
which trophies and medals are provided for
by appropriate funds.

NATO CALIBER. Cartridge designed to
be used in weapons of the NATO Nations,.
7.62 Cal-: Identic.al with :.Cal. .308 Win-
chester.
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NATURAL POINT OF AIM.The correct
position of the body in relationship to the
target.

NECK.That portion of a cartridge used
to retain the rear portion of a bullet,

NECK REAMER -A tool used to slightly
enlarge the nee:, of a cartridge case that has
been fired.

NECK SIZE.The inside diameter of a
cartridge neck.

NECK TRIM.An operation in reloading
used to shorten a cartridge case to a speci-
fied length.

NEUTRAL POWDER.A propellant, usu-
ally a single perforated cylindrical grain-
whose burning area remains constant.

NITROCELLULOSE.See Cellulose Ni-
trate. Nitric acid mixed with cotton forming
what is called gun cotton used in powder.

NITROGLYCERINE.Nitric acid mixed
with glycerine ised in double based powder.

.NOMENCL/,TURE.A Set of systems of
names or symbols given to items of supply
and equipment, to organizations, or to other
variously identifiable things a3 a means of
classification and identification.

NONCORROSIVE.A term applied to
primers containing no potassium sulphate.

NOSE.(a) That portion of the hammer in
the K-38 Revolver which strikes the primer
of a cartridge. (b) That are of a bullet from
the widest part to-the point.

NOT READY.The response given by a
shooter to the Range Officer: in the event he
is not prepared to fire when asked by the
Range Officer.

NRA MATCH PISTOLSee Match Pistol.
OBJECTIVE LENS.The lens at the front

of the telescope which forms the "primary
image" of the object viewed.

OBTURATION.The sealing of a chamber
in a gun or fuse to prevent the escape of gas
in a partictilar direction.

OCULAR LENS.The eyepiece of an, op-
tical instrument.

OFFHAND_ An individual, scoring device,
target, equipment, or material recognized
and approved by the isTEPRP, NRA, and ISU.,
or other appropriate organization in the con-
dition of a shooting competitor.

.OFFICIAL BULLETIN.A bulletin issued
by the statistical office after all competitors
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have been giver an opportunity to call atten-
tion to errors shown on the preliminary
bulletin. All prizes :nedals are issued
on the basis of the official bulletin which be-
comes the official record of the match.

OFFICIAL REFEREE The official ap-
pointed by the jurisdictional organization
conducting the competition, to act as referee
and fulfilling all duties and obligations ex-
pected of such.

OFFSET (CAST OFF).Butt end of gun-
stock set over to the right usually 1/4"to
3/4" from center of bore line. NOTE : Cast on
would be the same except set over to the left.

OGIVE (PRONOUNCED 'OH JIVE').The
curved or tapered front of a projectile.
NOTE: With a bullet, shell, or bobb, other
projectile having a fuze forming the nose,
the ogive is included between a pgint where
the projectile begins to curve or taper and a
point on the line where fuze and body meet;
in other types of projectiles, the nose of the
projectile is included as a part of the ogive.
(See False- Ogive.)

OPEN MATCH.A match open to anyone.
An open match may be limited to citizens of
the United States or to members of the NRA
of America. Such limitations must be stated
in the program.

OPEN SIGHT.A rear gunsight having a
notch. NOTE: Distinguished especially from
a peep sight.

ORDINATE. A measurement made from
the line of sight to the line of trajectory of
the bullet at any point.

ORDNANCE.(a) Military weapons, am-
munition, explosives, combat vehicles, and
battle material collectively,together with the
necessary maintenance tools and equipment.
(b) An organization or activity that stores,
issues, or maintains such material.

ORIFICE.A small hole in a weapon, i.e,,
gas port.

OUTSIDE LUBRICATED. Lubrication of
a bullet's exterior.

OVER AND UNDER.A gun or rifle in
which the barrels are placed vertically, one
over the other.

OVERBORE.Usually refem'ed to as a
cartridge case with a greater powder capa-
bility than is considered adequate for the size
of the bore. NOTE: Most Wildtat Magnums
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are usually considered overbore capacity.
When a cartridge is in this condition the load
is very critical.

PADDLE.A shot stick with a disk at one
end, painted white on one side and red on the
other. Used to indicate when the firing line
is. ready. safe, clear, etc.

PAIR FIRE.When 2 persons are firingen
the same point usually alternating the shots
in a prescribed sequence,

PALM REST.An extension or attachment
below the rifle fore..rm Which aids the nor-
mal hand grip.

PARADOX.The term used to describe a
barrel partially rifled at the muzzle.

PARALLAX. An appaent movement or
displacement of objects in'the field of view
with respect to the reticle. In a telescopic
sight, parallax occurs only when in the optical
system of the scope, the primary i.l.age of
the object falls behind or in front of the
reticleand when the eye moves off of the
optical axis of the scope.

PARAPET.An earthern mound protect-
ing ranges.

PARKERIZE .To impact a dull, relatively
rough finish to a firearm by use of powdered
iron and phospheric acid. Hence Parkeriza-
tion, Parkertzed.

PASTPRS.Small gummed pieces of paper
used to patch bullet holes on the target.

PATH. Flight of bulle't; a walk way to
targets.

PATTERN.Usually referred to in the
gunsmAhing field commenly called"checker-
ing pattern.", This pattern conforms with the
stock configuration and incorporates border
and all master lines.

PEENING.To draw, bend, or flatten by
hammering with peen.

PEEP SIGHT.A' rear gunsight having a
small hole in which the front sight is centered
in aiming. Distinguished-from an open sight.

PELLET.(a) One of a group of projec-
:tiles in shotgun shells. (b) A projectile fired
from 'Various guns that do.not use gunpowder
as the propellent force.-'

PENETRATE.To force a 7:-ay into a tar-
get or other substance.

PILOT SHOT. Dhring alter nate high
power rifle team firing, the first shot fired
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by which corrections may be established for
wind and range conditions.

PISTOL.(a) In popular usage, a firearm,
usually short barreled, designed to be held
and fired in one 'hand. (b) More precisely,
such a firearm in which the chamber is an
integral part of thb barrel, especially a self-
loading, pistol, .as distinguished from'. a re-
volver.' (el A -nachine pistol usually a short
barreled weapon, firing pistol am.atniition,
and which fires full automatic.

PISTOL GRIP.It: gunstock the grip of
which turns down, as does a pistol.

PIT.(a) Individual fire trench; small
hole to afford shelter from fire. (b) Shelter
for personnel operating the targets at an open
air target range. (c ) Sunken emplacement for
artillery.

PITCH.The angle which the butt of a
firearm takes in relation to the line of sight.

PLUNGERS.(a) Any cylindrical part that
operates with a plunging action, such as a
piston. (b) The firing pins which are struck
by the hammers in shotguns and double rifles,
called strikers in bolt - action rifles.

POINT.Firing stand; nose of -bullet; to
point at object or target.

POSITION.A prescribed physical method
of holding a weapon.

POST.Refers to post sight, a .vertical
front sight, hence the term post. It may be
metallic, open or hooded, or may be incor-
porated in several manners and shapes,
within telescOpic sights.

POST ENTRY.An entry, made after the
regular entry closing time. Because of the
extra worktplaced on the statistical office as
ti result of late entries an addticnial fee is
charged (the "post entry fee"). Sometimes
no post entries are accepted. "Post Entries"
have:no connection with. "Postal Matches."

POSTAL MATC niatch in which com.-
petitors fire on their home ranges using tar-
gets which -have been marked for proper
identification. Fired targets and scores are
then exchanged by mail.

POTASSIUM NITRATE.A corrosive salt
found in Black Powder composition, com-
monly called saltpeter.

POWDER.AI slang for gun powder; any
Substance in the form of balls, cords, strips,
flakes or bare that can be used as a vropellent
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in a cartridge. A dry explosive or propellent,
often in the form of one or more large pieces.

POWDER MEASURE.Various mechani-
cal means by which weight or volume of pow-
der may be measured,

POWDER SCALE. A device used to meas.-
,ure powder by weight.

POWER (SCOPE).Number of times an
object is nn?,gnified by use of a telescope.
Example: 2C Limes its size or 20X, etc. The
degree to which a lens magnifies the number
of times it multiplies the apparent diameter
of an object.

PRELIMINARY BULLETIN. A bulletin
issued by the statistical office 'mmediately
after a match has been fired showing scores
of competitors as computed in the statistical
office. Competitors check with statistical
office on any apparent inaccuracies as shown
by this bulletin...

PREPARATION PERIOD.A specified
period of time,allotted in competition which
enables the shooter to prepare for firing.
Usually a period of 3 minutes.'

PRESSURE.Force extended against an
opposing body.

PRESSURE CURVE.(a), The arc of the
projectile in the LaBoulenge Chronograph
test to determine velocity. (b) The graphic
curve of...pressures in pounds per sq. inch,-
resulting from various powder burning rates.

PRESSURE PEAK; The greatest amount
of pounds per sq. inch, pressure created
within the chamber.

PRIMER.A sensitive ex-plosive device
that responds to percussion, friction, elec-
tric impulse, or some other disturbance to
set off a propellent or an explosive; an ini-
tiator.

PRIMER CUP.A small cup holding a
primer mixture and other components, used
in small -arms cartridges and certain other
ammunition.

PRIMER POCKET.A recess formed in
the head of a cartridge case to hold the
primer.

PRIMER SALT.A residue of potassium
chlorate which is deposited in the bore
through the use of corrosive primers.

PRIMER SETBACK. The backward move-
ment of a primer cup in a cartridge or shell
case upon explosion of the propellent, as

occurs when the base of the cup is not prop-
erly supported by the bolt face or breech
block.

PRIMER VENT.Normally ,,called the
flash hole located in the head of the cartridge
case between the primer sent'and 6ropellent
in the case to allow the primer flame to
ignite the powder.

PROGRESSIVE BURNING.A character-
istic-of most rifle powders whose burning in-
creases as the volume increases to maintain.
an increase in pressure on the base of the
projectile.

PROJECTILE.(a.) An object, especially
a missile, projected by an applied exterior
force and continuing in motion by virtue of
its own inertia, as a bullet, bomb, shell, or
grenade. (b) Also applied to rockets, espe-
cially rocket missiles and guided missiles.

PROOF. --A standard set by gun manufac-
tUrers to insure a weapon will withstand a
safe pressure for its given caliber.

PROOF MARK.A stamp used by gun
manufacturersto identify all weapons having
met the standard prescribed pressure test it
considered safe. Proof marks are usually
found on the barrel and/or under the receiver
or both, depending upon its manufacturer.

PROOF TEST.A rifle which has suc-
cessfully withstood a proof test load without
showing signs of inetal fatigue; NOTE: Proof
test loads are nearly always apprbximately
20,000 PSI above standard ammunition.

PROPELLENT.That which provides the
energy for propelling a bullet, shell, or the
like; also a fuel, either powder or liquid, for
propelling a rocket or the like.

PROTE ST.A formal objection to methods
or procedures of operation, equipment, scor-
ing, or score, at a shooting competition made
by a competitor.

(PSI) POUNDS PER SQ. INCH.A unit of
measure used to evaluate the pressure in a
chamber or cylinder.

PYROCELLULOSE.A variety of pyroxy-
lin, used m making smokeless powders and
gelatin dynamites.

QUALIFICATION.Describes an individ-
ual who has fired a score of marksman or
higher over a qualifying course in i'ecord
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QUITTING SIGHTS.-in sighting, the phySi-
cal and/or mental interruption of concentra-
tion, Most frequently caused by letting the
eye leave its focus on the front sight and
glancing at target.

RAIL.-A strip of metal usually 12" to
18" long with a slot the length of the rail to
attach forearm stop and palm rest .adapter
for the international rifle. It'alsols used as
a foundation to countersink all the guard
screws for securing rifle and stock to-
gether. in some instances set triggers are
inletted into the rail so they can easily be
removed without the removal of barrel anu
action.

RAIL MOUNTS. - In international rifle
building the adaptors used to secure, i.e.,
palmrest to rifle rail are called rail mounts.
NOTE: Metallic and scope sight which are
secured on a long metal base to permit for-
ward and rearward movemeAt are sometimes
called rail mounts. A more common name is
dove-tail mounts.

RAMP. -An inclined plane, de signed to give
proper elevation of front or rear sights.

RANGE.-A prescribed area where weap-
ons firing is conducted; includes firing line;
butts, target frames, pits and ;impact area.

RANGE FLAG,--=A red flag used to indi-
cate whether or not firing is being conducted
on the range. Firing is in progress when
flag is raised to its highest position on the
flag pole.

RANGE OFFICER. The individual in
charge of all firing on any given range.

RAPID FIRE.-(a) Service Rifle: fired at
200 yds-10 shots, 50 seconds, and at 300 yds-
10 shots, 60 seconds. With manually op-
erafed rifle (bolt-action) and 10 seconds for
each range. (b) In pistol there are three dif-
ferent rapid fire courses: (1) NRA-5 shots
in 10 seconds, Standard American Target.
(2).AFQC-6 shots in 15 seconds, and 6 shots
in 30 seconds, from various positions at
Military E Target. (3) International Rapid
fire consistsof firIng 5 shots at 5 silhouette
targets in 8, 6, and 1 seconds.

RATTLE BATTLE.-The slang term used
in describing the Infantry Trophy Rifle-Team
Match.

READY COMMANDS. - These commands
are, Is the Line Ready? The line is Ready.
Ready on the Right, Ready on the Left, and
-Ready on the Firing Line." Commdnds used
to ascertain if personnel areready to com-
mence firing.

READY LINE.-The area just to the rear
of the firing line, where competitors who are
to fire on the next relay must wait their turn.

REAMER.--A tool used to enlarge a hole
such as the primer pocket- of a cartridge.

RECEIVER.-The basic unit of a firearir, ,
especially a small arm, to which the barrel
and other components 'are attached.

RECEIVER BRIDGE. -A web or connector
used to span the recess of a receiver to in-
crease its strength. Also, in some weapons,
used in conjunction with the firing pin tang,
to prevent weapon from firing until breech is
completely locked.

RECEIVER SIGHT.-Rear sight mounted
on the receiver of the weapon.

RECOIL.-The backward movement of =a
gun or part thereof on firing, caused by the
backward pressu 'e of the propellent gases;
the distance the a gun or part travels in this
backward moves lent.

ECOIL EN GY.-The force in foot-
pounds exerted rearward by a'firearm when
fired.

RECOIL LUG.- -A metal surface, normally
located in the forward part of the action which
transmits the recoil of the barrel and receiver
group to the stock.

RECOIL PAD. -A cushioneattache-Far-the
butt of a shotgun' or rifle to absorb recoil.

RECORD FIRING.-The act of firing a
qualification course for a score to be placed
in an individual's file.

RE-DISK.---To have the value of the shoot-.
er's last shot or shots re-indicated.

REDUCED TARGET. A standard target
that is reduced in size proportionally, to be
fired at a shorter range. A standard target
where the scoring rings have been reduced
in size proportionally to the distance at which
the target will be fired from.

RE-ENTRY.-A match in which the com-
petitor is permitted to fire more than one
score for the record; one or more of the
highest scores being considered to determine
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the relative rank of competitors. Then num-
ber of scores. wh ch may be fired, and the
number of high scores to be considered in
deciding the relative rank of competitors
must be specified in the program.

RE- FACT. To put a new target face on
backing material.

REFEREE.--A person to whom anything
is referred .for decigion. In spores, a judge
of a' game, an umiiire. TI1 compFcitive shoot-
ing, depending upon the orgariz2iion exercis-
ing jurisdictional control, di.ies and powers
of enforcement of a refelee are varied.
Basically, he bnfoyces the rules of a match.

RE -FIRE. The firing of a string Or stage
of fire over again after it has once been
fired.

REGIONAL MA TCHE S.A registered
match sponsored by the NRA for a specific
region or area in which a NBPRP Excellence
in- Competition Match may be included.

REGISTERED MATCH.Any match reg-
istered with' the NRA. A registered match
is the only match where a national record
may be set.

RE LAY. The term used to describe sepa-
rate groups of shooters for identification
purposes and to insure efficient supervision
of a match. Relays are usually based on the
number of targets available. Example: 50
targets and 100 competitors would require
2 relays. Shooters must know their relay
number to avoid confusion when competitors
are called to the firing line.

RELOADING DIES. Tools used in re-
loading ammunition, such as seizing, and de-
capping die, seating and crimping die, etc.

RELOADING TOOL. A machine or de-
vice used in the hand loading of ammunition.

REPEATING. Usually referring to a
self-loading type weapon automatic or semi-
automatic. May also be used in reference to
slide or lever action weapons.

RESIZLNG.A process whereby a car-
tridge case is swaged to a desired size or
shape.

REST.A support for a gun while firing.
May mean the firearm is held physically by
the shooter utilizing additional means of sup-
port such as sandbags, trees, rocks, logs, or
bench rest. Weapon may be held by mechan-
ical means such as a machine rest. In
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competitive shooting., various organizations
have established rules governing what con-
stitutes artifical or ,additional support.

RETICLE. - -A system of-lines, wires, or
the like, in the focus of the eyepiece of an
optical instrument. Also called a reticule.
One of the fine wires or threads mounted as
a reticle in the focus of the eyepiece of op-
tical instruments, and used to define the line
of sight with accuracy.

REVOLVER. A handgun having a rotating
cylinder carrying several rounds of ammu-
nition, each round being in a chamber that
comes into line with the barrel before the
round is fired.

RIB.A liner piece of metal attached to
the uppermost part Of\the slide or barrel.
Used to raise the sighting- plane, improve the
appearance of the weapon, and to reduce
barrel vibration.

RICHOCHET.Of a bomb, bullet, or the
like. To skip, bounce or fly .off at an angle
after striking an object or surface.

RIFLE .(MATCH GRADE). Conamercal
or ordnance type weapons designed for or
modified to competition specifications.

RIFLED SLUG. A projectile used in shot-
gun ammunition with spiralled.. grooves, the
theory being that the air forced through the
grooves, while the projectilels in flight tends
to spin the slug to effect stAiiity.

RIFLING.(a) See also Lands andGroove.
The action of cutting spiral longitudinal
grooves in the bore of a gun barrel. (b) The
spiral grooves cut in the bore of the barrels
of certain types_of firearms and cannon.

RIM. The outer or extreme circumfer-
ence on the head of a cartridge used for head
.spacing in some cases and for extraction also.

RIM FIRE .A cartridge in which the prim-
ing mixture is placed in the fold of the head
of the shell, as in Cal. 22 rimfire cartridges.

RIMLESS.A cartridge case design in
which the case bears no rim about the head.
The extractor in this case will fit into an
extractor groovee-p%out the head of the case.

RIMMED CARTRIDGE.--A cartridge whose
rim extends beyond the cartridge case to con-
trol headspace mid facilitate extraction.

RUPTURED CARTRIDGE. A cartridge
case that is deformed with partial or complete
circumferential separation around the body.
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SAFETY.A mechanical continuance on a
\weapon to keep it from accidently discharg-
ing a cartridge.

SAFETY FAN.The 35° area to the left
and right of the line of fire on That which. is
considered the dkinger zone.

SAMI.A Nal/Iv Small Arms Marksman-
ship Instructor With a Navy Enlisted', Classi-
fication of GM-0811..

SATU,The Small Arms Training Unit
located at San Diego, ealifornia.

Scaled Round. A round of ammo. which
has been placed in chamber of 0. 110'. weapon
and heated, or a round heated from the sun.

SCATTER GUN.A slang term for shot-
gun.

SCHNABEL.The tip of the forearm when
it is made in' pointed or ornamental form
named from the German word for a "bird'
beak,"

SCHUETZEN.Type of hook used in po-
sition shooting.

SCOPE.Short for telescope.
SCOPE MOUNTS.That portion of a tele-

scope that attaches the telescope to another'
object, normally the scope bases.

SCORE.The total value of all the re-
quired shots fired by a competitor in any
one match or course of fire.

SCORE BOARD.Device used, for posting.'
of match scores for information of competi-
tors and interested individuals.

SCORE BOOK.A book used to maintain
a chronologial record of shooting.

SCORE CARD.A printed form on which
shots fired are recorded.

SCORER.Anyone appointed or designated
by duly authorized match officials to record
scores fired.

SCORING:The act of keeping a score.
SCORING PLUG. In scoriiig, a device

used to determine whether more than one
bullet has penetrated a single hole, or to de-
termine the correct value of a shot on the
target.

SEAR.That part of the lockwork of a
firearm that engages the hammer or striker
to hold it in a cocked position.

SEAR NOSE.A portion of the sear which
engages into the sear notch of the hammer or
striker' of a weapon.
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SEAR NOTCH.A place on thehaMmer or
striker in which the sear engages to hold
striker or hammer to the rear.

SEASON CRACKING.Usually refers to a
small split in the cartridge brass case which
occurs when brass is old and the grain struc-
ture of the brass is relaxed. Also refers to
small cracks that appear in gunstocks clue to
moisture content changes.

SECTIONAL DENSITY.The weight of
bullet in grains, divided by its diameter.

SEIVIIAUTOMATIC.Of'a firearm or gun;
utilizing part of the force of an exploding
cartridge to extract the empty case and
chamber the next round, but 'reqUiring a
separate pull on the trigger to fire each
round.

SEMI- RIMMED. A cartridge case design
in which'the case head bears both a rim and
a hollow groove for the extractor.

SERRATED TRIGGER.Trigger with face
knurled, stippled or a series of small grooves
to prevent lose of finger placement.

SERVICE. See Rifle-Service.
SE R VICE AMMUNITION.Ammunition

manufactured for the purpose of firing in
combat, or to simulate combat.

SET TRIGGER.A device for lightening
the trigger pull at will; in order to remove
the disturbing effect of a heavy pull in target
shooting. Us'ually two triggers are used, the
rear trigger sets the sear, while alight touch
on the front trigger will discharge the arm.

SHARPSHOOTER.See Classification.
SHELL.--A siangterm for cartridge ease.
SHELL TIOLDER--7Tool used in rifle car-

tridge reloading for purpose of facilitating
ease of maintaining cartridge case within
loadi'.g press.

SHIM UP.A liner or thin piece of mate-
rial used for placing between surfaces to
secure proper adjustments (i.e., sight base
to receivers, etc.).

SHOOT-EM-OFF.A command used by a
rifle team coach during rapid fire when the
shooter is about to run out of time.

SHOOTING BOX.Container used to carry
shooting equipment.

SHOOTING GLOVE ,A special glove. used
by rifie.shooters to protect he hand that is
placed between the fore-end and the sling.
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SHOOTING UNIFORM. Any distinctive
garb worn by shooting. teams.

SHOT.(a) Terminology applied to a fired
round. (b) A component used in the manufac-
ture of shot shells.

SHOTGUN.A smooth bore gun, used for
firing a charge of small shot at short range,
as in hunting small game.

SHOTSHELL.Cartridge commonly used
with shotguns.

SHOT STRING.--A term used in shotgun
shooting. The elongation of the shot pattern.

SHORT TRIGGER.Usually refers to the
standardA I1911A1 45 automatic pistol trigger
or the standard length commercial trigger.

SHOULDER HUNCH.Similar to flinch. A
reaction of the shoulder jacket to protect the
shoulder.

SIDE BY SIDE.---A weapon with two bar-
rels placed next to each other.

SIDE LOCK. Hammer offset to side of
breech.

SIDE MOUNT. A metal fixture with rings
used to secure a telescope sight to the side
of a rifle barrel and/or receiver.

SIGHT.A device through which the tar-
get is viewed to give proper elevation and
direction.

SIGHT ALIGNMENT.When the front and
rear sights are brought into correct adjust-
ment with the.-6m

SIGHT PICTURE. Upon achieving proper
sight alignment a sight picture is obtained by
placing the target or bull's-eye into view.

SIGHT RADII'S. The distance from the
front to the rear sight.

SIGHTING SHOTS.Shots fired at a tar-
get provided for that purpose and used to
obtain desired information relative to adjust-
ment of sights for the match which imme-
diately follows.

SILENCER. A device fixed to muzzle,
baffle propelling gases, silencing sound
waves.

SINGLE ACTION.--(a) A firearm whose
hammer must be cockea by hand before the
weapon can be fired. (b) Type of fire, made
possibly by cocking the hammer, with a
double-action revolver.

SINGLE BASE POWDER. A type of
smokeless powder, made of nitro-cellulose
primarily.
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SINGLE SHOT.A weapon that is capable
of loading with one round (non-repeating fire-
arm).

SINGLE TRIGGER.Common type trigger,
as opposed to double, set type.

SITTING POSITION.One of the positions
useci in LIRA rifle competition. Weight of the
body supported on buttocks and feet or ankles,
no other portion of the body touching the
ground. The rifle will be supported by both
hands and one shoulder only/The left hand
(or in the case of a left-haAted shooter, the
right hand) must not restA leg or knee. The
elbow will rest appro)ermately on or just in-
side the knee. Thy' legs may be apart or
crossed at the opt/on of the firer.

SIZING.ToAape cast bullet to desired
diameter or cartridge case to specified di-
mensions.

SKEET.A Jhotgtm sport in which clay
targets are thrown from a high house (12 ft.
above the ground) and a low house (2 ft. above
the ground). The shooter fires from eight
different positions which are toyed out on a
semi-circle with the 8th position at the center
of the diameter of the semi-circle. A round
of skeet consists of 25 shots with a maximum
of 25 points. -

SKID. SHOT.An elongated bullet hole of
any length caused by a bullet entering the tar-
get while target is turning into or out of view.

SLING.A leather or web strap used to
help support a rifle during. firing.

SLOW FIRE.Known distance firing. Usu-
ally a -time allowance of one minute per shot
is authorized.

SMALL OF STOCK. 4 name usually ap-
plied to the "hand" of the butt stock. Com-
monly called pistol grip.

SMALLBORE.Normally refers to a .22
caliber rim fire cartridge or weapons cham-
bered for such cartridge.

SMOKELESS POWDER.A nitrocellulose
base powder, sometimes compounded with
nitroglycerine.

SMOOTHBORE.A firearm with no rifling.
SOFT POINT B U L L E T S.Sometimes

these are called softnosed, dum-clum, or
mushroom bullets. This type of bullet has a
non-fouling jacket filled with a lead or lead
alloy core, closed at the base, and with the
lead ex-posed at the nose.
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SOLVENT.--(a) A. liquid capable of dis-
solving powder residue. (b) A solution of
ether and alcohol to cool the burning of
smokeless powder.

SPEED LOCK.A trigger and hammer
designed for extra fast 'hammer fall.

SPIN.The bullet revolving around its own
axis caused by the rifling.

SPITZER.Pointed bullet..
SPOT WELD.In rifle shooting, the act of

fitting the face to the stock or thumb so that
during recoil, the face will remain in contact
with the stock and/or thumb.

SPOTTER.A round disk with a spindle
through the middle used to indicate the point
of impact on the target.

SPOTTING SCOPE.A telescope used by
shooters to visually check hits or spotters on
targets.

SQUADDING.The process of assigning a
definite relay or target to an individual' of
team.

SQUEEZE.A term used to define the in-
dependent rearward motion of the trigger
finger on the trigger until a weapon fires.

SQUIB ROUND.A round of ammunition
with little or no powder charge.

STAGE.In a match fired at more than
one range, position, or class of firing, each
range, position, or class of firing is referred
to as a "stage" of the match.

STAKE.One method of tightening or se-
curing a screw or pin in a hole. Usually done
with a punch of ,some type.

STATISTICAL OFFICER. The chief of
statistical officer is in charge of all statis-
tical work in connection with the match ex-
cept the actual recording of scores when this
is done on the range. He is assisted by such
assistant statistical officers as may be re-
quired.

STIPPLING.The roughing of metal to
improve the gripping surface, in lieu of
c hecke ring.

STOCK.(a) The foundation for securing
the rifle barrel and action to a useable han-
dling piece usually niade of wood and of
standard measurement to fit the average
person. (b) The wooden part of a firearm,
especially a shoulder weapon.

STOPPAGE.An interruption of the cycle
of operation. A jam in an automatic weapon.
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STOVE PIPE .A malfunction of the weapon
caused by a cartridge case being jammed
(caught) in the action of the weapon and point-
ing upward. ,It appears somewhat like a
stove pipe.

STREAMER. The red cloth,flag (approxi-
mately 18 ft. by 7 ft.) used as the primary
range danger flag and posted at a prominent
noint on the range so it is visible by anyone
approaching or on. the range. All firing will
cease at anytime this flag is hauled down.

STRIATION.A furrow channel, small
groove, or channel. A thread like line or
na4-ow band; especially when one of a series
of parallel

STRIKER.A firing pin or a projection of
the hammer of a firearm, which strikes the
primer in a fuze or in a round of ammunition.

STRING.A string is a group. of shots
forming a part of a "stage."

SUPERPOSED. The placement of one ob-
ject on top of the other such as an Over and
Under shotgun.

SUPERVISOR.A supervisor is required
at all NRA approved tournaments. The su-
pervisor may be an NRA official referee,
or an officer of an NRA Club, League or State
association who is familiar with NRA com-
petition rules and Match procedure. The
supervisor may also act as executive officer
of an approved tournament in such combined
duty as authorized by the NRA headquarters.
He acts as an official referee.

SUSTAINED FIRE.Same .as rapid fire.
Shooting a predetermined number of rounds
in a specified time limit.

JWAGE.A method of shaping metal
through a die by pressure.

SWIVEL.The small piece in a shotgun
lock connecting the tumbler and mainspring.
In revolvers, it is used to connect the spring
and the hammer. The oblong loop used to
connect the sling strap to the barrel acid
stock of a rifle is called swivel blow.

TAKE MORE WHITE.In high power rifle
team matches, a coach's command to hold a
line of white rifle team matches, a coach's
command to hold a line of white between front
sight and six o'clock hold on bull's-eve. This
in turn will cause the shooter to lower his
shot group.
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TANG.--A metal strip attached to the re-
ceiver and picjectifig towards tl e butt. to
assist -insectiring barrel.-tb the stock., Jn
muzzle loacThig arms'usually forbad in one
piece with the breech plug.

TARGE T.The object at which the shooter
aims.

TARGET BUTTS.See Butts.
TARGET FRAME.A frame into 'which

the target is inserted or mounted.
TARGET OPERATION.The manipulations

of the targets.
TARGET PITS.Area used for operation

of the targets, also the protective area from
which target handlers operate.

TARGET PULLER.--One who raises and
lowers the target; target handler.

TARGET SPOTTERS.See Spotters.
TEAM.A group of shooters firing for a

composite score.
TEAM CAPTAIN. The person responsible

for all duties and for the discipline of his
team members.

TEAM COACH.Deputy to the team cap-
tain. The teams shooting instructor.

TEAM SYNCHRONIZATION.Zeroing all
team weapons.

TEAM TROPHY MATCH.See National
Trophy Match.

TELEGRAPHXC MAT C E S.Matches
where competitors fire on their home ranges
and whexelkmscores are exchanged by tele-
graph' &means.

TELEPHONE OPERATORS.Used on the
firing line and in the pits to relay commands.

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS.Any sight which
magnifies.

TERMINAL VE LOC ITY Th'e c on s t anrt
velocity of a falling body attained when the
resistance of air or other ambient fluid has
become equal to the force of gravity acting
upon the body.

TERSULPHIDE OF ANTIMONY. Agent
used in hardening bullet metal.

THROAD.The tapered portion/of a bar;
rel'extending from the end of the Chamber/to'
the beginning of the rifling.

TIE.Two ar more individuals or teams
scoring the same amount of points.

TIE BREAKING.Any system, or set of
rules, used by various shooting organizations
to determine who is the winner, when two

more individuals or teams have identical
scores.

TIME FIRE.-5 Shots in 20 se,,conds with
a pistol or revolver,

TiME LIMITS. --The periods of time given
for various stringS or stages of fire with any
weapon.

TIP SHOT.A slightly elongated bullet
hole in target caused by 'h. bullet that has
tipped over in flight and was not rotating
truly on its longitudinal axis.

TOE.--The l.owest,portion Of the butt of a
rifle or shotgun stock when weapon is in nor-
mal firing position.

TOP MOUNT.A metal fixture with rings
used to secure a telescope sight to the top of
a rifle barrel and/or receiver -

TRACER.(a) A projectile that has a
chemical compound which gives trail of
light indicating the flight of the projectile.
(b) The pyrotechnic composition in a bullet.

. TRAINFIRE. A new system of rifle
-marksmanship adapted by the U.S. Army,
composed of four phases. The first phase is
given to all mate soldiersupon entry in the
Army and consists of Pro-mark, Field Firing,
Target Detection and a Recoi'd Firing. Phase
two teaches Squad-Combat Firing. Phase
three provides Sniper Training. Phase four,
consists of extreme distance firing for out-.
standing marksmen.

TRAJECTORY.--The curve on the-vertical
plane traced by a bullet, shell, bomb or other
object thrown, launched- or trajected. by an
applied exterior force, the projectilecontinu-
ing in motion.aiter separation from the force.
. TRAP.A shotgun sport in which clay

target's, are thrown at a fixed height within
an angle of 130°. The trap house is located
16 feet from each of the five positions from,
which the competitor fires five shots from".
each, giving a maximum score. If 25 points.

TRIANGULATION.A sighting and aiming
exercise.

TRIGGER:',-A mechanism which; when
pulled, as with the- finger, releases, another
mechanism, as in the trigger of a gun.

TRIGGER CONTROL. The to
move the trigger until the sear disengages,
the hammer goes forward and the Weapon
discharges, without any movement of the
weapon.
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TRIGGER CONVINCER. --kA mechanical
device that allows a coach to fi\re the weapon
while it is being held and"tiimed\ty the pupil.

TRIGGER CREEP.An undesir,ed move-
ment of the trigger before the sear discon-
nects.

'RIGGER GUARD.A protecting part of a
weapon that encircles the trigger, preventing
damage or accidental firing.

TRIGGER MASH.Slang term for trigger
control-squev4e.

TRIGGER 'PULL amount of weight
necessary to actuatecthOri0;er. (b) The
length of trigger traveedir"-ii-X--actuation.

TRIGGER SHOE. -A dIviee designed for
widening the trigger.

TRIGGER,'SQUEEZE.See Trigger Con-
trol.

TRIGGER STOP.Pre v ent s excessive
rearward'Iravel of the trigger after sear/
striker release.

TRIGGER WEIGHT.The number of
pounds of,"Pressure necessary to actuate a
trigger (i.e., a trigger that requires a force
of 3 pounds to actuate it _would be described
as a 3 lb. __trigger, hence the term trigger

TROPHY.The representation of such a
memorial, as on a medal; given for an out-
standing achievement.

TUBE SIGHT.Front or rear sight that is
protected by a cube against the elements.
Rear tube type sights usually incorporate an
adjustment system for moving the sights that
is similar either to a telescopic sight or
micrometer rear.

TUMBLE.g.The hammer, so-called of a
hammerless gun.

TWIST.The distance (in inches) a bullet
travels through the barrel to make one coin -
plete revolution.

TYRO (AS PER NRA).--A competitor who
has ndt previously fired in organized civilian,
police or military pistol competitions,, re-
gardless of the courses of fire composing
such matches. Any tournament sponsor may
include in his program a prize schedule of
award(s) for-the tyro class.-

UNCLASSIFIED (COMPETITIVE). Se e
Classification. A competitor. who has not
fired in NRA pistol or rifle competition
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during' the previous three (3) years or who
has riot been classified as a master. Such
competitor shall, unless he can qualify as a
tyro, fire through his first NRA competition
(or first competition following the loss of his
classification) in the unclassified group, ex-
cept he may, if he so chooses, be placed in
the master class. A competitor in the un-
classified group may compete only for place
awards or awards offered in the unclassified
group in individual matches. Undercut. A
term that vnuld apply to the front sight of a
pistol,- that las a portion cut forwarJ t o
duce glare.

UNLOAD.To remove magazine aid/or
am nunition.

UNLOCK.To plzi: the safet' in firing po-
sition.

UNQUALIFIED.See Qualification. Net
having requisite qualifications.

re-

V-COUNT.---The total number of hits in
the "V" ring. Previously used in Mil "A"
and "J3" targets; used now only in "C"target.

VELOCITY.Speed, or rate of motion, in
a given direction and in a- given frame of
reference,.

VENTXLATED RIB.A strip of Metal
(usually steel) running the full length of a
shotgun barrel with rectangular holes evenly
spaced to help eliminate heat waves from
the line sight and produce a flat sighting
plane.

VERIFY.To ascertain as to legaliV.
VERTEX.The highest point above the

weapon reached by the trajectory is called
its vertex.

VISIBLE HITS.Total number of hits' on
a target that are visible to the naked eye.

"V" RING.An inner circle placed inside
the bull's-eye of certain U. S. Military &
NRA targets, for the purpose of ranking
scores without changing the numerical value
of the total score. As a "-hit in the bull's-eye
counts 5, a hit in the ,smaller circle within
;he bull' 3 -eye would also count 5, but for
purposes of differentiation, is called Roman
Numeral five ("V") which has a mathematical
value of 5.

WAD.--A used in shotgun shells
to retain powder charge and control gases.
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WAD CUTTER.A term used to describe
a lead bullet which cuts cleanly- thtiough the
target upon impact.: Cartridges containing
these bullets usually have a reduced load. In
Center Fire Pistol Competition, Wad Cutter
is defined as ammunition other than Ball.

WEIGHING TRIGGERS.Testing weapons
to determine how much actual weight is re-
quired on the trigger to disengage the sear
and allow the hammer to go forward.

WILD CAT.An individually developed
cartridge not commercially manufactured.

WINDAGE.Moving the windage adjust-
ment of a weapon to compensate for wide
shots caused by either wind or misalignment
of the sights.

WIND DOPING, - Calculating the velocity
inci'direction of the windby means of a tele-
scope or other visual means.

WIND FLAG. Fla used to indicate dir ec-
_lion and velocity of the wind.

WIND GAUGE.--(a) Apparatus used, as in
connection with target firing, to determine
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and sometimes record the force and direction
of the wind.. It comprises an anemometer and
a wind vane. (b) A graduated scale on the
rear sight of a small arms rifle whereby the
sight may be adjusted to correct the devia-
tion of -trtebullet due to a wind component
perpendicular to the line of fire. The cor-
responding scale on sights for cannon is
called a deflection scale.

X-COUNT. See "X" Ring. The total
number of X's or:.,,center shots fired.

"X" RING.An inner circle placed inside
the 10-ring or a 10-ring target, for purposes
of r;mking scores without numerically chang-
ing the total score. As a hit in the 10-ring
counts 10, a hit in the smaller circle is still
10, but for purposes of differc. .i.ation; is
called Roman Numeral ten ("X''), which has
a mathematical value of 10,

ZERO. To adjust the sight settings of a
gun by calibrating results of firings.


